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The sponsors of the Institute are extremely greateful to Pro-
fessor L. Rosenfeld, the Second Niels Bohr Visiting Professor for
having presided over the Symposium. The distinguished presence
of the Hon'ble Sri C. Subr-amaniam, a patron of the Institute
who inaugurated the Symposium ~nd Professor Marshall Stone, the
First Ramanujan Visiting Professor at the Institute who gave a IUP-

plementary talk on some current trends in mathematical research,
contributed in a great measure to the success of the Symposium.
The participation of the visiting scientists is just another instance of
international collaboration in science, the ideal to which Professor
Niels Bohr himself had devoted a lifetime of effort.

On this memorable occasion a book entitled 'Niels Bohr and
the Development of Physics' was presented to the Hon'ble Sri
C. Subramaniam, with the signatures of all the participants of the
Sy~posium as a tribute to one, who by creating this Institute. has
set in motion" an intellectual renaissance the nature and magnitude
of which cannot be foreseen at the present time."

The Symposium started by an introductory talk by Professor
L. Rosenfeld ~n 'Niels Bohr and the Development of Physics'

Each of the twentyone participants gave a one hour talk on the
subject of his choice either of a semi-expository nature or on recent
work done by him. Dr. N. R•.Ranganathan, Dr. K. Venkatesan,
Mr. K. Raman, Mr. G Ramachandran and Dr. R. Vasudevan were
responsible for editing the proceedings of the symposium which has
been brought out within three weeksof its conclusion-a time which
can be considered short even on the present standards demanded by
advances in high energy physics. They are not only to be thanked
but congratulated on their splendid effort.



Origin of symmetries.·
Construction of the invariants of the simple Lie

Groups.
Some unconventional remarks on the Dirac equa-

tion.

Crossing relations and spin states.·
Large angle elastic scattering at high energy.
Multiperipheral model for high energy processes.
Effective range approximation based on Regge

poles.·
Regge poles in weak interaction and form factors.
Some applications of separable interactions to

elementary particle physics.
Impulse approximation theory of the photoproduc-

tion phenomena in nuclei.
Form factors of 3-nucleon systems.

On peratization method.
Muon capture by Complex nuclei.

Theory of general quantum systems interacting with
a linear dissipative system.

Recent developments in quantum statistical mecha-
nics of plasmas.

Electrodynamics of super conductors.*
Degenerate Bose gas. *
" Temperature" cut off in quantum field theory and

mass renormalization.

Some recent mathematical developments in cascade
theory.

Semigroup methods in mathematical physics.

Professor E. C. G. Sudarshan
Dr. L. O'Raifeartaigh

Dr. M. Jacob
Professor R. Hagedorn
Dr. K. Venkatesan
Dr. B. M. Udgaonkar

Mr. K. Raman
Professor A. M. Mitra

Dr. T. K. Radha
(a summary read
by Mr. G. Ramachandran)

Dr. N. R. Ranganathan
Dr. V. Devanathan

Professor B. Zumino
Professor F. Mohling
Dr. S. P. Misra

Professor M. H. Stone, First
Ramanujan Visiting Pro-
fessor, MATSCIENCE

Dr. S. K. Srinivasan

* Notes of these lectures were prepared by Mr. T. S. Santhanam, Mr. K. Raman, Dr. K. Venkatesa'"
Dr. N. R. Ranganathan, D. R. Yasudevan and Dr. B. Ramachandran.



We are thankful for the generous cooperation 'of the various
participants either in submitting the manuscripts almost immedi-
ately after their talks or having consented to the preparation of
the notes of their lectures by us. This has facilitated the speedy
pu blication of the proceedings of the symposium in accordance
with the unwritten but closely followed convention of the Institute
that whatever is spoken should be transcribed into print for use by
the scientific community. Of course we bear responsibility for
errors or shortcomings in the preparation of the notes.

We wish to acknoledge the kindness of Professor L. 1. Schiff
for having allowed our colleague Dr. T. K. Radha, now at Stanford,
to send us a summary of her recent work.

Editors Dr. R. Vasudevan

Dr. K. Venkatesan
Dr. N. R. Ranganathan

Mr. G. Ramachandran
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Prefatory Note

This symposium is unique in three respects':

All the foreign participants were in residence at the Institute
as visiting scientists. It was inaugurated by the Hon'ble Sri
C. Subramaniam, the architect of this Institute, who had given
us a timely mandate at its inception that the anniversary should
be celebrated in true academic style; thirdly, we have with us
two visiting professors whose assignments are intended to honour
the memory of Niels Bohr and Ramanujan.

The title of the symposium was deliberately chosen since
it is now well-realised even by specialists in various fields of
physics that it is impossible to divide the study of the structure
01 matter into high or low energy phenomena, weak or strong
interactions, elementary particle and many-body problems, per-
turbative and S-matrix approaches.

We seem to be in the same position as at the dawn of
quantum mechanics and the urgent need of the day is the vision
and perception of " a Bohr or a Heisenberg".

The remarks of Professor Rosenfeld at the introductory
lecture entitled "Niels Bohr and the development of Physics"
was particularly appropriate since he emphasised how the soft-
spoken scientist. as we knew him, whose humanity matched his
genius, was responsible for the .greatest departure form classical
concepts in his youthful twenties. The situation at presens
demands such new ideas for we are nowhere near understanding
the meanings of the new quantum numbers and their relationship
with old-to these are added the puzzlin~ sequence of resonancet
in multi-particle states. The symposium brought these problems
to the fore and it is of particular satisfaction to us that we felt
the tenseness and excitement generated by the discoveries of
new experimental facts in the great laboratories of Europe and
America.

The success of any venture depends also on the state of mind
of its participants. It could not be better than after the music
festival at Madras when the weather was at its best exciting the
envy of our visitors from Berkeley and Geneva.

The sponsors of the Institute are grateful to the participants
from outside Madras who, we hope, will carry part of MATSCIENCE
with them to their parent institutions.





Prof. E C.G.Sudarshan•University of Rochester, Rochester5

New ,-Yor~, U. S. A.

Symmetry groups in physics seem to belohg to two classes.

The so-called relatt~ity (or framw) groups, which may be called

the external symmetry group, defined through the geometric reL(,·

tions between llin~rttal" !ystems for whom the laws of physics are

~al symmetry group,S. We call it I in ternal', because we see ~nly

the manifestations of this symmetry; there is no primitive geo-_

metric characterization of the symmetry group from any fundamen··

tal dynamical principle. We shall try to see to what extent a

dynamical principle can be expected to generate a symmetry graup

In this connection, one distinguishes two sets of quantum

numbers, the additive quantum numbers (such as the third compo-
-=? ~

nents of ~ and T )which are algebraically additive and the

other nonaddi ti Ve (llvectorll) quantum numbers (such as the total
--:;, -»:>

angular momentum J total isotopic spin T etc.) which

obey vector laws of addition and multiplication. One faet worth

recalling is that the irreducible representations of a compact
'. • '!

group are :'iEi to di;'1f-n~i(\rlC1,i "'LG--~reequi~alent to uni tary rep:

sentations.,

•
l - r~ot(;S prepared by T.S.Santhanas.



We naturally ask about the properties of particles in inter-
action._~ Suppose, for example, we consider the following (virtual)

From the (NN~) vertex, one can write down the invariant inter-
actions (written out by writing down the cle!~h-Gordan coeffi-
cients) and obtain the following relationships between the vari-
ous (NN-rr) coupling constants (~) and among the various vi rtual

q n-
d \:>pIT'- -

~ !.Y(lTl-+:-

~ It. \:;.n'-

where p and n refer to the proton and neutron respectively.
From these one concludes that for the total 'widths:
I h > any particle = ,- P -7 any particle.



We know that tho mul.tiplet structure displayed by the known
particles are consequences of the (postulated) existence of an
internal symmetry. We therefore ask whether, on the converse,
the existence of the multiplet structure implies an internal

Recently there have been a good number of attempts to explain
the internal symmetry by some di rect dynamical calculations.T f

mesons are essentially tri-linear in character, one can make
a 0ynamical scherrein tem~s of a straight forward and self-
consistent bootstrap mechanism between these (equally massive)
vector mesons. One such attempt was made by Cappsl) in which
he found that the interactions among these N equally massive
vector mesons obey unitary syrnmetry. (i.e•.-.invariance under the
group 5 U3 ). Capps vlo..S surprised to find out thi s relati onS'1:J};
between unitary symmetry and a self-consistent bootstrap calcu-
lation. It looked as though we could derive unitary symmetry
from first principles. However, it is possible that the symmetry
would have emerged from the assumption about the existence of R

multiplet degener~te in mass before the interaction and the
postulate that this multiplet structure is preserved even in tJ.l<..:
presence of interactions so that the particles exhibit the S8~O

mass degeneracy even in the presence of the interaction if they
2~have equal masses. Such arguments have been used by Sakurai

and he tries to prove that the emergence of the symmetry is not
a consequence of a scp~ticated dynamical calculation, but



a) Equality of a masses of the particles.
b) Existence of a degenerate multiplet before

the interaction.
c) The presence of interactior: does not alter the euq11t,y

of masses (or the multiplicity of the particles~).
He directly shows, as an example, that if we equate the contri-

Thus, if one equate the second order selfenergy of thE'
nucleons (assuming equality of masses before the interaction) dS

o
1T o

IT
cIf



equal. By taking fourth order diagrams also, we can further
deduce

Thus the symmetries may well be explained if one assumes
the equality of masses and multiplicity of the particles and

Gauge Fields:- The consequences of the existence of
symmetries and the postulated invariance of interactions undE-:::'
the gauge transformations of secm;idkind);.n ~ e..x.ihtxw1.C:-e.- o~
1j( c toJL ca o.A.,u~.-e ~ ~cVo c'o~ ~cL ~ Q.~ e 't to co-nheJL 1)e-cl
9}'LOftlLtleh (hu vtl- 0/::0 & eb-lA.C ~cVL¥) etc)

Unlike the electromagnetic field which by itself is neutrG'
and~nteracts with only charged fields (and is thus coupled to
the electric current) gauge vector fields may themselves carry
the properties. The isospin gauge field, for instance,itself
carries the properties of isospin and it is hence nonlinearly
self-coupled. We may even consider a situation in which the
gauge vector field alone carries :isotcJ:.icspin and is conse-LJ.~tC0.J
quently selfcoupled. Thus, ~ we wri te for the Lagrangian

L=::



where A.,.]A is the electromagnetic fi eld and 1y- is the
~v"l~/YL(! )

~ to which it is coupled, what can we write for the
")

Lagrangian of the interaction of the gauge vector field B~'.
Since the gauge vector field is coupled to itself we expect

1=:-naturGlly that the interaction can be writtGn as a product of I'

Then how many B's c&n enter the product? The simplest possibi-
li ty (whi ch we may take to be basic) is the tri ..•linear in ter-
action between vector particles. This is because~ the current
is biline&r in B field "nd this current is coupled tor.mC'ther
B field making a trilinear vertex

Cutkosky(3) has given a simple model in which he assumes
that there are a number (N) of vector mesons which have the

number of addi tional plausi ble assumptions, he shows that a Lj._~
group could be ass ocii:'.ted with thes e r arti cles. The as sUInptien s

I) The vector mesons arise as self consistent bround states
of pairs of vector mesons.

2) The binding force is mediated by the exchange of single
vector mesons, for eX8.IDplethe long range part of the
force is given by the one-particle exchange diagrams.



by the simplest irreducible vertex part, with the ·bare-coupling
constants· set equal to zero viz.

of strong interactions under charge conjugation.
5) Electric charge is conserved.
6) The dependence of the v' rtex on the internal L~bels Fc,,-bc

is antisymmetric in allp~airs of indices.

If we represent the particles by re~l vector fields
.. 'N) the invariant interaction has the form

Fa. be is 2ntis~metric. We then look for .~tie
~()..b c' The Born apr roximation scattering



corresponding to the two diagrams j,n (Fig.2) and taking. into

account the anti symmetric nature of F
Since all the parti cles which g,re being tog ether and als (,

all the exchanged particles, h&VGthe same mass (which we hav2

normalized to unity), it is clear that we can obtain N dege-

nerate bound st2tes only if V has N degenerate eigenvalues
I

Also F!) themselves must be eigenvectors cf V in view of

internal "Wave function~ of the particle Y considered as a
I

bound state of th'3 two rarticles (a,b) we may normalize F6 as

If the model is self-consistent, we must see that no particle

comes out with a mass less than the mass with which we startef

Therefore, of all the antisymrretric oigenvectors of V J(Vl.;. : \~\t<

we 'should restrict only to those for which

i.e. we must require th~t no other vector particles which have

a lower mass than the N we started with should ari se from
\

the potential; otherwise, the model would not be self-consisten' ...

One then proceeds to determine F sati§fying equations (3),(4)
and (5). iJ,Je heve from the dofini tion of trace



1 0

~ -

gonal tr811sformations
I

13 c'- Ocd~B b

the equations (3) and (4) ar8 ~ovariant. For infinitesimal

°o..b=-
the Fa-be
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Cutkosky makes assumption (5), that the interactions satisfy a

chargo at each v 0 rt ex). Thi s requi remont sirnpli fi es th e analy-

sis, because FC-lb C ::.re invariant under gauge trcmsformaticn

of first kind~ if we hold this assumption. (If we had assumed

the exi stence of Q independent c::.dditi ve conservation laws Fc,~~

would h:?,ve been invariant under:m t par2.meter Abelian subgroup

of 0 N 0 If we denote by ~ ~b a genErator~. of the Abelian

gauge transformation, then

A A
F-ybc G, -yo.. + f QYC ~ Yb +

o
If we multiply (11) by F b o..cl

Gr a..b is anti symmetric, we get

A
Gab e.re eigenvectors of V with unit eigen-

value. Hence using equations (5) and (8) it follows that all

\ ~ ::: 0 • consequently, the completeness of the eigenvectors'f

V then allows us to write
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Ising the definition of V given by (2J. Equations (13) and

(15) are the necessary and sufficient conditions for the Fa..I:;,c

to be the structure constants of a compact, Lie group. The
association is necessarily with a particular representation

Quite recently Weinberg4) has made a remark that the
charge conservation seems to playa crucial role in generating
continuous symmetries. He observes that any discrete (or conti-
nuous) symrr:etryarising from dynamics will always be transmuted
into a fullfledged Lie group by the condition of charge conser~·
vation, pr~ided that the electric charge operator is not inva- ~

U is any member oA.11.-
/'

group of physical sym~etries, then also is

U-I[Q.X-p(d3EtJ]U = expeL e (u-I~u)l
_I

where Q is the charge operator. Hence both Q and U Et U

belong to the Lie algebra of the physical pymmetry group. When
LJ does not commute with 6l , then we can generate larger
symmetry group.

However, it seems to be really possible that we may relax
the condition of charge conserv2Ltion j n obtaining internal sym-
metries. In a model calculation(S), one finds that charge con-
servation comes out naturally and need no' longer be imposed.
This is a direct self-energy calculation as that of Sakurai's(2)
with no condition on electric charge conservation. One(S) can
also try to relax the condition of charge conservation from
Cutkosky's calculation also.
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Let us first consider the modified Cutkosky model. The

rotenti al whi ch is establi shed by the exchange of single vector
mesons between pairs of vector mesons (a,b) and (c,d) in Born
approximation can be written as

ponding to single rarticle exchanges to the direct channel.
We omit higher intermediate particle contributions to the sca~-
tering amplitude, i.e. in the pole aprrox:1!mation

Fo..b'.( FcdY
.J-J_y2.

~Here JS is the total el€c+ravagHetic energy squared and fA is
the mas s of me :p.:rti ~!e ~xchanged. Thus the potential
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where -:i- is a constan t which does not depend on Y' . [ThiS

equa tion as it stands can of course be never true, the left har::.d
J) J

!) l. Ck-Q.

~ terms have poles in the momentum transfer variables t and

u , while the right hand side term has a pole in the energy vari-

s,t,u. However it is possible that their dependence on the
,,-~4kQli..e.J /

internal labels a,b,c~d are·' . vve consider here only th:i s

possibility, and after the solution is obtained we can in fact

verify that a a lIhorizontal" iteration leaves the a,b,c,d depen-

of eqn.(18) to be a constant multiple of a projection matrix.

We short circuit these essential dynamical points in the sequenc\.;

of arguments in the text] Eq. (16) is an jdenti ty which we can

wri te as

x. FCL b"y ~J y - F0- cl"'( P b c.Y + Fr..L C y Fb d-( - 0

Making all permutations b~c,d jn the e4.(16a) taking into account

the antisymmetric nature of the F's and adding all such equations

(2-x) [ I=Q6, I'cJy -\- FQ" Fb~Y -\- 1=-wb 1-be,,] (17)

()
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constants of Q Lie group. Conc;equently, from the group pro-
perty, there should be at least one Abelian subgroup corres-
ponding to conservation of an agditive quantum number which we
can choose to be the charge. Thus, charge conservation comes
out of the calculation.

Next we shall see that charge conservatio~ can in fact os
relaxed from Sakurai's calculation of self-energy contributic~s,

®
Here the labels c:J.) p" , corres pond s to the mesons and r,s,t
correspond to nucleons. Let us at this stage state the gene-

\1 The (dressed) propagators of the component fields
of a multiplet is the same"

A more~useful and (possibly~) equiv8.lent statement of the
Smushkevich principle is the following:·

"Topologically identical self energy diagrams
should give equal contributions to the
propagators of component fields of a multiplet".
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fig. (y)

the vertex ("'< to()

0(

eLf)

AI
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~
~ yso< ~

0< <~
L Cj h'Cf - C '<s C.~y- uY)h 1')s

~

0/.. (6
C'( C y

"(

3 B -::~ A :: but we shall not use

nal transformation to have two of the matrices C,) C.::, and (.
I

to be traceless. (It may be noted that C!:J are hermitian).
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transformetion to be a multiple of G,

to be i[l (Incidentially ~t is clear that

let us choose C ,
- r -\ '( "-T I "'(",") ::=. c2.

and therefore satisfies Eq.24 if we choose B = 2. k,.e.,. lh-eJ:: VJ,

C - L
I - I,

~efubmrwise we get

(~ which is to be traceless and hermi tian can be expanded as
)

c
~

tions (22) and (24) to evaluate the coefficients a,b~ and c.

:::.~ __ 2 (~2-+ C2-)
~ L+ c2..::: I
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.~~::: C.;:!'J f) and Q - - SVYl e

a ."1.0 lA.fY:. d.- UJLt:~
By a rotation C, axis our choi ce of C I

unal tered we can get C~ 2,S~-
1... '-I .e _ L L, .6 (31)

2- C:::, ~
c,: v-. '- L2...,Q c::...

Thus, having found

In general

C I and c~ let us now go to find

c2;

The uni t matrix is included since we do not need C3 to be trciC --

less. d,e,f and g are real coefficients. We now eq.(22) and (24)

and the choice of C, and C ~ to find d, e, f and g

Ty C Ie 2, ::0 '-- cl = ()I

Ty CR-c3=O ~
.Q..-=:o

T--{ C ~ c3 = ~ - ~ ( \ '\ ~2.);) -

'2 ~j +~ ::: I
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unit matrix, the only term which is not a multiple of identity
should vanish. i.e.

ICI-:J

form (24), If we go to the next higher order selfenergy diagram
for tge meson c

'( S 1:./.{
.J } .

y
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21

~

ex. 0'
C c. c

'{ /S ,lp, "fS c, t- CLA C\.y-.J _

y
(0( ¥ 00)-r-h C c c c

constant independent of c( and r
If we choose the basis ( L, ) L) ) T

,
C 1) then

2: T-y (Co( CO C0 CO)
'C'

cO<'cOc~cO

Ty (T l,Tlt)-TTIL(LL2TC2)

+ Th CIrII)

we are left vii th the
I

C !) The-r T;:J T- )\.... r) ,~) j

ambigui ty about the sign (i. e. choice + L, ) -:t. T2) 1:(3

is there but this can be eliminated by a redefinition of the
\

pion fields. Thus we end up wth a:. (~" l' ') interaction

-11- r\l
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interactions. The anSW8r seems to be in the negative since

we have a counter-example for the (2. 2-. T\) system :' oj C':'

. L:'; : t.· to. . A similar fate obtaint-for Sakurai t s

method for higher isospin. (W\.&.\.t.c1NA.,! ~eNv:c ~~ ~Q)'Lv~m'1..

It arpears then that no rarticular axiom seems to be crucial

in the "derivation of an internal syn:rretry', since Sakurai's

calculation relaxes self-consistenc~. and we have shown that

really basic one in understanding the internal syrr~etry, when

augmented by sui table auxjliary restrictions. The origin of

1. R.H.Capps, Phys. Rev. Letters 12, 312 (1963)

2. J.J.Sakurai, Fhys. J.ev. Letters 10,446 (1963)

3. R.E.Cutkosky, ~hys. Rev. 131 1888 (1963)

4. S.Weinberg, "On the Derivation of Internal Symmetries"
Universi ty of California preprint".
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[T' -I 'J~) J l ~k cyclic,
.I if > -

Ii. ' namely»

T2.

Furthermore:i it is the oEly J_nderendent polynomial in the T~
with this ;;rol'ert:,r:; s inee an:r othe r polynomial P sat is fying

(3) can be eX)iressed as a polynom:iG.l in T 2 t· e"
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01. fL. ,/ - I -- -, 9-t,) v-/) 0 - ~

(J~
between s :Ln"le

;n order J'{ ancl rank _Q I,d tll

(fDr our ;:l,H;-Joses there wi.ll be

the latt~r can always be e~pres~ert as a rlirect pro~uct ')f the

former), The lJroblem :Ls :';0 find all t;'.1e pOl:r~omialS t- ( 1<0<.)
or rather all the .:kl1sle...l!.fD9:.GJ0.:,olyn-Ynials p (Xv< ) ) SUC(!,:'Ht

Leo to find all t'.!,:~ indepom1ent .1:~.v.~.r.a..Lllt,s., I-(XJ)
N')v.J why ;s ct.i S :"(,01:;1-, 'i,n:er"st.:n,";? First, from t~e

;jle ;:~iv!-:; one exam;'le ,~, ')uever' FJr '::;"Je":roup G
J

~ the re,'re-

sentatioDs can be la;!eller~ h~r .j ~ t>e h:l ':h?st ei,"':envalue ')f T
3

-,- L w:1ic'1 is c'JTlstant f'Jr each

same "Jay, for the-:eneral·':l'.:m.:') ::':11'3

~ I? t 1

F (~)Of (6)

,

fe
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0:~/
To seejthis ~'roblem is interestin~ fro, the ,hysical ~oint

of view let :JS ?J.s0 make an an&.lo-':y\>1ith Q3

to various representations of OJ ) and llC:tvL:l,'; done so~ expres:::es

the charee independence of the strol1: interactions by sayinS,

essentially, that tile stron ...: S-iliatrix S is a functjon ')f T2

5 U
3

for examDle, assi~nin~ the

the X ~ enly via the :i ;1Var~L3.nts F(Xo<) 0f (6) 0

, ~'.~'. '

w.11~_ri~ l"c O~.L l"n+pre-~t- (a~ lE,ns+ t~-l~le) -• --'-v '" v _ _ ~ _ IJ .,(. v I J •

This :Ls 1Jeuause~ for '"he ;:Jhysic:Lst;)vvl'lat .is important is not so

much the L~~_ :-:roup itf.'elf, hut~·tte(compl'~X) Lie al~ebTa.

The ap)roach we shall adopt will be the infinitesimal.- -

a;-:)Toach initiated by Cusim-i:r;', What Casi~lliT cUr was to notice
~_: \ ...

~ 2 of 0 ;is tl special' case of the so-called Casimir
t ?. -

v -
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C :=
'}l

one finCls that in the Cy) one has n'Jt included ,9-),1. t~".e inV8.-

(9) pre,··
A

by X J..

But a po~sibility"Jf

A

XrJ -
,,\

(r-d
A) fA.- a.Te T'J

This immeoiat;elv sur"'est:: us:i.r;.,"':~i:'.'1.steac1.oJ':'A" '.' .
sentation X p,n\T :~',iven reylresentatj:m.l_ 01.... )'"

I ::.
Y\

( s'. p

the 8J~;joint repre-
/'
X and f0Tn1in!:,

rA

X,) X d. X ~, _ XO
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'""'f J"n'"'a·rl·an+-c r.:incp•••••} 4 _ V C _.LV lJ, .' ••._ ••....,

/I
Xri 01,,(1 c~ec' )/('1JvJ cl 1. .) ~_. l ..._I __.•.••.

1\

Xc/..
•Thus we have

(1) To ':jrove the 1)1 are invariant:

(2) To prove that they inClude all the invariants) or at

u I+-
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'rhat is to say, un(ler U. ) t:1e X 1. 1:ra':.sform as a vector, with
f'

coefficients Cl ~ " [Of course, J;11C a~ are nof. arbitrary

b"t.-.1'lre ci.~f·j_nG0. in ';"er'mc- ,-" 4-"'e ~ ano the C '0<"l ""'(,. - ~ . -- t., .. _0 ,.JJ. '~:." Lv><. 1. J.. cA(3J

NOil! 'vole ca~ }lroceed t ') tL.8 proof of invari3.nCG.. In fact ~ we
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~ j ami. Cc{ are arb:L-

Cluest ion
1\

t:JC T
-'Y\

j.nva.riant.s, I shall try to mal·;:,.; :Lt rlausible that they do form. 2-

complete set [r shoQld mention, ,erha)s, that both the pr~ofs

ment :Loneo.are us ec~ ~mly after the :Lnf..ej;wYlc1.entim!8.rL:'..nts
1\

the J. are first \,:ritten down
'Y\

This brin'~s us t~ :;Jroblem (3 ). Tl-le solution to this ;'1'oolem

first written doun by
(1 )

I shall -.ive Racakts solution\'!JU. s Racah -

amd ,P-e." Thel~2 2.1'e no ~.articular special features in the case::'

of the -5 s.TJccial ('rou1"JS G.. ~) ::J12 Ff
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DescriJtioIl Orner ')f Invariant
(or~r2th2r)li~ear reali-

zation)

RopI'escn-t~~.t:ion
use(~ to formit

all unimodular
(~tf)x.({+0matTices . Self-renreSGnta-tion

all orthO'7 nc::.l
(2 ~t-I)f,(l{+I)m~trices

all symplect:Lc
2 £ r... 2.J. matriRes

all ortho::::onal

2Q X 2.,{ 'natrices Sel f-re;Jre 8 er::t3..-
tj.on

One 0f Lie t-.{:)

:~unda'lental
s llin()T' re;rc :~en·..

tatj ,:m/~

one 1I spinor ~nvariant 1I in -I:;~-:s case of DQ

,c';eneralizcd. Casimir invariants C Y1
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A .e (t rmd DiL tt ~:s O)ossible to build

invert the procedure (to a certain extent 1) Since the tensor
. frJffi dirp~t nrJ~uctr 1f th~

rS}Jresentations can be Obt~d) spinor :re~:,:resentations s vIe ftnc1

that the "tensor invar:iarrts1functions 1f tl:'6 "s~in;)r invari2cnts!'

But it turns out that (with one 6xcepcion) these functionaJ 8('1..1.3.-

(3 )
will ~e published later,

set of invariants listed above.

been :-:iven 1)y Racah0.) (2».
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complete~ vie note that in each representatio~1 t!ie invariants c'..re

--- 2. set ,:)f 1 num:)ers A.-. l ::: f J' _. Q.o t
~rou~. Hence the invariants areIIhere I is the rcmk of tl'lt;

l •
func:.:;ions of the d i •

;\,r. could. beo L
eXlJres~-;ec1.in terms of these invo.r:Lants i t~"J.enall otiler il1Vari.a:::lts

wou10. de?)eno. on these ones (via the ti) anci the set would l)e

conr~\lete, ThJ.tsince y,!eb.8.ve J.... Ji 1//, we c')ulc1. expect t.o

rL1.
1 lovlest

bJ._ tile

A

T')I1
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/\,
...L. Y\ --

A

A -=

1\ on the S f means t:lat it js t'J be tah'en
/\

I'eS~1ect to XrJ.... space. But then

A . /I t (/\ 0)' III OJ
S~) (XJ X )lX

j
? XXf '-"lXtXX/ (19)

Equations (20), (2J.) ..';ive the I)')

to indicate what it reall;r ]'11eans it :i_soetter to
/\

and-let - X.z

A (0X -:: -(
I 0

I D Jo c
o 0 I

o -I ~
(J 0,
o 0)

so that
1\ (-~\ XI -X-

L (23)A - 0 X3-
. X 2 -X 0-3
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;\

1-
2-

_ 2 ()\ \ l.. + X 2>- +- X?:,2.)
~(1c2. is to }Jut in the X cJ.. as matrix elements"

X cJ.. representation, and then treat t~1Gresultinr
: A

as if jts elewents "'ers nUIt11Y:lrS instead of matrices" X. cJ....

The method is do.e-tailed~) suit the case where X~

for Ai:

For simDlicit~T V.re dr'J:J the unirnoo.lJ.lar condition, which i_S

irrelevant fGr\~.1O'J.r purT)ose ~lere, and e!.sn for A 1... t'le self-
;\;;<, 5 A'

reJiressntati~n\cons~.sts ''Jf all ·t,he ':natrices X l8 ::: l)<~'
where the L > is an ortl'onormal basis in -c~1eself-reT'resen-

tation s;lacG, an:' 'VIe have sv.Jitchec. from t'le sL'l,",:le in0.ex 0\
, c

to the double index L1/ n0tation. Then) by definition,

( '> < i
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1\

~\ consi:3ts of.
t. ;~' K position.

A

A YI:: X t' 1 X j j:z
1\

\ifhj.ch ;;:ives the I Y'I explicitly in terms of the XeJ,'=: Xi d
J Y) 7ivenin a very sim;.Jle way, This is the forY'l )f the

by Okubo for S U c 4)1-3

(1) G,Racah) Group Theory and S]Jectrascopy) CERN,
Reprint 61-8 (1961),
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SOME UNCONVENTION ,~L REI1(1!"iKS ON THE SOLUTIONS OF T}m

DIRf\.C E01HTION.---,--"'-----
Alladi Rarnakrishnan, l'H1'SCIENCE,

Hadras-4.
INDI I~.

or hypercharge Y,
(ii) The ambigu:i.tics resillting fr:)ffitreating massless

parity and strangeness,
(iv) The inexplicable relati:)n between ap~arently UQ-

I, Sand N.z

tities Q, I , Sand N. Of these, N, the particle number isz .
ass:)ciated with the wave equati:)o. We assie;n +- 1 f:)r N for
positive energy 90lutiJns and -1 f:)r negative energy soluti~ns
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similarly su~~osed t~ be a result ~f accenting the c~ncept of
the 'hole' theory. Isot~Dic spin is ~f course well outside

ti~n) and a nostulatod degeneracy due to is~t~pic snin whAt
could be tho new space in which S or Y can be defined?

g~ thr~ugh the c~nventi~nal way of styding the soluti~n ~f
the Dirac equati~n. This is necessary to understand the TIean-
ing of any extonsi~n of such studies.

i'lriting the ;)irac equAtion as (L P ~Wl) Ii/ = 0

vlhere Y is the conv!=lriant doriv::ltive (6/(jt-) ~-V)
we attem-p~ tho soluti~n of the eCJ.uati~n
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The existence :)f nontrivial s:)luti:)ns f:)r Ll requires
th d" t" E'::; 2 ? h" h" t t d 1 "the con l ·lon I = P + m'> w lC lS ·rea.o as co•.equa Wl
the stAtement that E -= + [p.....+ '(Y,\"J... or E can take both

positive and negative values. In internreting the negativo

(
44u.. -E,p)= -U(E;p)

But how do we assign narticle numbers to such s:)luti:)ns ?

Before taking UD such a discussion it is relevant t:)

onerators. 111e first define p.X_L

cr L Q (~) Ll e.
p, )

-1--
)

LV is written as
-Lp.X 9+ t ~~)\e, + AJ u Q,
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lfll1.1.!Llnth~parti£1L~ the spi,n8r U. ....s:9.~s_!!it!l_
lhe annihil~!i2Q-22Qraior, in the anti~article case the spin2K

U is attached to the creation operator t--1: If the signi-

physical concepts. 4 close examinati~n of this equivalence will
reveal the necessity 8f viewing ~ as being c8mposed of three

u.. and the spa ce time f unction
(the annihilation onerator) the spinor

-L \::l. X.
Q

S-a~atrix from a Dyson eXDansi~n by space-time intogration of
the perturbatiJn series we find tho space time functi~ns are

operators are independent of time and can be moved by taking
into account their c8~~ut8tion relations. However th~ spinors

Uv are colu~n matrices and ~ are r8W ~atrices so that
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~~g~~!h~~iQ1Q_Y2ri£bl~irr_the-1rrtergctioTI-!erill~1hat_yields
!hQ ~QYQ~_Kgl~-!hat !hQ_posi!rorr-!Kgy~l$.~g~k-in_!ime~ In
OTPERwords we wish to point out that there is a freedom in the

4,5)
Rncalling the description an

\J,v
Yt. ordor collision

matrix elements \

( t- (p'-) S H (Cn) .•••. H (t:)\ -bl(p:)

H ([ey _ ~ 'I-' (I) 'I-' (i) d 3)( L

Cc is a typical time point and i the four dimensional
spacetime point and the intergration is performed over the spaco-

t-+ (p) has to be matched wi th
in the interaction term and its partner is 1) (p) and hence

right of all the 6

{,.-t( ~I)to the extre'TIE:
{, (P2) wi th-

interaction term and the
t-t( ~\)

~ ( P2)out any chan~e of
),tCb).)
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c~rnmutati~:m relati~ns. That is why we rn ve been able to inter-
change ~it(PI) and t (~2) though in a temD~ral view p~int
one belongs t~ t -::. - ()() and the other t - +00 •-

spinor with a creation ~nerator we d~ s~ with an annihilati~n
Ioperator as in ~ /.)? Calling this annihilati~n ~perator 0(

and the corresDonding creation oDerator ~l- we are, immediately
led to another field r _lp.)(

Lo(U(P)Q. +

lo<t 1)(\» ~ p.i< +

+ ~p'XJ~ u-(~) 12. ')
\

~ U ( p) i l \o.~

~\ = L

The entities ren;resenied 122_ U- c..p> -hav1L:Rarticle number -I- 1

i~ca~gll-thQ~~eta_par1iQ1Q21_unlikQ_1he_previous case, since
the narticle nu~ber +- l__ii?-l.\d.§.Uhe-£.on§.QQ.llenQ§.-9..f-lissociating

Q8rtiQle n~~per-=-l-~~th-fi§.~~ciating the_crea1ioll-QQerator with
the wave function. ~ ,\ND ~ t are the annihilation and crea-

tion operat~rs of the antiparticles c~rresDonding to the meta
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I, while LL)~ are the spinors of
the holes of its nC~8tivo encr~y sea. The question is whether
these two tylJCS of fields ~ and '-V I coexist in :Jurworld.

The spinor l.) is just the «5 transform:Jf LL and
this in turn is equivalent to replacing ~ by -m in the Dirac

splnor and the space-time functi:Jn whereas m occurs eXPlicitly
in II d' l' 'tl' p._eEt thro'ugh E~ an Imp lCl y In _ •. Changing

terpreting the multinlicity of the soluti~n :Jfthe Dirac eq~ation2.,. (l. ).
we stress the auadratic relation E ~-l£~_~) ~211 that

Dirac equati:Jn can be attributed to the Dositive energy but with. ('l.. 1..'\ I;
m lYl=.. + E - P ) h. C orreSDonding to the two spin state s. ~1e
are so used t:Jthe statement thBt the Dirac equati:Jn is n:Jt in-
variant under the /(5 transform that we have set our faces ~g~
against the possibility of thinking :Jffour ~olutio~s with a
fiYed sign of oner~y corresDondin~ to + rn and two spin states
in the spinor solution. This does not of course mean that we

ThehCould we define a field variahle thaK is the sum
of the Da~ts of \f and ~ I correslJond1ng to a fixed sign of
eners;y that is
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l I J t I.) Jthe c~exitenco ~f the two tyDes of fields ~ and ~
is directly su~ "ested by c~mmring the Feynman diagrams for the
scattering of (I) electron-electron, (II) electron Dositr~n and
(III) parti cIe of ltJ field with Dartic Ie of LV I field.
T~e states are indicatod ~nly by spinors
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7
@

IIII. ~ - Y; scattering.
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An extre~ely sDeculative idea would be that in the
passa~e from the particle of the ~ field to that of ~/ field
we reverse the hy'Jercharge, not the particle nU.llber N, But
going fro~ Darticle to its antiDarticle we change not only N
but also Y. In other words would we relate Y to the sign of
ElM in the Dirac solution ?

It is also worth investi~ating whether the charge of the
particle in the ~ field should be opposite to the I:a rticle of
WI -1 field. Such a requirement would be attractive since

is a particle with charge opposite to the char~e of the particle
proton. Our discussion therofo~e amounts to the reexaimiantion
of the meaning of ~harge conjugation. Is is too much to sug~est
that instead of invariance principles being connectod to CPT,

~
should they be really reform'~lated in terms of p) 'yY\ ?

the elemmn~ary particles known today a curious correspondence
exists betwoen spin and isotnic sDin on the one hand and particle
number and hyDerchargo on the other. If the <£ and 2- have i80-

tODic sDi n 1 spi n 1/2, 'Y = 0 , and pa rtic Ie t1u:nber :\:1

respectively, can we havo a boson with spin 1 and isospin 1/2)

y = ±\
11"ke thn. ~ d t h t· 1 b "" tv L an ye can ave parlC e num er zero SlOC e 1· can
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Since our scheme has an (E, ~) c~rresp~ndence we can
ask an~ther very socculative qUGsti~n. The neutri~n~ has mass
zer~ and spin 1/2; Can we have a oarticle with E ~ 0, and
isospin = 1/2? May be, this is the spuri~n since it has roo
energy or m~~entun while the ncutrin~ is identifiable by its
energy.

Since Y can take ~nly values ~ l~ 0 or -1,

there can~ot be particles of strangeness greatcr than ± 2. The
entire f~rmalism can be carried over to t~ family of leptons an~
hence the pninciole of B.L. Sym~etry of Marshak et al if valid
may be just the nanifcstation of the fAct that the classifica-
tion is only due to the multiolicity ~f the s~luti~n of Dirac
equati~n.
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N.R.Ranganathan, S.K.Srinivasan and K.Venkatesan f~r stimulating
discussi~ns and their enthusiastic su~~cstion that this note ~ay

1) R.E. Marshak, C.Ryan, T.K.Radha and K.Raman (preprint).
2) R.P. ~eynman and M.Gell-Mann, Phys. Rev. 10~, 193 (1958).
3) E.C.G.Sudarshan and "R.E.Harshak, Phys,~,ev..109, 186 (lCJ58).

( -+ '),Alladi Rama krishnan, ~.K. lad ha and R. ThunfoaJ JoWtYlJ. 0b MoJt.. t\'Y'ioS..'0'\J:)
QvY\d rA.\> 'p Q~.c.oJ: o;mh } v J. 4- , N 0""5 ,

5) Alladi Rama kri shna n, Elen.1ontary Partie Ies and C~smic Rays V",NY': bi
(1Q63, Porga~on Press)

6) F.A.Kramers, Quantum Mechanics, ~orth Holland (A~stordam)
1958.

7)]~.P.Foynman, Quantu~ Electrodynamics, W.A.Benjamin, Inc.]\Tow'York,(1961).

8) See L.B.Okun, ~nnual Intornational C~nference on High Energy
Physics; CERN, Eci. B.Fenetti, Geneva (958) pp. 223.
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Dr. M. Jacob
Visiting Hember, MATSCIENCE.

(Department of Physics, Saclay, Frdnce.)

It is well k~own that in any process involving two in-
coming and two outgoing particles there is a symmetry between the
process obtained by replacing an incoming (outgoing) particle
of.momentum of an outgoing (incoming) antiph~t1cle :of momentum -

crossing symmetry. It is the sign of the time component that
decides whether a line represents an incoming particle or an out""
going antiparticle.

For a process with spinless particle, CD ssing symmetry
impli es that

Q1,

11 (1)1 1/; {)2. ct2J tV! ( P, - 1 '? 1)1. - q )
or in terms of s, t, u defined as usual,

effect is the algebraic complication introduced. For instance,
consider pp scattering. This has been treated by Goldberger
et aI, Phys. Rev. 120, 2250 (1960).
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variants S, V, T, A, P and the Fierz-transformed invariants- ~ -- ..., ....,
S, V, T, A, P, as

T ~ f, (S - $) + f.(T.•T) +f~(A - ;") + {"4 ( V - V) +t,(P -p) (3)

PI similar set of amplitudes f describe the
v

crossed process, p p -scattering. That is, if the crossed process
is desctt.bedby the ampli tudes f. defined in an analogous way,

l.

f~(s) -t ) LA,) - F)v' . f, (u. t r S) (4)
tJ:'> /

where [0-.1 tJ] is a numerical matrix. ( cf Goldberger et al )
The helicity amplitudes CR. , t= 1, eo ••• 5,

\.

may be defined in the usual waYi(see
the table below0 They are related
to the -f L by cp -= r f , In a similar

- - r ,-wayt qi= ,-- [ , where
T

are known matrices which are functions of
the energy and momenta. cp. are

I
the helicity amplitudes for the crossed

>{> +jr - -+- -I
~;";" I <v, \ 'fo-I- '!i-ICfL

-+ -1-ep,·1 Cpj ,cpj- CP;-

- + l~s1<p/.lq~1q>;:'
,---liJ Q\-t-q;5-l1Lj

reversal are used to rt~
r-ampli tudes to..J .
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co
/

This cannot be used as such though to continue from one drannel
to the other because this relation involves branch-point

T cP;
~m
S1~8

~=-/234
J J I

w=Js

*(SJ1;JUJ::: C;j (5,i:,,,,,) ;j,j (!.t1i:,S)

We than go from the \fr to the Cp in each channel.
We obtain therefore a direct relation between

amplitudes in both channels through elimination of the invariant
amplitudes. In oruer to illustrate that this is not a compulsory

From here on we shall follow some recent work of Trueman
and Wick+ to obtain the crossing relations directly for the heli=

+ .Trueman and \ill ck: l~nn.Phys. (to be publi shed)
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process, C; and for the crossed process
I ~i A ;

be related to the invRriant amDlitudes A, B by

G++~ CDJ ~ LA + kL:EI,JS J
F A .;\ may

where W C ar9 the Tr and N c. m. energies in the direct,
channe I, and p

F++=- A -+ <t/ C g) -\ e f3~ -
Yv1 (9a)

- .5 - I~
where C oS e ~ _-

tAfCV
(All variables here refer to the crossed

pro ce ss).

( t- y. Q ) B.J
may be obtained in terms of F A ~G-i\~

sryecify the path followed in continuing

One findsq--H-;:.;x (1"1\ f, -S:' e P+ .•+E ( /' - f (u l e ) F+ - )

Cr-I- - = fx (t (r - f (05 e ) ~ +- »' t ~~e P+ ~ )

!1( Jt Y Z ) ::- ()( ~ ;J t <) ( 7\ + Y - Z) (It _. Y + Z ) ( ~ ,.- y - Z- )



in the diagram, we obtain the
simple orthogonal relation

.
yY\ ~ S IN,- e
t- (/l_ ~co~e)

53

l~a'~.
• I oJ •

• •• I,,". . .
• J.. ,..

I • I,"

:~': .. ~ ":..v

T s < 0 ~.~..,
-YI"l

We have obtained the relation between the helicity
ampli tude s(1 '.and (=- __ by fir st relating each 0 f the se

A /..1, ~ ~

to the ~ealar amplitudes.

c.m. system of each process. However, these amplitudes may be
defined in any frame.
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A. by

G l-t-, A :: ( ~ I IAv ( TIp I ) A >
As T is Lorentz-invariant,

T = L-l T L

We must now ask what is the effect of a Lorentz trans-
form L on a state I P , ~ > •

If L is a pure velocity transformation along some
direction, then it dOGS not cOmIT.utewith the helicity operator
unless the Lorentz transformation is in the same direction as the

'""
P,I'\ >.

L I~il)co.f U~'lL,1)1)IPI,/1') (18)

with P -) 1) through the transformation L this is written..!..
J 1

Y1 - L ~
_I + v t~- r<P2;I.c (L ~<PLI~ \L ~~

. L -" . -) .~. ('9 )U1" rJ I P2) < '-II )
I P,

I f INow"denote by ~ > , /) tL > states with
1/' 2-

I) /momentum PI ) P2- and helicity i)) A respectively:= in the
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centre-of-mass frame, and by (G /I > IFL \ l > states

in the frame obtained by applying the Lorentz transform L to

u~~(1, P2 ) 0

So we now have the rel~tion between

< E ;I~ I T IP, . ~ > =:z: U
1

, f'u I , 1L ) U~,,1 ( P, I l)
~ (-l < PL ItA I IT / I) I ~ I>

The U I"" IJ. () are relation matrix elements.

On applying a Lorentz transfonnation ~ not only does the momcnhJn~

change but also there is a rotation of the spin. This is related

to the Thomas precession.

We may see this by making the following sequence of

Start wi th the state a1 rest in the c.m. frame (wi th 4-

momentum P.o) ~ make a Lorentz tr",nsformation to obtain tije
1

state wi th momentum P,
oP J - h (r) ') ~ (22a:l

Now make the Lorentz transformation l
with 4-momentum PI

( PI )
I Di~ - l ~I

::: L Ii t\/, -
Fina ly~ make the Lorentz transform on the' state ~

h _! ( PI) or It-I (I ~)
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PIO =- h-) (L PI ) L ~ ( p, ) Pl 0

The transforma ticn h -I ( l PI ) I h ( P, )
in general be a rotation.

To get the ClOssing relation between the c.m. ampli tudes
for the direct and crossed processes, we wust continue the scatter-
ing amplitude and tho expressions for the rotation metrix elements

u ( ) from positive time-like values of ~

crossed processt r- I I- ~ ,..,..

Since when the particles involved have spin, both the

then found to be:
'I

~ (S,l-)=~ d ~
fA A L;-, {J. (-t

1-' ~

Using the well known expression of the ct functions one gets (10)

Larentz transformation. For instance, we write
'12-

UA'A (PIlL) ~ c( 1 (;>l)
A \
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-

This si'uple form will hold as long as all the Lorentz transform;t'---

tiornare performed in one plane. It can always be done so.

The problem of finding ~ can be transformed into a simple

problem of spherical trigonometry in the following .....lay.

It is usual to associate to a special Larentz transforma~

tion ~ along the Z axis say, a rotation by an angle (.,f; in the

2) it) plan e• ~ ~ VIJ I\. f :::--C In othcor

represented by an arc f3.
on a uni t ai rcl G of radius 1" •

formations we obtain tho resultant one by ctdding the two perti"~

nent arcs. If these two Larentz transformations are performed

.
radius '1

assume that we go from an initial velocity reprGsantod by a

point A to a di fforent veloci ty, represented by a point 8- ,
through a special Larentz transformation corresponding to the angl~)

;. (6, . In a similur way we go from B to C by a second transforma-

tion defined by the angle ~(62- .
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e is the angle b~twcen the velocity vectors of the two special

transformation· A-7 Band B ~ C

S~, G S~ (PI S;,IA epL-- -S~F -- ::-

S ~ fl Stf1-
ltJe now assume that B represents the

P ~ e -) q - C;
1. I VI V2-

bas _b~en donG ~and P -+ Q ~::"I ill rL-r 't 2.' e will then be the rotar~

tion angle when going from one system to the other. It is the

angle of the velocity vectors of the two systems as seen from the

Using (24) and (25) one obtains 1/ with

, "y _ 2 m .~~ e 2 E ( P - ~ Co') 13 )
S""", A-,- ~/-T-- and CO?) X I :: \7f

In a similar way are obtains for particle 2. an angle X: IT -;\
c l

I
"iI-f-l

The phase factor presciously mentionc:d can be chosen as(-O
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B. The Regge-Pole analysis of the diffraction region
and its invalidity for large angle scattering.

3. The situation of large angle elastic scattering dealt
with by the statistical model;
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work on elastic amplitudes, starting from the Mandelstam
representation, Hegge poles and the multiperipheral
model (Arnati et al), has yielded at least definite .pre-

of these is, that the elastic differential crooSs sectiw~
should behave ;as

iii) Large angle elastic scattering; here again very little

sentation, peripheral and multiDeripheral models and
the Hegge pole hypothesis, all fail. It seems, however,

scattering is related to small imD~ct narameters, i.e.
central collisions, in which practically all centre of

tion: the very condition for establishing a ther~.-
dynamical. equilibrium.
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We shall in the following discuss these points in detail:
Firstly the derivation of formula (1) will be sketched and its
invalidity for large angles be shown; secondly the statistical
model will be applied to the iarge angle elastic scattering and
its application be justified; thirdly the results will be com~
pared to :·;~tent experiment s.

B. THE REGGE POLE ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFRAC~ION REGION AND ITS
INVALIDITY FOR LARGE ANGLE SCATTERING

by the figure 1, where u,k,p',k'
are four vectors. If we

(f\S\l)

=6 +-L

(z)
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then A(~kp't') is a relativistic invariant. It can depend orly
on two of the ten inva~iants which can be formed with the four-
four-vectors, since p2 = k2 = p,2 = k,2 = m2 is uninte-
resting and the remaining six invariants are reduced to two by

•s ~> 4 m""'
".

are the (centre of momentum) magnitude of
the three momentum and the scattering an~le
of either particle in the s-channel.
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These quantities have physical values only in their,respec-
tive channels; but, once defined, they will be used if they have
unphYsical values also.

d(l.€.Q. iT d (J~ I ~ (S:t)\2- -- -- (5)clt l( 2- d.st b~-II1<;-·5s

/

\ d ()V dt \ )lA(",OI' d-t
~Q

- -- - b '-1 Ii 1<:- '5
.J clt ..,

G{o~
\ 1m A (SIO J.'::.

l IZ5 [S

Here A(s,t) is the invariant scattering amplitude.

The important point now is that A(st) is an analytic func-
2

4 m ,sand t and describes pp scattering for s ~
and p~ scattering for s ~ 0, t ~ 4 m2.

one and the same function in all channels; the channels themselves
represent merely particular r~nges of the variables. If lifenow
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A(st) ~n i.
IT 2' ~ Q t-I) ~Pe(co<; 0s) (( (~) ( S) in the I=
1< '--'. J s-channel ~~

1
ft" J (J e -r \) ~ (C()~ 6.!c) att.)(t) ~ (6)A(st) = - ~ Tl

, in the Q
l 1.

K* t-channel

Although both expansions represent the same function, one cannct
conclude that the upper formula remains valid if Y becomes
negative and t ~ 4m2

s to the t-channel (and vice versa), the reason is, that under
such a continuation the ex~ansions will not c~nverge.

Taking the hypothesis for granted that the result may be never-
theless applied t) our case, we obtain a limiting formula (11 for
high energy elastic scattering in the following way:

e -t t e \
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where Co is the contour displayed in figure 2a

. ~Q

Under HAgge's assumptions (superposition of Yukawa potentials)

it can be prove d that the Q (-t) ( +) can be cont inued
Q

to Q ~ A and then (7) is a consequence of Cauchy's

a. ~(-t)(1" ) of A has

only a fini te number 0 f poles ('Regge-Poles') to the right of

'R-e /\ =-1/2 and these lie in the UDDer half plane_

FinallY the contour Co may be deformed according ti

figure 2b- the infinite half circles and the straight,
section from + i 00- 1/2 to -i 00- 1/2 Tanish (the

latter only for t fixed and s -+ 00 -- w.I!J.ichwe shall indeed
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~c,
Q (-t) (-t) )

A
(8)

be the l~c-atlon~ of the poles f)f Q.~i:-)~)

the resJdues. Then ye obtain from

A (5,+)

- 2 n ft J--n l i~;;< eX j + \ ,.'t< '1J~(-CO~ 6~)
K{- J= I SIt") 1fo(j tXj .i

The position C<j (t) of th-e_.Rcgg-epoles is of cours'e a functir,n

of t, as well as the value~ . R, (t).<--j

s < ". - for which it was written -
'"

longer holds) then the region t ~ ....... 4m2
'/

potential scattering is highly unphysical, bec-omes 'phy~lcal again

and describes elastic scattering in tae s-channel.
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Letting s ~ 00 and keeping t ~ 0 fixed, we have
from (3)

- (0$ ()+

Since p~ (x) ~ x~
from the C<j (t) with the largest real part of C<j(t)will

~ 00 Calling the location of the pole lying
farthest to the right c«t) = <=<m~~) + 1 ~(t). equation (~n
gives

lim !(st)
s~oo
+ -f..~xE'd

(l~ )

(
~ \0< _ (~ )2. I:<H:)
2 tn7-/ ::: G (i) 2m:2.
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experimentally at high ere rgies -- although the implied shrir1ka~e

with increasing s of the diffrac~ion peak seems to be absent

in 7Tp scattering /...- See fuN.Diddens et al, phys. -Itev. Letters

9, 108 and 111 (1962); K.J. Fvley et aI, Phys. ,-neve Letters,ll

425 (19b3)-7 ~robably, at the now available energies, the lower

poIe S 0 f (9) sti 11 contribute apprec i ably. Whereas thi s theory

may be adequate for fixed t and s -+ 00, one sees immediately

that this is not so far fixed scattering angle cose = 1-;- ;;z-t
S S -L{\-n 7_

Namely, if s -+ 00 and coses is to be constant, t has to become

proportional to s. In ,articular, if 'I/e consider large angle

elastid scattering, t will become of the order of s. Let us

take es = 90° ; then for s -+ 00, t -+ - (1/2) s, and consequ~L1tlY,

2. s
1_-

-J... s
1-

_. -t 3

Feeding that into the sum over Regge-re si dua (9), will bf cour so
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offers a way of calculating the differential cross-section --
if some addi tional ':reasonable assumptione are made. To make
clear what the model says and what the additional assumptions are,

The sketch given here is a brief resume'of the article of
the author L-Nuovo Cimento 15; 455 (1960)-7 which may be
consulted for details ;-see also R.Ha~edorn, Fortschritte der
physik, 2. 1 (1961)- in German-L

(labelled by j = 0, 1, 2 •.•.•. ;

p +- p -+ p + p )
)

"9 + P --0 )t.

+ )
n = p + 7T" )

)
)
)
)
)N +- N + n7T" )

N +- Y + K )
)
)
)
)

N + Y + K .•.n7T" )

N + N + If )
)

O"E" elastic channel);
Channel label

o

1
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)1

~11 U. -f (T, 1:"~ .. -...

-------,1---------,;
pha.~~ S"~Ce+- a ct- 0 l'

.--?

Here use has been made of four momentum conservation; R
are the momenta of th~ n ~articles 9roduced in channel

-p
r

whereas the Droduct 'Jf thE? 'interaction volumes I 57. . , is tlrte
- L -

int8gration over the yh?se SDnC8. From arguments considering thp
inverse process, il_l should be of U1G order of ('/2.. iT) "3

times the nucleon volume for nucleons, pions etc. and som8whnt

.-{~'.primary energy mean s 8hH ting -everything to;~the phnse snace fnc-

of momept~m: energy E' "i-sav.ailable for the prCJduction 0 f parti--- ;
-

cles. This is certainly not true and has to ae corrected for
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particle channpls grJW faster than Pv: the probability for the
elastic channels.

If now, roughly speaking, D
o

),p.-' J

to the nJn-dkffractive elastic and total inelastic c~os~-sections
res1Jectively, then ,,,,e ex~)ect that the ratio (v .QQ I~

Lnee

is a rapidly decreasing function of the total energy--simply

enough to allow the equilibrium to snread out over the whole of
the two nucleons (see fig. 3)
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and during this time(i. e. before the nuc1.eons can"9art from
each other) the interaction shall not only spread over the whole

~ut even allow some thermodynamic equilibrium
~:)

to be establishect. Hence must be so small, that during t the
A

interacticn may go t·:Jand fro a fel,rtimes; assuming at least two

we see that ? ~
im9act parameter

+/2-

~

Number of central collisions
Number of all collisions

- ?< II?
~ Tf ..r~
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experimental finding that for this ~rimary momentumthe number

of anti-nucleons produced is roughly 10 times sma~'_er than

wi th:)ut correcting for the fact that only -- 0.1 of all colli-

sions are central and make the tota'_ energy aV8ilable. -[The

We certainly must require rather central colli sions for

large angle scattertng and 2hall adoDt the assumption that (14)

3. The sjtJJatjon of large angle elast.i.L-scattAring dealt ,_>lith
bv the statistical model*).

'C::lmJound el2stic cross-section' ~ -- 'l ('"") (15)c,,,n:=::: v [) - v I. p':>
•••.X. Q. )( 01.1, ;- -\ 'r

non-diffractive part of ~ (j - \J
the total cross-sectionf c.jt-o~ -\0-1.-

*) See e..Fast and R.H<.:gedorn, Nuovo Cimento 27, 208 (1963).
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thermodynamical8quilibrium is established and then, by pure

chance, choose the elastic channel among all thp many possihle

ones. Meanwhile they have lost all memory of their initt'1.l

figure 4, and then

of d eJyQ for
cL~:L

larae an~lG re~ion0/
F / an01e

<::10° \ ~oo
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f"'V -Po'c:::;-: _ n:= '--""<:' ) l2.i(.

The constants ~ aod ~ are not known and stay for the follow-

out later.
If we were to 'Out ~-t(')'\.-:: C( 2:Pj) that is: equal to ~
times the sum over the ryrobabilities of all channels, then we
would underestimate ~;, -c1...)T , because "!'Pj is calculated
from the statistical model and co~sequently ~Pj gives that
part of the total cross-section which is due to central colli-

tainly non-central contribution. Hence the factor ~~ where
p < 1. We now obtain

From the above considerations we should exnect ~ to be of
the order of the ratio Pr between central collisions and all
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~ ~/~l -:::2 ~~~\
et -0- 4 fi

~ would have R slight's di fferpnt form ann the factor two

would again be absent.

Th(:~ratio po/:rPj has besn calculated mj.merical.l.Y for

various ene~gies and the results are plotted in fig.5, taken

from G.F::.st and R.H:agedorn, Nuovo Cimento 27) 208 (1963).

-Po
If.- ) -"1

\0

-/...,
10 . "-rr p-·collis:Lon "

Ec .~
• ill .
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'Po ~ QXP t-3.2..SVs -2.))for nuc'_eon-nucleon scattering
'f't:.- j

~-p.
/- 1

Here, as well 2cS in figure 5, the energy unit is the nucleon

(~?)
r 2 Ci (,.. \ /C1/" for 7f-nuc leon ~cat tering.~ Q>fr'L- .I('\"s-·"'~

tering is madfc;in G.Fast, R.Hagedorn and L.1IJ.J:>ne~, Nuovo

Cimento, 27, 856(1963) and will not DOl considered here, since

Recent ex?eriments with ~} large ~ngle (900 in c.m. fr2me)

elas t ic sc at t ering i,rere done at BrookhclV8n bet'lTePD 1 '}-30 Gev/ c

orimary momentum by G.C:>cconi et all (~hYs. Rev. tetters 11,

499 (1963». I am grateful tJ G.Gocconi for nrivate communica-

tion 9rior to publication.



The elastic sc~tt~ring is Rlmost isotropic for

e > 650 (c.m~) and the absolute value of d~L
d?L

for these angles is approximately ~r090rtional
1/2to exp (--aDo ) Po being the lJri l1ary lab.

-:'10 :=25
'J
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From (3) it fo 11_OWS that for high energie s S:= 2(m2 + 111 Eo )

or .J-Po is propor tional to .Is l..vhich agree s with

Let us compare the value at Po := 25 G(;)v/c to the predic-

tion of (21) and (22) . (Our 1jnits *' := m ::: C ::: 1) •

Po -:: 25 Gev/c 26.6. m/c ::: 26.6

-8
From fig. 5 \"e read oetf Po /~P j ~ 5 x 10 and from (20)

n ~\0 ::: -_~..... = 0.073; at this ene rgy one has furthermore
J) 5. ?_
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-26 2
== 3 x 10 em

-"2. t-

3 X \ 0 X 0.073 Y-S ;<t(r~ .
2'-11

..:. '!o 1S'
1.7S ~10 c...~2

ho h t L" i t 1 1 1 x 10-35 cm2W lC. comes very near 0 ~ne experlmen R va ue _
IThis result is still uncertain by 2 fq~tor of the order of one,

o
€) >6S

t='<> ~ 2.. S

a factor

I -J S
0'
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THE MULTIPERIPHERAL MODEL FOR HIGH ENE~GY PROCESSES'
lJh :K:- Venka>t~-fan. --\,,*1' r~1S(- ~i:NeE,

)

The multiperipheral model developed by Arnati, Fubini and
others to treat high energy scattering and productien proeesses

C(...

i~-\generalization to very high energies of the idea of periphe-
ral interactions which seem to be dominant particularly in the
1 to 3 Bev region. Here we shall be concerned mainly with the

.The basis of the peripheral model is the strip approximation
to the Mandelstam representation. Let us consider for simp]city
a reaction involving only a single invariant amplitude F(s,t,u)
which is a function of the usual Mandelstam variables s,t and u.
(An instance of such an interaction is the pbotoproduction of
pions on pions which involves only a single isotopic spin ampli-
tude). The double dispersion relation for FCs,t,u) can be written

where 'F13, F12 and F23 are the double spectral functions.
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Fixing the momentum transfer variable? t, this can be written as

,:<.. 'I t?where the absorptive parts Al and A2~for the sand u channels
respectively. Al obeys the dispersion relation

has small values at these energies would imply, if we use the rela-
tion

tive. So we omit these terms from further consideration. (If,
however, l~rge momentum trar:.sfersare also involved at high energies,
as recent cosmic ray experiments seerG to indicate neglect of the

To obtain an expression for the double spectral function,
we start from the unitari ty condi tion

A ( (J!>, '2. \ ..J
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for a scattering rr ocess, 2,::: ~ e is the angle between the
directions of the initial and final set of particles in the cAntre

~~ is the direction between the initial set of parti-
cles ~Pd t~~(ofthose in the intermediate state (which is the

z."< is the angle between the
.-1

directions of the intermediate and final set of particles. Thess
angles can also be re-expressed in tel~s of the momentum transfer
variables, t-) r:L. and C3

Using the fixed energy dispersion relations for the fl ~
and performing the integration over the intermediate angles,(4)
can be written as

ss

I~ -
I I r;-

( 1 -Z i - 7-,2 L.j + v ':-.The function -- og --------
I~ .-, -' I" I ,r-:-
'J Iz L-l - L~_ L-?- v tz..

has two branch cuts in the L1 (or equivalently the t) Rlane,
()~'( ~ Ide..,.thf;j(~5 H..a... Y'cpf!-o· •....d..

one on the right hand and the,(left hand"~cut with -thefirst term
on the right hand side of (3) we find that

F 1::5 (JS,; 7.() - S~ J '7..). d ~j K (~j7, jL..2 JL.J J
X A?¥.-(~J25) ft5(~/22)
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o fcry

f< ( 5?, I f:) t""j .J +?.) -:=:- 0

all .JS) [g) could be written as
" l 1/t- -2: /" {-~ ,.l.. + r3 L

For any particular~ the restrictions on the variables can be
strengthened.

Now the function F13(Eqn.7) was obtained by using the elas-
tic unitarity condition in the s channel (i.e. we have retained
only the lowest rnCiSS two-particle state in the intermediate state).

then the function F13 (s,t ) in eqn.(7) represents precisely
F Q Q.. (<<:::::it4a)'" T F ~heJ () kthe function 13(.9,}--):-'~~' 0 obtain 13 s,t we ma e

use of the strip approximation of Chew and Frautschi which states

FeR.. (t-- ~)
13 )
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two particle and the next lowest ~BSS three particle states in

each of the three channel s s, t and 1) whicb. happen to Ii e conti-

guous to the physicL.:.l refl'ion gj.ve the major contribtions to the
I.hel

p roc es ses. Thus F /3 (s, t) is determined by evaluating - the

double spectral function using the elastic uni tari ty condi tion

in the 1:- channel. Since for most reactions the low energy

an - in the h channel as

A I L --€) t- )
-+ S~ d)( cA 'J ( ( (-) A) ')() j)

)< A 1* ( (_./ ~ ) A I (f:-) j)

t-e Y hr-
The secon~ representing the inelastic contribution is represen-

ted by Fig.l.

")(

~~
\ I II>.... \
\~

\ /,('
J t-

; t-- ~I, \

~

)c:::__ 1

/ ~~

: y 1/ \
--,
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blobs x ar.d yare such that they obey the condition (S) viz.

II I 1/
~ '2. > --..cc=l + J"-P 1"1... F h h . h h

/J ~ ~ or ig energles were t is
condition may not obtain we divide the blobs by increasing fue

ill I Jthat the "massfUS ) -X ~.?<. ) Ij /

I\n(~;UI)t{)... it-)

(", A K 1> L)
.J d), (] ((jj\.'

X )' (' r d A I d ~ ~ 0< 1A ~ / k ( !6/ fl,1) t-; ho U I l-{1 2<: l{~)
, J J I I "--) ).t

A V\ __I (/~/.J t-//) /} u.,~)

'massl')Asoel;}represented by the resonant
and the other containing (/\ - r) rungs
of the Ilmassll 0 I Ii and l' are

i ) ,./) VI I VI J.
of the squares of the four-momenta 0 I

VI
mediate pions in the t-channel.

Qmpli tude A R ( /':->(1 ) t- )
with the exchanged squaTe

and iJ / of the inter-
I



where the detenninant -=r

I (
lA, - tAl.

1
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l--{ / -+ L{ J../ +C
:J.

LA. \ -t lA.2+l!l/ --tiA/ +f- -{--8
0

.2.

/

~ - ~!+ev(!

2
. ,N h(+nl

:l

lA 1 -= - ( P-{- Ll ) L

~ -:.(r 1-+ 'h I) L ) /~C\

r ~ F' -f p, I
c;

"""--

:z
/-= ~I - VI(

.2.

"4) -:- --(-P--LjJ1

(
--. _ 7 .. r ( £)j1-: !J - (~ ) ~ ) Xt -=- N-t ~
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can be neglected.
li '/.A... /

I.;;L) ( )

Also when ~
(

1{;:L

is large compared to

and ~~/) lWehave
'J

I.A ( J

. I
..J>06

3>-0
'

)". c ,1-:/

-A-hI

j-l (~y ~ " - J- (- ~L cf
2_ ~ 1+-2 j~+ 2 ~ '~:.2~I:)

I ...:;;, .5 I ) ...:;;)) - Lt.. -> \ ~) ..I I "'-

(18)
Summing over all the mul tiperipheral graphs (i. 8. over h )

&Je then obtain ~ integral equi1tjon for the absorptive part

(we omit the suffix 1 from now on)

I "U. I') u..J.. )T l '25J ~ I )~'2 ')-----------
( LA. 1'+ jA-L )
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f d )~0 A'-z ( .Ao ! 1-) S lei 71 -x <>!. (I- J

()

_____ - -I (~I I
i
)\ 'L) cr (~If; ?~l/(-)

( 1Aii)A7_)
~nd v. / du..l. I

(1A(+)ALJ
(

with -:JC ~'j J:,

which defines an eigenvalue problem. There are solutions for

specific values of 0( [t-") i-j- we treat t as a parameter. To

obtain limi ts on the values 0( (~-:-) can assume and to

obtain an equation for the Regge trajectoryj CiJe start from

eqn.(19) and notice that large contributions to the integrals
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I
over/A \' and L{..L'

Iarise £'01' small valuEs of 1rt' and
(

. I-,fA -- •

Putting

the identi ty.

11 (2. { .:tJ 0 J (- )
'I3 L-f ( ~<J ) and u~ing

where \-'7

1" / Iwe obtain on performing the v, I ) u..:l and the angle integra-

ti on (over J0i; ), usin~ Feynman parameteri za tion .,. , .
.J

the relation

c; 1_ r«},a -1 [.-J,o) S lei -L

~ -\
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which gives an equation for the trajectory for ~ (1:-)
/) cx~

dt:-- -:> 0

{-- ~ L;. and that r:.>( (t-) become's complex ~ (- ~ ("-r

whibh can also be seGn from the following e Write (23) in the

S
' I

L ( !'() )
J . -- i - ( t (I-? 2.) + ,J..-..L

~
)C 0( _ )( ,>( + I__ ~

~.'l._ _ ::L ')1 c,rJ) 'A --1'- i

..A 0

~ [--1; +- (I-.-Z"L) +pL J

There are singularities whet-ever 0( (t) te.kes negative inte~ral

values. The series converges for ex: (r) > -{ The
I· ~ ~c1enomiUlur - - C l (-? !-" ) -+ r L begins to vanish when
(1 :

--I:- -=- Lt ;)- and a term -+ (( has to be added if the

equa ti on is to have meaning. Thi s mGans that for + / ir .~ei. /+-7
will become complex.
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We can determine the real part D(s,t) of the amplitude from
Aft] /-)

\ (/':",-1

transfer dispersjon re12.tion. If 'the~asymptotic fom- C)fA. (s;t)
is as given bY··(20) we must write for D(s,t) a dispersion rela-
tion wi th ~ subtractions, \lTherem is the least integer greater
than 0( ( t-). Therefore,

+ polynomials in ~ and L,( (of mximum power m-l)
( 26)

In the asymptotic region the polynomial terms can be neglected.
We have included the crossed channel contribution also as neglect
of it will lead to a contradiction as shown below. the lower
limit of the integrals C2r be taken as 0 (since there_is no
iV\tyo.Y~ divergence).

Since in the asymptotic limit ~
tic form of D(s,t) can be written as

:D ( AI t- ) ,2hA Cf ( (- ) p (' d J:J(

/ -rr - d. (/~/_-1)T\ u -">

\t\A ep ( 1- )
('(jt) d hi

P Jo-t l- r J =---
. f ,~-o< (A4~ )-rr ,,8
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1\ C. )?,} c-- )
-J..J ~

A (''v'' Ii (c/ -+ J - tv",,)

-::: - Cf ( r ) h0( (r )--_._-
~ IhlTC>/..(I)

(28)

~ (s t) = __ CO. C-t-\ ~D/..( (-) OJ (- rr0( ( l- )
.Puncrossed ' l)

Thus D( s, t) has poles for any even integral value of C'.>( ( 1-;.)
«(

and vanishes when 0( ((-) is odd integral. This is just;( state-

ment of the Pauli principle for the scattering of identical parti-

cles in the t~channel. If we had not taken the crossed channel ~

into account, we would have obtained a real part proportional to

cot -rr 0( (;-) with poles for every integral value of 0/.. (.t-)

The total ampli tude Fe s, t) thus has the asymptotic form

e )(p {" -- ( TT (J ( rJ/:2J
~\'~\l1T~(c-Jh )
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If we take the case when the scattering amplitLrl es are anti .•

symmetric under the exchange of ~ ':'ZJi/\d LA.. e. g. i.f we

( ~r((-.J

Thus the 21Ylpli tude has poles for odd integral values of ~ (f )

Eqns.(3l) and (32) are identical to those conjectured by

ro./ (0 ) - (ep--.( "Q~ ..).0)/)
\,

( CJ

\
.J

~ (c< ( r ) - I ) cr 2 ( (- ) d l:-
~ -------

2. (<,x;: (()) - I ')
.-/}\
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(\/ (t.'-)where use has been made of the fact that -'<.-

. ( \ing function so that C::{ .0) is the maximumvalue of c( ({.)

d GQf (j/ (- )

d (--
(7

cP (fJ =
Ib (I

Wementioned that 0< (t-) ./ - (

eX ( (-) :: 0

this unwanted Itghosttl• cannot be eliminated by saying that its

coupling constant to physicnl particles is zero since ep (t:-)

limi t for the v:.<lue of eX.. (l- )

t -:;0 ), would be to consider the uni to.-
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only the inelastic part to be dominant which led to the Regge
behaviour (Eqn.(20» for the absorptive part A(s,t). We can
use this as the next approximation by substituting (31) ~ .or(32)
into the second term of (36).

Thus we obtain as the first correction at non-zero angl~s
the expression

x T ({-)(-/)(-1/)

f d '!; A r~ p ( (:-_~)

f ((-5)

x T ( (-)(-I) (_ / I) ep {( ,-I ! ep ( (- II)
C--a-1 r I'/-L c:X:: (t /j --~ ( t- 11)51
~ "k {J~-ex( 0- f) J j~ ('I~ [~ 0( I C·~ll )j-

From the fixed t dispersion relation we have
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(",-d
We see that while FD .:.:.: F~ was showing an asymptoti c

behaviour of ~ a( ( l-)) F( (.J", }.) , the next correcti on
shows the behaviour of a superposition of powers of ~ upto a

i.e. while~ showed a Reg?e
I ()

displays a ~tegge cut behaviour.

D!. ( (~ ) - c<' (0 ) - I

S-H (0 ) ,:2 0< (0) - (

Values of 0( I()) grea te r than 1 would thus be inconsis t&n t
with our model. Any further iteration imposed by unitarity in the
s-channel would increase the power of s. This would mean that
the high energy amplitude would increase faster than any power

, \lavl. Thus the limite.ti on on the value of ':<. ( (-) j s the
Froissant limit mentioned earlier.

For 0( (c) -- ~ M ((-) ~ 0< /t--j where the
I- < /;t- -=--0 • This mens that for L- U

the maximum power of s appearing in r=J is always. higher than
I ) (_.- I'~{t except for when both coincide. Thus except

for the forw:..rd di rection th asymptotic behaviour of F I (the
cut) dominatBi. Fo (the Reg~e role \
the relative importance of Fu and FI
;nvolving these two

().)(tt:.
/-a di screte exponent

'I'v2xies. he crossed term
IS (i. )

contributions c::n lee.d to a solution .A'
p(f) different however from
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some shrinking in the diffraction peJ.k for proton-proton sc~ tter-
ing, there is nott such shrinking for the pion-nucleon ca'ie(Recent
experiments in theil-3 Bev region seem to show some shrinking
in thG \/+ t::. system but none in the 7i ~ f case. There is
also shrinking: K-meson-nucleon sC2ttering). Tr.:~:shrinking may
also vary with energy. To see whether this dependence on the
energy and the process of the shrinking of the diffraction peak
can be expla~ned by the present theory, let us try to solve th8
equa tion for the absorptive part, wi th the Pomeranchuk Rogge
pole ~s the inhomogeneous term. Writing

•
{ '-,'J Q eX. ( (-) ---' ~ (~ ) (-< ((, )C1J (..-0 --.,j 0.... /) l ~

( ~o

:.<- (() ) (l(~§ /S)!~o,a... the asymptotic value
/

of the inelastic cross~section and s~ a constant, the equation

J ( '/ \D A/

A ( ~ /- _) a_

x lr
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A ( .A /-. ~.A we have
;

( (j (- U ({_ l) (. (r (f) -/ / (- I: I(.ff ) L
) (-7J'J' J ~'l~ - l J I ( 43 )

. - (.)(l :'-(;,(l >< d. (_ f d r- / J

The iterGtive soltion in terms of a power series in >-

G ((-)
'Y\ +1

1'\/\..,hieh is sati sfi ed if 1118 make the aJfi.C'.tz.

where t:~_J2.

Cy-,. + I -
_1_

L(-

C -::: Io
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r ()

~
- ()O

( (J I ,. ( c- II) L -{ ((- {i t- /1) d.. t !d E-'j
\ r (I .) I. - , j) \. ~) ./
J I reI . ... ,_f) '" -'.
. '-' lfV. ' ,-- , V'-.
--- 6C .

IT 12 (- C fv\ C h --Vl/\-- C ·i~ -+ .~~
y\ + '2.

is solved by iteration with
OCJ

\."""
/" Ck

( ~ }-\.J !
'-.

It. I/' (Yl ~) '2-(~Y\+1)

For Y\. '>.> I

C h

Substituting this in the equation for A(s,t) we obtain for
large -h /

/:r (5?, i C-)

~

(/o
-=::;:-
L-
""",::-0

>?Il~-
-1-

( \ +-'. ! '.', \
0. 1-, - <: (-- )

\ :t.. \, -' (-'-- .. \j D
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where

~rTfb
fl r .eD(9 (54 Jf c:;cv0(3 f\ C

For H-- I ~not too small, WG obtain ~ from (53),

::J.. ~ t: {I-t(' j (55)

1+2 V-fbt
~ 0~--..IE.l! 6'- t

I.~ f

-eX-~b

d (.
0( ! I +-f)-> ,,--.' l.

d.Lv 51 .JJ b-;) [)O
~

, - f b (--\/

fA c (.s{( (-) are

eX (l--)

Now 8 represents the shrinking of the diffraction pattern.
as a function of energy. From(55) we SGe that it is expected to
decrease with energy and to increilsc)1.1tth f: less than the
linear dependence on tassumed fo~ c<. Lt-) . The variation of
the shrinking with energy is given by (56) whereas it is zero

'L
1. f 6(_ct S' I - f 0{ +-

'-

J c b 6-
0- \

r·depends on th0 value of ~
I

f<-I
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ttYQ

and there~we expect
these Ene rgies (upto

d.. {, L

d-.u...
30 Bev) the

processes with smaller cros~-sections, i.e. smaller for If N

than for NN scatterir-g. These ideas are being applied to the
problems of photoproiuction (which Wij~ studied recently in the
strip approximation) and electroprodv.ction of pions.
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EFFECTIVE RANGE APPROXTM~TTON RASED ON

REGGE POLES

Prof. B.M. Udgaonkar,
Tata Institute 0f Fundamental Research,

Bombay,

During the last year a new kind of effective range
123approximation has been &veloped ' , based on singularities

in the complex angular momentum plane and has given interestinc; '" ,-
results in several prblems of low energy scattering. The ex-

the sense in which it is customary to use it in the S-matrix
theory, namely an a~proximation based on the idea that in a
limitej region 0f energies, the scattering amplitude may be

a very good description of low energy scattering, e.g. of the
n-p system. We shall see in what fvllcws how singularities

In order to bring out the relationshi~ Jf this use of
nearby singularities with the usual effective range expression,
let us write the S-matrix element for np scattering in the 38
state:

S-- Cot i5 + i
C0t~- i

...• ~ ""I'- [" ( R 1-+ 0..2..) +i~
1,

- Cv + i l) ( ~ L -+ ell.) - i R
2.

(~-+ \-<-,)(R + \<:J

(R - k 1)( R - K ;L ') -
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where K = i a is the bound state pjle on the imaginary axis ~~
1

the k-plane, and K
2

= i ('2 - a) is another "Ooleon the imagj-
Yo

nary axis, which may be regarded as effectively repl~cing all tl18

course, that in general the S-matrix has an infinite number of
poles and also has cuts along the imaginaTY axis, and we see from

formulae, e.g., take the Chew-Low formula for the 3/2 - 3/2 "Ohase-
shift in rrN scattering:

where W =W - rn. ()) == '!,II - m, W being the total energy iE :::,t-- R
system, and 1,vR' the total energy in CM s~rstemat resonance,
Equ<:<tior (2) may be rewritten as

t i~33 r- I.
33:: e Si y\ d 3 ;,/ '1<3

that the Ch2H--Low formula is an effective range formula which
expresses the 3/2 - 3/2 amplituda in terms of two dominant
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singularities, viz. the crossed nuc1eon pole, and the pole corrGS-

ponding to the resonance itself. Its success means that once th2~8

two ~~ingularities are taken into account, no important stngulRri.ties

are b~ing missed.

range formula is not so successful, viz. Chew-Low formula for the
+J = 1/2 , T = 1/2 p-wave phase-shift:

Q i 611 C". Si- n 01\

in terms of the two nucleon
2poles - a direct nucleon pole of rr;sidue -3f, and a crossed

2
nucleon "pole!' of residue +1/3 f" - and a pole at -()..), re-

\
. LV+-VJ,-

the amplitude

As ?!lready mentioned, eqn. (4) is known to bE::a poor re-

presentation of the amplitude f11. Its inadequ"'cy means that

some important singularities of this amplitude have been missed

out - e. g. the contribution of S' An effective range formula

for this amplitude based on energy plane singularities haS thus

an important modification of the original R8gge representation

which was propo.3ed by KhurL1 Without such a modificatIon, the

Regge representation could not be used for an effective range
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-..:. -+ 1(0

+iJ{~9. · I)2. \- t"-r

I -- __ i,Cl'>
;2

are superposi tions of Yukawa potentials, 1.8.

(CO, _lA'
'r V('() =- J () C I~) e cA 1"'-

rYI!)

The summation in (5) goes over all the resonances and bound stat" s
of the problem. Now the number of known resonances and bouno
states in any scattering problem 7TN, NN) KN) etc. is rather
small, and so it is very tempting to use the representation (5) ,

terms in the summation, and thereforG the sum i tself-, has a prong
~

cut in the z-plane - starting at z ~ 1 instead of at z ~ l+~.,s
Secondly, if ~ne projects out a partial wave from one of these
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obtained. Obviously, an expression which is to be use~ for an
effective range apDroximation at low energies must at least
have the correct threshold behaviour, and the corre~t cut.

These deficiencies of the original R~gge representation
were removed by Khuri, by decomposing the background integral
into two p~rts, one of which is added to the usual R8gge pole
term to give "the full contribution" of the R('gge Dole. To do
this Khuri uses the follo'.vingreDresentation of the Legendre
functions, which is valid for -1 < Re ~ < 0 and for -1 ~ z ~ 1:

CD

[ (e+~)~
- _ I G Sl'J-, )( cA )(

.f2 J ( w5h X .,L Z) 1,;:t..
- 00

Substituting this in (5) and interchanging the order of integra-

(2e+ I) r 'Pe(7-)

SCN T~ ~
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(\0)
In the first 0 f the se in-

tegrals on the right hand side, where x.. <.. ~, we can close
the contour in (9) on the right and get

N (e+';:Jx'
:Be XJ~) :; - L r' (s) e "'fo'- x < ~ (11)

-, :;I

Eqn. (8) may now be rewritten as

(13)
Vali" v\ -ror

~e. ~ L ? - ±
So far we had restricted z to 'Physical values. W8 can

now use (12) and (13) to make an analytic continuation in z, and
tJ

see that the new b::>ckgroundin (12) and therefore L'R rS/ ••..~0<';)
l:: Ihas the correct cut in z. Khuri in fact explicitly shows that
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K (J) f "l.~o(C) has the correct cut from
if one projects the e th partial "lave from
one gets

z to 00. Also,o
~ (9), 7. '/~I~)

(e-cX.C)f

Ie <X ~ Q,) (14 )

which has the corrGct threshold behavtour characteristic of an
~ th partial wave. To see this, we have only t8 note that, us

shown by Barut and Zwanziger,

) q.C<f (D)
~; (~ /V /J

fJ ex.~ (D)
t- 'i-J> for small s

It is therefore very tempting to identify each term K (" J.J-';0-L)

in the summatioLl (12) as the i' full' I con tribution to A (s,z) 0 p

a Regge pole in the right half plane. This identification is
made even more meaningful by the fact that for potentials for
which A ( e ' s) is meromorphic over the entire t -plane, Khuri
has been able to show that the new background integral in (I?) ~s
just a sum over the f'full contributk!Ys' of the poles in the
left hand half ~la~e.

The representation (12) can thus be made the basis of 8

new effective range a~proximation, where one may retain only a
few right hand poles in the summation, and neglect the new back-
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~ > 1.

+~ 1/2 , T ~ 1/2 ~N phase-shift
in terms of the nucleon Rogge pole .. 11/0 shall not go through
the algebraic complications arising from the fact that we are
here dealing with a pprticle with spin, but merely quote the
resulting expression for the contribution of the nucleon Regge
pole to this parti al \;]ave. It is

();~II (' f'(\"J) \.. (C).'(~-J)-~)3\ (CX,(\i\i)'-kJ32-l(... sC Yv 0 I \ \-J ') ...L- ()et-\- (~/~) = ----:: ..:--- \ ~ \ V
I- R 2 L:X(vJ l -·l) L . J (16)

hand and the left hand cuts in z, respectively. If the nucleo~
1s the only T" 1/2 trajectory of even J-parity which lies
close to the physical region at low energies, then equation (16)
should be a good approximation.

tions o((W) and ~OV) which represent the trajectory of the
nucleon pole and its residue respectively. These functions are

know that o((m) ~ 1/2, and in the region between the nucleon ann
the N***, it is not unreasonable to assume that Re o((W) may be
approximated by a straight line
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For the slope of the trajectory, we shall take the value deter-
*** .mined by the position of the N ~ viz. r = 0.4. As for B(W),

we know that ~(1tJ) has the fcllowing threshold behaviour
OJ.) (i )-;;\ (Xv + i
l,jeW, rv \ R/y)o) )

would be slowIy v8rying near the thre shold. ~v~ shall assume it
to be a real constant C in ~ limited energy region. The ex-
pression (16) then becomes

nucleon pole and demanding that our expression reduce to the usual
perturbation theory pole term, namely
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- - ~f [e;(~(-sl) + (L)LrlLi + "'Cw-",)]<~;") -~J]
( vv - wv) (19)

This expression can be easily seen to h~ve the correct threshold
( / .) ~ k~a 1 2,W r-J k as -+ O.

+
Expression (19) has no arbitrary const8nts, and ohe finds

that it gives reasonably good agreement with the experimental
data. Previous effective range type calculations, on the other
hand, had all tended to give a ph~se-shift considerably l~rger
in magnitude than that observed. For k2« 1, our expression

~ 2 2give s a+ -;;..;..-0.9'6f k whlze tbe perturbation theory pole
gives a ~ -3 f2 k2• Thus the effect of Reggeizing the nucleon

+~v
h~s beenAcnt down its contribution even at threshold, comD~red
to what it is when it is treated as an ordin2ry p~rticle.

B~se and Der-Sarkissian4 have applied this method to nu
scattering trsating tse deuteron as a R8gge pole. In this c~se
there is not much difference between the ordinary effective range
approximation and the RAgge pole auproximation. This i~ proba0lY
because the deuteron pole lies so close to the physical region.
The meth~d has also been applied to the (3/2 - 3/2) ?hpse-shift
in 7fN scattering hy Bisw~s and Bose5 , again with good results.
Biswas and Bvse6 have also considered an application to a multi-

*y
o
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REGGE POLES IN 1AlEAK INTERACTIONS AND IN .EQBli. FJ\C"'ORS

K. Raman
(MATSCIENCE, Ma~as)

work on 3 topics.
I) Regge poles in Weak Interactions,
I1) Asymptotic behaviour 0 f Sc e.ttering AmnIi tude s and Subtract ions

in form factors;

1)Thi s is a short summary of some work done by the author •

Two different methods of tackling this Droblem are:
(1) the method of summing perturbation theory to all orders, 1tJhich

2)is the method of Feinberg and Pi~,is ,and (2) a method based
on the S-matrix approach, along the lines suggested by the S-matrix
theory of Strong Interactions, using, in particular, method of

renormalizable theory, we have tried the 2nd approach. The pres~nt
work is the beginning of an analysis of weak reaetions using the
S-matrix approach using the method of complex angular momentum.
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The idea of introducing Regge poles into a descriDtio~
of Weak Interactions has been earlier put forward by the mlthor,
by C.Iso, and by D.Tad~, who exmnined the immediate consequences
of assuming that weak interactions were dominated by Regge

3 4)poles' . However, this work was only preliminary. The object
of our work is to exploit these concepts .furtherand make a

The first problem that has been worked out is that of
weak reactions involving 2 spin-O bosons and 2 spin -1/2 fermions.

In this paper, most of the complic2tions considered are
algebraic. The details will not be discussed here. The new

t· + 7f and 1J + 7f -+ t + K.
ThG amplitude is written, in terms of the crossed process, in a
Regge-Khuri representation~
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The complete problem involves coupled equations. In
I(<-l>c

the first paper, only 2-meson intermediate states ar1, in
the uni tari ty condi tion and the higher-order ,,,,eakeffects are

an effective-range approximation, kee~ing the full contribution of
a few Regge poles.

The comulete problem involves a study of purely leptonic

mass of the neutrino, both the infra-red divergence in the disuer-
sion integrals in cos e and the accumUlation of thresholds fros

~V V pairs that makes it necessary to construct an approximation
scheme that does not depend on the distance of singularities fro~
the region of interest!"

In trying to avoid the infra-red divergence by ,tJorking
wi th a finite ""V'A

};

by 4. -component neutrinos and take the l1mi t to the 2-compo-
nent theory only at the end, after putting Mv --+ 0 •

Next there is the question of subtractions, which
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and whether the higher-order weak effects can be taken into
account without leading to divergences.

II. Asymptotic Behaviour of Scattering Amnlitudes and
Subtractions in Form Factors:

One of the crucial questions about form factors is their
behaviour at large values of their argument. This will decide
whether any subtractions are rpquired in the dispersion r8lation~
for these form factors. As is well-known, the existence ofc:;ubsr'lc,
tions is related to the question \-/h-therthe particle lnvo lved is
elementary or composite. For instance, the asym~totic limit of a
form factor may be related to the vertex renormalization constant

h)Zt tn the usual field theory (e.g. SOB Gall-Mann and Zachariasenu
,

If we postulate that all particles are equally elementary or comr')o-
site, then the most natural assumption would be that there should
be no subtractions in the disper~ion relation for any vertex func-'
tion, or that all form factors go to zero at infinite values of
their argument. In a field theory this would imply that Z~4 0 ,
which may be internreted as meaning that no particle should be
called 'elementary r.

We shall assume that in fact no subtractions are required
for vertex functions, and shall discuss the connection between this
no-subtractioD principle and the asymptotic behaviour of scattering
ampli tude s.

We first ask what forms of asymptotic behaviour for ela6ti
scattering amrylitudes are consistent with no subtractions for
form factors when the latter are assumed to be dominated by the
elastic (2-particle) intermediate states. We shall later see
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Consi der the pi on fonn factor~ f= (..~) -:, as sume that it sa tj c: ••

relation
ot.J

~ f eM'
). ..)

I 'I".-& _~ -L. v

form factors. we have the relationfj

f:: "(~) T T-:.. (~, I:: (---\) iT II (.~) J

scattering amplitude.

(1) now becomes
:;;G'

Ip(-,> )

l~) t. (3) imrJ;
(JI:<- (l:~.w' ""J-<. '.

the~scattering amplitude

The high-energy behaviour

gi ven by the fa llowing theorem (,..<- :,P'.- .ii-e ref. fly 0
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If {l~) AJ jot.. ,. --S -) 00 then,
cP

t(~l) cJ6/
1C~) - .-L f - (_.$)0( _/<O«eJ .- --v .J ~(L;Cc)rrr ~/---,h /3l iI'v ('no(.)

/~o

AJ
t..-I7V' '; Co... vv L , o<.~-( -(4b)

Equations (2), (2), and (4), tOf:ethcr 1<lith the

restriction

which follows from unitarity, l..-;ad to the follo1,ring results:

(a) If g wv,F (.>:» /V ,.,l d.:> 0( ~ - J ,when -.8 -+ CXl ,

then ~ r:: ( .J) ) rv.J. ,...J.)

(b) If 1,"~ F l~) "'"" /~ 0(

then P--t. r= (~ ) .-....) ~rY-
)

(2) now"-im9lies the follo'\l[ing:

If the alternative (6) is true, then (2) im~li8s that

- (f) (~) ..& - y; ••~.~ ---8 ~OO
/17 ~I ~ ~ (8),

where ¥, '::' - (Ii"O<:) "/0 , (8a)-
On the other hand, when (7) holds, (2) implies that

T(f )
fI T7 (.<\ )

We now ask what forms of the elastic amplitUde
l,{J tYt"

lead to a behe,vi.our 1-.-(9) for the J = 1

T{ ,&, (-) woulc1
---if' ,

partial-wave amplitude /';,,;,
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Befor~ attempting to answer this question, we make
the following remark:

Thus, if tho imaginary part 0 f the form factor has the
'ligh-energy behaviour

~wv F (~)

conjectured by Chew, i.e., that strong interactions must havo ~~~
maximum strength allm<Jed by uni t8ri ty, a no-subtraction pri.nci ~i 1-

viour of form factors, namely, that
g wv F C)t,) -v ~ 01. , /PI. tt" -- I ,"o.t <:: 0) whe n .<, -+ C>'J,
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1) Single v~cuum~ole:
If a single vacuum Dole (or the Pomeranchuk traj0ctoTv

..-!> --"-;) 00

for fixed t

where 0< p \l ) is re al and Ie::;s than one for
o\p(t) = 1 for t -= 0 .

The behaviour of 0< -p (t-) for t -+- ex:> , and th~-' form
of <!-(t) are unknown. 1/;[8 shall assume that CXp(t) is
almost linear in the neighbourhood of t -= 0 and that it apDroa-
ches some number - n
1~f~l'\sto.h.( ~ .,

0< 1/\C) /V - 'VI-- -t-

~..•.'t~<J l v-. "J'
the behaviour of

(i) (~ t) ,"J \ c- \ for t ~ 0 . ~Vu l- for t -+ - 'J)
)

t
\>lhichis suggested by potential scattering.
{1"'\- - ,to. l'l- t (,-.••.'2' -5"")<'i ~~l,; l~L- ~\\:.) ~ III _ {-u-r- l- 1"-': C\..'V ti,,-,.("~ ,?-. .,1' .

"

, -

(ii) (\t) \ter rat t~0 ~~t ) Il \-y L- -7 - c;IJ .
,-J --.J !) ,

)

(iii) ~\l:)

"'-J [c(o) + t (/(:» -l- -~] f",-t- t ~O J

.J i', ) . (L- r -- l::- -) _ rP'- \ ~ ,- ,,' . -
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-y_ !L I

o < Y< I -

'" / (D) -;: 0'P7 ' )
o([)(-oO) < 0 is 90sitive, it is Dossihle

,x! ({)):f:- 0, , (-f ovV~ ,/-l.,'\ ; w'~ ,
~v ( -~) < D ) !- (,~ I> .r"-t-,,,U',? 0( l' (-PJ-=' -1-
are dominated by elastic

to obtain the behaviour (~) even if
~'x.~ c •.,/;(, i.t-..?oJ' ",l- \.-1 -1-'-'-' J 'J', V\..te I( 't .Q '/ u;", o-k

Thus, if the form factors

is not consistent lith a no-subtraction philosophy for form
factors, unle S3 0/....Ip (0) -:::0 .

Recently, Sugawara?has shown that if O<-pl (0) :::.0 ,

pole, or an 'elementary' ~ole in angular momentum. L-rrhe 8.rg'l-

8ment given Jy Oehme ) that no fixed ~010 with J = 1 san exi~t

t
I #
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.
Another context in which it has been found that the

subtracted disgersion relation for form factors is the Gol(lljercy':"'-

Treiman relation. Barrett and Barton¥~iound that in deriving th;

write a dispersion relation with a subtraction.

We believe that this is an incorrect conclusion ar.d

high-energy behaviour of an elastic am9lituc1e is, in ge'1~ral, >'rOT''}

comDlicated than a single-Regge-Pole behaviour. '.JIe now bTiefl,Y

examine more complicated forms of high-energy behaviour.

2) Two Vacuum-pole behaviour:

Frye9) has given a model with 2 vacuum traje~torips which

:predict s the fo lloltling behaviour for the partial-wave amolitudc's:

4"", TlL) ( ~) ~ C:f7,A. s lo vvt J> -0 oC

l' ,J )( .., ) ~ 0 A -7 cP , (12)1k p
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The cl~ssical picture of high-energy scattering as dif-
'0)

fraction scattering by an optical sphere predicts a behaviour

€(t) "/
..L for small {-

J '+C-V(} O/l 7-[- (
t J

(14)

and ~(t) < ( L- -) -~t (-j-'e as J

where e 7 0

4) An interesting possibility is a sUlerrosition of (11) and

(13), i. e. ,

L0e~' cwJ~
(e. g. Se~t.OGh;;;: Phys.

This will be consistent

II J
Rev. Lett ) -/

wi th (S) i f ~ (t)

/1)5) The multiperiphere_l Model:

The multiperipherc~l model to fi rst order gives a beh-,;:v:1J','::'

of the form (11). The modal also predicts that cJ. I(t) '70



The branch points obtained on itera. ting the el8.s t:i c'_t~ ",l2 4
''Vprobably lie in an unphysical sheet (f~J Polkinghorne) ~ we do

not know whc.t is the rrediction for the complete ampli.tude in

th e physi CSl.l sheet.

6). Fixed branch-points in angular momentum:

These c~n arise if the interaction is singular" For
Lr~.\-"~~

instance, /Oehrne ha~~cons:Ldered a behaviour of the form
'- d.\f.:) A

T( ~9l ) rV L' C (l') ~ +.t (t )
(£c'3' ~):?h

/3
arising from such branch points together wi th a vacuum pole, '~

Such c,model can be consistent'with (9) provided the resi-·

due at the branch-points haS a sui table behaviour. For eqno C,o)

the requirement is that

t(t j ( for small t-
~

t> '7 t >- L-
'7 - J )

I ,
(~

01' lti)'\ ' (/1

and t"J as t -1 -cPo

r

When inelastic intennediate states IJare also included

in the unit~ri ty cond.i tion for the form factor, then it is found
. (

\I, :r
that

1,..,.J, ~
the behcviour of the scattering amplitude~

follN\.,
I ~.ei is of the S:,JIlG "-. as for elas ti c

amplitudes(as would be possible if the inelastic intermediat2

states could be approximated by effective 2-particle states, (. D.

vJ j..<. '" w-t. .e-.,,- l)..€.-

isobars), then the coupled e C{U''Cl ti ons for th e forr.' ,-, ~

tors le:: d to G. condi tioD of the form (9) which may hold 'lillch .. ·

sa.me condi:,i ons ns has boen di scussed a.Arcv'-€.- {".,. "1--,
~ta.~ll,~ a,.'V\ !),Lll.<--c.l-e '
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energy pion-pion scattering amplitude is approximated using a
Regge-Khuri representation and the high-energy part is t~ken to
be of the form [A -t_JL ]_

£t:"-'t ~

is being solved~ first by taking an effective-range approximation
for the low-energy sCCittering .:~mplitude. Better solutions will
also be obtained.

including KK states, so that coupled equations are obtained for th
11 and K from factors 0 These arG being solved with similar

An idea of the behaviour of the form factors m:::y be obtained
by first approximating the form factors by the partial-wave pro-
jection of the 'full contribution' of the appropriate Regge poles
'in the sens e of Khuri) .IV

}:.>
in

below threshold is obtained using a representation recently proposed
Ib)by Eden, in which Legendre transforms wj.th respect to variables

other then cas e p,re consi dered,
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The difficulty now is that the partial-wave rrojection is

not e2.SY to obtain, However, thj S CLn be done numerically.

Thi s problem is betng worked 011 t.

Th:1s diffiQ1lty does not. of course arise when we take the

Regge-Khuri represent [·~_tionfor the elasti c amplitude in the di s-

pe rsion integral, as then only vP.lues of the i;,mpli.tude above

threshold are required.

Both we2k ,:nd elect.roma.gnetic form factors are bl1:lingcon-

sidered. \ Y\.. c.{.et (~. cet-ov-e
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Professor A.N.Mitra
(Delhi University)

of translational and time-reversal invariance. They are also
:f 011;(, e?

known to ;>roduce saturation of nuclear/whlch aro hi~h17.Tnon-Ioe-e.l)

have s anes r:iven by one ')fthe following eXyI'esc ions:

t-c (p) is just the hankel transform of 1{.(ll) (ip
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The first quantitative calculations usin~ separable poten-
tials were made by Yama~uchi(l) who applied them to the problems
of the deuteron structure n-p scatterin~ and photodisinte~ration
of the deuteron. The main advanta~e of separable ~otentials, as
Ivas found by Yama::;uchi).isthat they render a two-body problem
exactly soluble. I shall not talk here on the calculations
that we have made with separable potentials in the domain of
lovl-ener~y nuclear physics) like the cl.etailedfits 'bo t~1e t•.,u-

body paramet8rs (2) (3) (4) bin(Un("~ener3Y in nuclear matter,
spin-orbit splittin~: of enerf,ies in odd :ruclei(2) ener~y le'1,_': ~

of some odd-odd nuclei (5).) (6), etc, as nnst')f these investi:>_~
J1,OJI/€,

tions been pUblished earlier" Rather I would like to lie .rc,te,
"~~;" ./.,.1

most of my time to some more recent work on (a). certain forr -
properties that we have found in separable potentials and (sj

As for the formal ;Jro;Jerties1 \'.'eshall first briefly indicatE
certain results on analyticity properties) double dispersion
representation and Re~~e behaviour ')f a~plitudes constructed from
separable interactions (7) (8)
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leads to the elastic scatterin~ am~litude00 ..

f Ul)t) ~-J. (2 {+1) Az(6) Po{ (1 +2t,J (4)

.{;:o

AL (0) == ,"-J~ (I)) / Dz(6)

r ~t (-1) --2.. 7(2;\ V:(/5)
()() - I

D (0) -= 1 - b f ri 1/ j?:/ N-{(0 )
{ j( ~ / - ~ .

o

Takin; a shape :-·iven by
2..

V~2(p) = } Qt (i + -h")
oro.sr of truncation to the solution for a )artial wave amplib)c"('

due to a Yulw;ra potential of ran~e p- 1 . •

The left-hand cut in the
sta rt sat J<. ')..= _ 1/

4
~1....

Nt -function ':iven by (7) and (.j~
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usin~ such a R6~~e-re~re3entation)

f .
Pc( C~I - ~)

S,Vv'1'JTC0
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13,z (lJ) r A{ (/)) ..-
and. CXt (0) L:; the Rc~?:";epole;) it is

-t > 0 t > 0 ~ <.._ ..!- r;<,2
I . ~ IV

u>o t>o

n
k ther formal ;)ro~erty of scparable~tentials concerns the

solubility of a 3-body prlblem(9). Let us consider an oversim~li-
identical, mas s:Lvepar ,-icles (mass I-L )
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who 1"e ---J -) ---7
2 p~~ - p. - p.

.I ~ J

~ -:p ~- R :: - p, .--P,
K L J

tho :3-bod;,r '.,TCLV.., function y!
- '> r 3 I (' I 'R I 'PI'" I )L1 (c) 'P =- I\~. J cA Pij V p~J)V (PLj) tJ!.['i ~+~jT 2. -~; ,~<-

i,jk

A (£) ~~ (~Lt- P2-L-r I~L) - E IJv
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the vIave function V (r;.~)/LJ (E.) of a ~'air7 S8.~T (2,3)>> mUlti;;L_scl

by the relative vTaV3 function Fe (1) "bsh"ecn "1" and (~~~j).

The "polell in F( P,) ) r).ven by (17) S'Y',1,'S explicitly how the

whj,ch are lar'oly hase~ on conjectures. One fuch pr~~erty c~n-
ta..r-

cerns the so-calloo uni :'~ :'ity condition Hhj.ch 1,raC c'Jn,ject1).rOc.1.

by Bla~{enbecler(10) to requ~re that at bou~d state ener'ies ~f

This question can be directly teste" in terms of Eqs') (15)-- (17) ;

("11 1and j t is found ll'?t. to be the cas e ."-',

n-d scatterin;,(12)
(l'j)

pion in 1< IT o,ee:,:!
~
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which :~ives a
value for U3/2

1< 1\,.,3 decay our Tesult :L11~"1co.tes:-,llQt in ,')rccer to e:;::rlain

the hi~h eTIer"',';'bias ')f the odd. ;'ior.. onc must invoke the hyp·othe-·

eQuation to one which takGs account)f relativistic ener·~
. +",om. VMJ\,oCA./i Q...1,proxlm<4.J"\:~OtlS" Vv\. f~Q...\'a.

That such extG;:1sion is possible is nane plauSibleft·:.e')T.r~
,---,...

the rramm-Dancoff a:;,:roximati ')n \.J'hen:;) f')T the j l-/\/ T·.'<:1-;8

(E1?-\- &Jp- E) r O:J =~J (i'p' 1< (~;/) Y (f)
...",...."
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Such a structure can be [l.r22.:'ltG0in our sche'11e w-ith the as·2u.n1".,tion

of a sG:?ara':Jle kernel 1<'" for each an,0:ular momentu.rnstate ~·'Je

have applied this type of model to ,-wave ri~~-pion interactio£14)

f -resonance and then use~ this interaction in

not merely a f -1l system -- ':-;hrou'h a rela'~ivistic Schrodin- er

equation of thc; form:

It turns out that a reasonable qualitative understancUn: ~f the

widths and ri1asse~' of f and W sinrultaneousl:T, can be achieved

throu,o:h such a :\rocedure.

Fin2.1ly I vwuld like to r8;:,ort br:Lefl~r on a model of ~ U~
( 1 c- )

symmetric j.nt(,;ractj.on 1>!ithin the se;:e.rable interaction frame\'i'Jrl~-')

A lot of 1>JOrkon t~1is subject has heen done by various i.,rorl~ers,

startin:,,: vlith CutkoSky(16). \'JG consider here a very sirn:Jle type

of interaction, viz a vertex formed by three vector mesons. The

alJproximate JTlass 0.G~:eneracy of the V2ctt)1" meson octet ( po I<..*' "K*)
ClS lvell 2.5 the fact that there is only a uniq,ue fory of

VJ
-couplin?,: satisfyin~; S (j3 (the so-called F-t~T:!e cou~11i·'~·;3)

makes the vector meson octet a conveniont basis SDt in terrns of
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,..,

We take the VV-vertex of the f,rm
-) •....')

H(X)::iGL" f (\7)( ~c~))·(\i,(~))t.V(~1c20)
<'L~" o(~r !' r I

where f 0(,:, Y 'HG the structure constants of tl1e octet represeCl-

tation of ~ S U3' A vertex like (20) "enoratGs Moller inter-

actions bet'H2cn V-V J.'C'~ir~;in ':1.1estL:.nd2.rclwaTT Tl'1e tensor ],art

S'2.(~) =-($,' K)(S; 1<) - ( 5/,54-.) (21)

/( :::h .....et :=:- rn 0 Y1" ~ nt- u'''''' tyQ. -n4 f ~ y
V'- J~ 'Vv

The isotopic factors Lq-r-] for all t;.le possible cha~Y(sJ_C.;

form purely numerical matrix o.ependj.n0; entj.rely on the (71'01..F1

structure in (T,Y) :?pace

specified by takin~
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WG have examined v,:',l'ious spin-parity s-sates of T = 0 and find
-+ -- +-that only th2 st~tGS 0++, 0 , 1 ,l , 2++ are ettractive

The observeC'. ¢> and f 0 seem to fit int') this scheme se'ni--

quantita.tively vlith octet ano. 27 - f')lCl representati!Jns 1'03-

anri it is intGr0sti~:r t~1.C!.t somo ev:idence for Q. T = 1 ayin1 vect,:r

~ . ., /~l'" r"'\' b .1-1 t del?)meson ~ocaYln~ ln~o ~ ~ nas . een recenL y repor e .
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G.Ramachandran
(MATSCIENCE,Madras.)

of the cross-section for the emission of a pion at certain fixed
angles from various targets like ~l) Be and so on up to F&
for vari ous photon energies .(bremsstrahlung beams) up to 1000 Mev
or slightly more. From such observations it is unreliable to draw
conclusions either regardingthe nuclear structure or the effect
of the nuclear medium on the basic photo-production process itself.

In recent times it has been increasingly re~lized that one
should study these processes in more detail viz., • study the
cross-sections corresponding to definite final states of the

ing such nuclear processes is to assume that the transition ampli-
tude is made up of a sum of amplitudes from the individual sources



1 4 1
studies and we pointed out 1,2) for instance that a study of the

2q'( *" SL/Lf-'::'

2<1 ''Y + SL 1'1- -7

29 P
IS- +If

_in particular the study of polarisation of the residual nucleus
2'1 P,!>'" (which is ~+ active) or the proton-could give us an
insight into the phenomenon of quenching of the magnetic moment
of the nucleons in nuclei. Since the odd neutron j.n 2.. i 5 \})i-

is in an ~Y4 state out$ide closed shells, the above mentioned
processes could be pictured essentially to be the photoproduction
of nr from a bound neutron the nucleon being left bound or

as a phenomenon confined to the nucleons outside closed shells
(closed also with respect to isotopic spin) no such simplifica-

VO which

shells? It is of course quite important to be able to estirrate
th1s contribution and I shall come back to this question later.
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a theory not only for simple
2QSfrom (If

or 7/0

cases like charged pion production
+

but also more complicated yet simple cases of rr-
\production from a nucleus with the configuration closed

elastic or the final state is sin?ly excited this type of approach
could be expected to hold with ,some degree of accuracy. Such a
theory has been developed by Dr.V.Devanathan and myself3,4) in
particular for charged meson production. I shall outline this
method and point out also how this could be generalised to include

The photo-production of neutral pions from nuclei differs
from that of charged pions essentially in two respects (1) th0
amplitude for neutral pions production consists of two parts an
isoscalar part and an isovector part in contrast to the case of

t
----'Y\-I

Yl11, G.pproxims.tion the nucleons -·-----"1------ -_:\
~) ~)occupying closed shells contribute zero to ch~rged pi6kproduction

The contribution to neutral pion production from closed shells
can come only

howevei through the non-spin flip
nucleon i soscalal' ampli tude t

part Lof the
'~ ~

l· 0, K + L
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3)
This result could also be established starting from ~later

determinant wave functions for the nuclear system and on repea-
ted use of the Laplace expanSiO~ for a determinant. We thus
obtain the nuclear amplitude T in the form

<-fIT\;>:-=,(-f)f +)/1)
(.::1 .

[ n I < "Yoouy-nl)! t 1 'foo (-- n/)

+ Yl 2.. I. \fJ(} () (,p n 2J I + I YJ0 D ( Y\1.) > +' ~.J S-f ;

, 'process. The fact that the Y\ particfues are equivalent is
.'impottant to be 2ble to evalu&te their contribution since in th~5

case we can make use of the well-known fractional parentage
expansions 0 The matrix elem(mts <::roo (- - . Y\ ,) I t I \jJ, 0 ( . - "I»

refer to closed shells ch2racterised by zero angular momentum
and zero isotopic spin) are easily evaluated by observing that t
written e~licitly i.sof the form. R· -'}
t::: el OIL[ ~+I:~ + t~-t;"[1

2 2.- *1
~. rrO

l- -
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where C are the isotopic spin operators and the exponential-;-7
factor denotes the momentum transfer to the nucleon F( being

)

L tJ(ithe difference between the photon and meson momenta. The lo
I·~...-"J ) rYI\.t (J. K+L . :;

h~ve the general structure A k? and L- being respectively
appropriate functions of the kinematic and photon polarisation
vari~bles. It js obvious th3.t non-vanishing contributions come
to ( 'Vo0 (- - Yll) l ~ I I.pDOe- - }1 \ J>
term (tpD + ty)°) /2

only through the first
W production. Evon

hcr~ we see that the spin-dependent part contributes zero by
(~.h' . -t ~

seeking the scalar part of the opera tor.Q l O· k

by a spheric8l tensor of the same rank constructed from the
-41< L ~quanti ti es and K (to form the scalar t-) is

)

generalized to evaluate the
<: lpJ C· - Yl) ) t I

)

Before we do that we observe that

more difficult matrix elements
~. (-- ,,)
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FQ. ) Y\ \

F~~are the radial integrals
) I

v4

j Lt~ ell)
o \

the Ll referring to the single nucleon radial wave functions

To evaluate the contribution from the nucleons outside
closed shells we exp::.ndthe states \..{J (_. - 1'1) using the
coefficients of fractional parentage (c,f.p.), For instance in
~-t coupling "vs shall wri te

I (i-) 1\ rJ J lY1 'T J'~r> =: L <(f /) I~ IJ'T) { , P{ J T 1~( iJ ~ JT>
U ? rJ. IJ I T \ \: . 0) . I

L L ( (T' Yz- T ~ M;ml- rvt T) C ( T' iT; M f /Y) M)
'm hll:

I (j ) l' -~ IJ'M r; ~l 1M;) I J) m ~ ~ m t )
(9)+
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So that, in general,

<cr)')\-Ji oZ.f J.f Mf l-f M If I ~ I:- i )(tY'oZ (Ji M i -,( 111n )~
L~I

:::: YI ~ z'(~)1(}1jl T' ) 1') ~ Tr-T+I~a/'P c{f If T-f ')
~'J'TI '

'i ( (~)~ - (0< I T'T) g ~ 0( \ J,' II I ~(1') )II 0( !' ]i' fl')

L I- (( T \ 12.Ie J ':"\1; lY1t- MT(') ( (T\ ~ Tf') tfl; mJ-
1

f\1TrJ
m 'me

I . I ) ( I I J I )l (T ( Jt' ; /VI m Mi ( J t J+'; M 'HI ""+
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The two angular momc:ntum C. G-, -coefficients could be wri tten in

the form

(( T( i J( ~ M'm Ml) C(J' ~l T-f.i M'~rv1f)

- I 1J {J ~t Jt;\ ~Jl ~.'f 2~t+ f

~ ~J~l

( (J i /\ J+ l~ M l YY1 A ~1-f)

( (1 A j'; on on" ?n')
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R ()
A

matrix element for the nuclear problem 8.nc'lthat of the single
()

nucleon problem. In the case of Tr production the r.educti on

factor for the isovector part of the transition is R. I while>-.
for the isoscalur part the corresponding quantity is given by

D

R /\ JTl· If .
Before proceeding ~lrther with the calculation we may as

well make seme remarls on hew this reduction could be made if

the "n nucleons satisfy L - S or intermediate coupling. In

the case of 1-- S cour1iLg we could again use the appropriate

·C· f·
!u-' R) L (c; '~) S J M) using the

I [~I~~'}'] j(ll s') JI(~YL) ~ TN>
J_1~ - L s - Ju .J

r 'expansion and also express the wave function

•Cf Jr -transformation as
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so that essentially a reduction of tl-;,c above form for t~1.e ampli-

tudes could be achieved

Z.lf'j- (- n) Itl -t i 1 "P, (. n) <::- (CT ( t l-f )1T,' ,1' \ ) (V\~)

( ~) - )"2 2~-t\ R\(L-~)+,.J~ Ll (:rL A J1, (Y) i WI,\ iV1-f iJ I Lj 1+) )-.,\

L (( 0- A ('; 7fn '/01) ni) ({m' It t~l tfY&'>~:t (20)

)0> for)1 production
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I f I
L S I 7x I ~ ','

'2- cr ,
L - rf Sf J-{ J

r LI S '~'

~ ~ tL L l' .s I J(

j

R'(L ,1,=\ ,- )
/'\ '

These expressions hold in the case of intermediate coupling wi th
the gA ( L - 5) replaced by • R A ( W- t- )

R\CVf1~):: L U; ((A/ ... R,(L-S)
/\ j L ( V'I-f Lij( CAt Ll 5l /'C'\{ -t ~-f J -r

d t' Lt' 5 (
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if we exrnnd the y\ -particle states in terms of the L 5- coup-

since the isotopic spin quantum numbers are fixed for any parti-
nD --0

cular transi tion. "\tJe have now es senti2.lly ~ in the II problem

instead of R A~L (Ti I T-j. ) 111 T 1:+/ r\11f) (± [3!,)
in the case of 11t c.:mdthese f3.ctors being independent of

the angular moment11mproj eetion quantum numbers) -we shall simp19

denote them by k.-A- in no way complicate the evaluationd3

the cross~section , proportional to

The closed shell contribution is zero if the initisl and final
0,Yl et

states are orthogonal\thG final expressions would be the same
D /

in both IT and rr-r c:c.ses wjth of course tho cHrropriE,te

reduction L~ctors and the appropri::.te spin tlt.p and non-spin-

flip ampli tudes. 'Ne sflall fi rs t do thi sand thc'n indi cate how
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rrD production ine lud-

; k ,w~",ow express ,. ( r ' • { •

-€ := 4- 11 f(l) .--j-2;-'+-, ih ( kJ,)A (--I) iJ(26)

( Y
t
ojX ~ ( j':, ) )0

Cf;'f'- -

k I ) f.'''- -

~f
O~ J °0 ,... r) -
-7

L ( 28)Kfl ko -
.) -
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which we can easily calculate

~ Q{ { rl
'fV1 I i (Y( (~) X 6~ ) ,;) 11; ~) m)

- C ( f /\ i /j '"' on )?m)
,

Q ~ { ~
~ 7) ~
At >i V-, 41T (;2. J-fi \)

( ( 1.. {' i J.f; 0 D) J(2- )l '* I ) , I (30)

We can now carry out the YY\ summation to give 2J +! (f))."
~A+I

and we finally obtain for the ampli tude t.. If-'-f(- h)It'~t I 'f-;-(-~)
an expression of the form (=1
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where -5 )I., ~) 11 denote the reduced (or double bar) single

nucleon transition amplitudes together with the various factors
arising out of the expansions (26) and (27) and the ~A
in (31) and (32) are appropriate reduction factors.

~ Q \ t I) (2 ~tf)(2-".~)

(?- ,e -f-+- ,)

( ( ,c' A ~ 5 DO )

•J-
~

Jr
We observe that the expression (31) or (32) has the form

of a linear combination of spherical tensors of various rank ~
This is to be expected since the interaction contains nonscalar

-? ~
quanti ties Rand 1< external to the system. The
transition probability must however be a scalar and this js what
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~ J;j -t)

L J(' ..•.I

in the case of 0- cr coupling

Iq \ /2---'-;(4- rr) >i L L I \-0;\(2 t + I)
A J..J ~ I N.., 0);1... Y1::::h' ,

(t _~I ) --E~iftN\ -=:0 0 ) Ie-~+I) ( 2 ~ IT I ) (2 J t t) (2)d-1) (2(~1 +1) ~2 Yi'+ IJ
l7'- l~+I

(({,'t Rf; 00) ( (t' ,/'~;OO) (O~ IN ;00) .

W U 'P1 ~Y) I; fn ) < 11

.'~ li I t
Z/ :t!; C

( t[ ~f) L e.f ~ j I
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L L~
-;-1 .. -7 ~
i<· 1< .

, ~ ~ (T!' ~., \( -7 -'::;..,l()- 2- '-7' -7' .J
2 4:zL ~ ~ ( R 1<) R' k - ~ k k· K ~

~ .N:::: .2 j n::: " :- I (36 )

and zero otherw1se. The surnnat10n over £) ~ /
;( ::::: Y. i.:::..)\ in th e cas e ,,-::: Y1 I::::.. 0

and ) / Q / -=- l \- I f Lv (A + \)
} Q \ j 2- is very much simplified

terms oil the Wigner (f ~ -symbols ~.. 3
and the Racah coefficients W to facili tate the use of

tables for these coefficients.

form of the transi ti on probabili ty is slightly more compli caterJ
~ • f

(en account of the }- r sumwation in 32) and we can

elegantly wri te

L \ (-f I .r {( It >1 L
L Jl+ 'f rY\ ( lYl -f- ( = I

..- ~J_[+\
- I _

2J!' + i

(4rr)-~
- -~

-~2- fT) :t-

Thus the evaluation of

and (35) is written in

L--S

I
in the cas es VI::..,-,:::f

J -/h
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where g).. and Q A
initial and final single nucleon

matrices labelled by the
• ¥ • I

values - ! == Ii:'::: ~ ; (;::: 9.{ ± t
Observing that the addi tional contribution to the ampli tudE:

(due to closed shells) in the case of elastic W production is

account of in the cross -section by specially treating the /\::: ()

contribution only and adding these additional terms to it in the

Finally we shall consider how one .ould estimate the contribu-

tion due to TrD...• exchange scattering. Let us assume for simplici-cy

tha t the number of mucleons Y1 outsid e closed shells is small so

that we can neglect the possibility of a neutral pion produced

Thus we shall assume that the main correction to the impulse app~oxi-
rrv'mation theory arises due to a fraction of rt J, produced from the la~gE

number A-n of closed shell nucleons getting scattered either in-
~

elastically or throul!h charge exchange from one of the 1\ nucleons
_0 -+-

outside closed shells. If we denote by t and -r--' the nuclear

ampli tudes for photoproduction and by SO and 5+ the nuclear

amplitudes for inelastic or charge exchange scattering of neutral

pions we can then wri te down the following relations for the
o £> ~

various cross-sections U-e~-) 0me), and (j- for elastic"

inelastic neutral pion photoproduction and charged pion photo-

production from a given target nucleus whose final state is also
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i
j I'

\(\

) ))(1
\\ \ \ L....-

\ s" \ \' ) jL 1[\ <~JTO l'f)Q\41i
.•.

: ': -I

;- . \' y-f ITb Ii) (+ j 01 n-J:'~ I c;' , i> \L
()\f:- M I -1

L- lTl''jJoJ Tel I ~~>IJ

"l-

\r t, \'; > I (i - Tr )

3¢:~:\ ,--.

where " is the nrobability that a neutral pionFr~duced from one
of the closed shell DU01e,ns"interacts wtth the n-nucleons out~10e
closed shells (whic~ we have assumed to be the same as the Dro~8-
bility that a Ii produced from anyone of the A nucleonc scatters

probability that a meson produced outside clo~ed shells int0facts
ag'atn·~lth.lt~enueHk~·~~.~)"l1.fu~probabilities 7f and iiI could
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_0
tge II ->hproduced from closed shell nucleons we dropped the
integration over energy of the 7Tt, -} /0II 0 in the intermediate stage.

-In the present form of the equations (38) to (40) it is however

purpose it is more convenient to wri te these eC1uations wi th cer-
tain Tf occuring outside the d. i1

1
)integrals, so that one c01;.ld

more easily determine these

The quanti ties 21z: --f' ~
I'n{. I'll:ted using the procedure outlined above for the calculation of the

2 J( -f I Tfl> ~2-
(Y1--f .!'YI \. • ,
tUdes belng agaln of tne form

parameters
((>I/.~ 1T

the pion nucleon scattering ampli-
o ---7" -.:;.

lU:M+ I\{
_c.....,.~
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+Dr.T.K.Radha

MATSCIENCE ,Madras

Reported by G.R&~achandran

Dr.T.K.Radha, a member of the Institute now at Stanford University
on the form factors of the 3-nucleon systems H3 and He3 and
which is also related to some work being done here.

and He3 form factors i~ connection with experiments being done at

One thus obtains 4 form factors. viz .. charge and moment fonn·
. . ' /

factors for H3 and similarly for He3, The experimental results
showed that the two moment forD. factors and the charge fOFm. factor
for H3 are quite similar to each other while th0charge form factor
for Re3 falls off somewhat more rapj dly. These observations fjt

tributions of the like rair of nucleons. Since the spins of the li~E
pai I' (protons in He3 and neutrons in H3) are mainly opposed, the

the charge in the case of H~ is carried by the odd nucleon
u

while in the case Re3 the charge is carried by the like-pa:rti-
cles. Thus the experimental observ~tions sUffest a distributi®n
for each of the li1<e :r:aiI' which is di tferent from the odd nucleo~.
Thi s could be picttJred c-S ari sj.ng due to the di fferent binding of
the odd Rucleon the odd nucleon could be bound to each of the liVe
Of N8~ 9n le?-ve at the Departrr:entof Fhyslcs, Stanford Unjversi ty,

'a.ll fo rn.la.
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tions which is more strongly attractive than the singlet intsrnc-
tion binding the like pair thereby 2,ccounting for a more extp[1r1~d

leon. For example the groun(~ state could be a 28 1/2 state
symmetric in the space coordinates of the like pair but not sym-
metric with respect to one of the like pair and the odd nucleon.

2 states.8 1/2

to the intpr ference t~rms bet"tv,~enthe 28 1/2 state s (S ;'nr'lQ.')

of different symmetry in an exact isotonic spin formulation.

enumerated by Sachs, Blatt and Derrick there are in additi.on to
the 2S 1/2 states, three 2p 1/8 states a 4p 1/2 state and
thfe~j£tates CD) which together could occur with,greater proo~oility
than the non-symmetric 28 1/2 state (8') since an appreciable
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tensor interaction. The P states and the completely antisymmet-
ric 23 1/2 state are not eX;Gcted to be pres0nt in the groun¢

The SD cross-terms do not contribute to the charg~ form factor
on account of orthogonality between the spin 1/2 and s~in 3/2
states but contribute to the moment form factor. Here ag2in only
the spin part of the magnetic mo~nnt operator contributes which
vanishes for zero momentum transfer because of the orthogobality

current contribution to the magnetic moment. Denoting by ~!C
the 3D cross-term contributiJn plus the exchange current contrl-

obtained (assuming that FX h2s the sa~e form for the two nucle~):

c2F
L
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where FL and Fo are body form factors arising from the S

sta te and SS f cross tenn (to be precj S 8 they are the linear

combjnatjons FL = Fl 1/3 F2; Fo = Fl + 2/3 F2, F2

being th e c ros s te nn and F2"<X F1) and FN,f:1, FpE,M, are

the nucleon electromagnetic form factors and r

tion of the ezchange rr:agnetic rY!CJITentcontributton tn the FX'

The S f state probE<bi Ii ty cO'lld be cJeterrnined from the rate of
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variance of weak interactions, brought about by a phase factor
between the vector and axial vector parts and assuming that The
int~raction proceeds through a weak vector boson VV

calculation is mRde in the ~ -limiting
process. This introduced additional
factor S 0 f the form log c< or log
c< K2 where c< is the firs structure

e (' I T 1<)

It eeems as if electric dipole moments of the order
(where to1 m w V1 0" ~ being the Universal Fermi
coupling constant) could be ~ asured experim~ntally by the
flux quantisation method of Professor Fairbank.
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ON PERATIZATION METHOD+ 166
N.R.Ranganathan

MATSCIENCE, MADRAS.
. ......

In this lecture we are going to attempt to survey the recent
(1)(2) (3)work of Pais and Feinberg , , on weak interactions. This

work is in many respects, a bold and interesting step in the.,
theory of 1-leakinteractions. Till now weak interaction phenomena
were more or less analysed using to a large extent arguments.:>

~~r",:~based ont.' ,- The weak interaction --- Lagrangian was
only used 'dynamically' to evaluate the second order matrix ele-

order weak interactions can be neglected. Further since the
are.weak interactionsjunrenonnalizable no serious attempt

bosons (W.), Though the W-theory is less singular~ it js as
badly unrenormalizable as the former. As we shall see, Pais and
Feinberg have developed a techni que of s1UJ1..minga class of graphs

calculation by a factor. This formal sumr::ationis equivalent to
solving B. modified integral equation. 1;Jeshall n.ot refer to the

+See t~e footnot8~eference 1 for the meaning of the word Parati-zatlon. "
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we shall discuss some of the possible effects. Hereafter we shall
only discuss the W-field theory though at the end we shall show that~
though the W-field theory and four fermion field theory can be made
equivalent in second order, thjs is not necessarily true when we SlliTI

all the higher order graphs.

of vector mesons are exchanged.
Q,C?l..o . , we do not neglect them.

interactions will also raise the problems of renormalization of WqSS

and charge but this can be disc~ssed as in renormalizable theory.
However the most interesting effects are on selection rules which
are only valid up to second order in weak interactions.
a. Llieptonic Reactions; Only leptons occur j.nthe initial and final

Yr-f {~ Ye-t/~

Yr---te- ~ ri"t-
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1. I"

t"- 1\
/ r-

Ye. kJ-
JA f\

Yr-- /\Q.. w-+-y /\r

i) Ye +- ? ~)Je-+P (neutral lepton currents) (2.5a)
ii) L+ -+ (t::.S = 1. 6Q = -1) (2.5b), -:?~ -\-e. -t --Ye

iii) = ~"h -t e--+;e (63 = 0) (2.5c)
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P )'e e-+ e-

p ~I-\-
fe.- w- y~w-

e ~

I, w ..... e- !\
w+ Ye,

•...~
+ vJ-+ Ye- w*' "Ye5:1 -,

l~)
(llS = -2

I~ 1./ mass difference1"':1....: I"-K 2.

weak interac·:ions 'tle can conclude that the effect due to hig.l-J.er
-7order weak interactions is smaller by a factor 10 than the

processes occurring in second order. It is to be noted that four

vector mesons need to be exchanged in order to cause a 1< /-I<:;L
mass difference. It is quite possible that for nonleptonic inter.
actions, successive orders of

-7of 10 •

that with the inclusion of hj~hcr order weak interactions, lcpto~
pairs need not emerge from a process at a single space-time: pCJ11t
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order. To this purpose, we proceed as follows. Of course WE h&V0

to introduce a cut off, /\ for vj rtual morr:enta.~ in order to

ii) Each Fermion propagator introduces a factor
there are two fermion propagators.

iii) We shall simply take that 1\a pro}:agator counts on
There is no divergenc~ from~. propagator which is

.
-t



Collecting these we find for a graph of order --'h..
eleadj,ng singlLari ty j s proportiona ~ to

171
, that the

~-~f2~+r~ r-~ (3.2)
-01 ::::- 0) I - --
)

;J

It is to be remembered that the allowed process takes place with

the exchange of an odd number of veotor mesons, Ivhile the for-

bidden process with even number. Let uS sum over these singula-
~

rities andl the sum as

~~ F (X)

(
')

o(/)tl ~ do not defend on

If we find in the limit7

,if or ;\

!\ --7 c() F (?() is fini te
)

L
17-~oO

o ( ~ 1.) . Thus the higher

leading singulari ties whi ch may again y4eld a fin; te sum. I f we

can continue this procedure stil further. perhaps we may hope
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t +

Fig.4. Uncrossed ladoer sum.
From (2.1) we have the following Feynman rulesi
i) A,r each N lepton~vertex insert a factor

culty. As is well known, we have to adopt a regularizatio~ prcc8-
dure for the rropa~ators in order that formal rranipulations of

(p?- ) R, and is given by

(z·1)
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iii) For each ~ propagator we insert a factor

In this case for regularized rropagator we take

( tl~y(ev)~~ c: (O~y + CVp;~)(~~ ~~T?'1~2 ~2.9)

- (S~y-T '\r r-< '\tjN~-)<Ca,; ~ h<Yi)
'--1 t 'n ")

Let us denote by I I the contribution of the ladder
graph in which ~ vJ mesons are exchanged.
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In Fi g. 5 ~ h} P2.
leptons j..., / h)

.J 1",;; /'/.2-.

momenturn transfers 9J

(3.10)

M ('11) )
We imn'ectiately write dO\lTnthe equations for varieus /.)

and CO I by

= J?~- P::2 J

)...,I~ Pi .:: );>2 - f.., , Ir, I' ~

h IJAfter we carry out integration over r/~ 1.-- It j., 1-. I!
lye have J/z..=: T(t-h- r; .
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We can de fins tUG odd and even ladders as

H - L £ M (2n~/)

oM - t\l-7 od 01=()

M _ L Z M ('2 "')
e lJ-&.. - N-;; ()) ?1~I

(~.1.3)

We find that M odd and H even satisfy the following equations

where R
the limi t N-? 0()

We now introduce new ampli tudes h i.. by

H± ~ H~ -+ ~1~
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We find that h +-

)( M + dA A II

We now observe that the highest power of the integration variablE-!

/....k comes from ~II ~ n and hence we introduce an aprroxi-
~ l~ ~~

mation procedure by isolating this term. i.e. we now ~~€

h -r :: h 't (0) -t 11-+ (I) -+ - - - - -

We expect ~ -f (0) to be dominant. '\Ale note that on contracting

'1,/1) (Nv-4a/2) wi th (PI/jAand (p 7-II )y
c2ncel the Fermion propagators. Thus for

respectively, we

h +- (0) we have
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')

using (3.11) and liI"' ear independenc e of 'cr;,\ ~ we have

h;,/'U):: - l~'2-(fI"Y" 9J:'v: -) <'( ~2-f~J>
,4("(12 y~± (f?11 I, J I > 14~11(3.21)i ''1' \ 'fAV (/', "I~,) /:>,) ~7.)\~/)2-+ n-,L. ({I

iv. (21~)'41 r, .
Noting that the inhomogeneous term depends only CU::::. A '- P,
and the kernel on 1.;\- CV ,,,re see that M:±.. will

}--tv
depend on 1./ and hence

emj.tted at one point and absorbed at a~other point. ATe call th~

graphs corresronding to (3.22) collapsed ladder graph.
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h ± (cU) in coordinate::f1v

where A;(~) is the regularized Feynman propagator in coordi-

nate srace. The above solution is stilJ. purely fomal as we have

the limi ting process v~~ c()

rrocedure. These h/o are fairly complicated as they involve

detailed considerations of integrals over various Bessel functions



Since CfJ

and the

only vector (3.25) can be written.

relationship between N ~ v rev ')
we can write for the trace of (3.25)

A~)-t '2-{
q- +lJ [3-

As 11 (0) = 00 : we note the integral involving ~~[y) va0ishe
F h \A Yl"l'r .••..•j-

We see that this vanishing comes about only after/-. aliI the

diagrams which causes the second term in the denominator. If we

had taken or:.ly the second ordor diagram. this damping of sjngula-

ri ty would not have happened. Fj_nally

J C'. (ev~ L1 ) d4<j
AO<±(1J2)-t- 9J'-f+r"V2)-::-3~'j'L~· F(Y~

( ±- (~Ll(tJ Jl- (l1) )
- 1M 1-- r-

I f we assume /~:f:.(lJ7)
a,z.. -

for V;::: 0 )A· (l-, at zero energy? \Ire have

2-
is well behaved at CV ~ f)
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found that the in tef.ra~I in the fZ < ~ • .-0

j+"'" 3~ Cl'L
0\ - (1; "':::.0) = -. ( d-- +-'1YV1":l-

From this we deduce
oZ allowed (lJ~'<)) :::-'5U:J'Z-

--4 1r? ~

~ (1;~0)
f'Vl-t·~

We thus see that the effect of higher order weak interactions j s
ye oti..{ u..c(

that the lowest order ampli tude is <. • by a factor 3/4.
01'2-..However this 3/4 can be absorbed by redeftning (j

other physical quantities will reflect this redefinition of (1
Tn Case of ~ decdY~ while in the peratization th00ry Michael

--1Jararreteris given by % + .1-(0'Y'f1v_) L we have
~ 1'tA L

~ +.!- ( The)
"4.3 '111'--

These effects are very small to be detected at present.
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we treat the full ampli tude instead of 11 + (0 ')
'L

section 3. As we are interested in the leading correction to2

thi s can be obtaj ned by setting CO 2:.. 0 ';Je now study the

full ampli tude after setting from;:::.~ beginning Pr ~ tz -=-0
Now the ampli tude depends or..ly one/... .. {fOmentum. Denoting the

full ampli tude H ~v c.~/ H) where p = ~' ~ -P2-1
we can set

Wenow find that the trace of H~v {f;l1)
satis fies
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obtai.n an equa ti on for p.-r(f) M)

thatL LA r!~:±Cf.., H) c::'V I

fv1-t o<J P-71) Y./

rX+ - L L
M-7 A p-)b

Where
T

± := L ~ T -I- (p J Ii )
h~~ p70

P --Y 0 limi tis necf3ssary bcc8use

is actually off shell and ~ only f =-0

meaningful on the shell amplitude.

I- ....--
4

where

~:tr p> 11):: -i ~?- -+ ..a [ 6'2.11 &. (~4 r ?rYr;M) -t7;.i" (I' 'i f1 ') ~

'}>, ").. C,,;In) Li In '2-J '1 Pip I "--£ [/'-+ M '<) 2-

l4,~)
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1 +
T:).- lhM) -=:- -3 i <J '2 "- 4

-r- 12LJ h 'j , ,.!,P 7-'r rn '2. --- 0(4 p/ T:t (r;.,' H) .
(d rrft I r~) ~_= _

p{~( f\ H 2)2-[( 1?'P~~T1r'J
.::t 12<J'2/-14 ((1'" p' 1,i (f',f1.)

Cd iT)"1 J f 12- (F'Zr 112/~L(r'-ll+?>,i) (4.9)

Wenote that from (4.8) 7Ji.. (~) 11) is actually indo>

pendent of ~ Thus it is art to call 1j± as the

high frequency part since it will contribute even at high vir-

T~:l: Ct- p,H) is called the low frequG'lcy

In 07der to sol~ (4.8) and (4.9), we first compute the

"Born Approximation" from (4.9) for 7~+ (/7) 11) "tIe find

1-;/ (0 }1) "'- - 5l ~'2 T <.YJ ~ 1/± (M) C" ~ _ (4.l0)

1YJ7-- C:< IJ) 2- () flt'...

+
In order to-study the behaviour of lr2-(o)M)as M--?oO

-+
we now. solve (4.8) after substituting for -r;--CP}V))
expressions of order ~ 7... Now ~we find that the cal-

culated ~:±flf1) vanishes as M~c;() Thus to tte

leading order we have
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which implies

M ~d j - S L' t) 1. \'r " ,o~ '= Lj Iv!7- 0 r-' 11

Pais and Feinberg evaluated the second Born approximation

for 'i-± ( p) M) and then find that the leading term for for-

bidden process to be

q (j 4

(b TI '2- '}vi '2-

remark on the comparison

In parti cular we let d -7 ?() ) ~-0c()
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local theory. which correspond to ladder graphs in W-meson theory.
The· graphs inrthe i.Fermi 'theory.are" obtained by shrinking the
W-rungs.

( \(

'""

I l
~ j

It Xp>--

Almost using identical procedure as in W-theory to evaluate the
sum of such graphs we find how"ever now that the ampli tude damps

5. Concluding Remarks
All along in the above discussion we have tacitly assumed

that the ladder graphs are the leading ones i.e. the most diver-
gent graphs. Some more recent work seems to indicate that this Y,"

may not be so. VVu. and PWU (4) noted that W-W scattering
through the leptonic loop is itself divergent and is of the
order ~ Ll ~ ( ~) We can now envi sage a ladder in whi d,

the intennediate tv-mesons scatter each other before being abs()~~"-
bed ),'.e a dotted graph
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Since such scatterings can happen any number of times, we can sum
the various dotted graphs. In fact the rrescription now will be
to sum all the graphs which have the maximum number od dots to a
given order of ~ Wk and PLA! k obtain a factor 3/8
inste~d of 3/4. Now it is not enough if just consider the,

W _W scatteringin the lowost orderr i. 'e., the:: .A'i,uOv\£. cLa.·'r" tM.-v- '

Ac)-u~ ~/)I--ew( 1_J1£M. c-y 'Molt 2f"J & W- IN /OeOJ.1 (A,~)

/We,0bU. d'~i? !;V-v.! ?c.o:JJ:Q/L'""'J --GQ. we jLd{{,J.
~ (.Nvv- d ~~ ~VvL e~ ..
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-{- Z '3---- -t

(~~2l(z-

leadin g graphs is, sti 11 to be decided. It is qui te pos si ble we

may have to res rot to non-diagrammatic methods for further prog-

G.Feinberg and A.Pais:

G~Feinberg and A.Pais:

Phys. Rev. l3lq 2724, 1863

A Field theory of Weak Interactions.
II (P'reprint)

Methods and Problems in the Dynamics
of Weak Interactions (Report in the
1963 S,GNNA International Conferenc'J
on Elementary particles) (Preprint)

Higher order 1optonic Weak Interact1or's
(Preprint) •
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MUON CAPTURS BY COMPLEX NUCL~I
Dr. V. Devanathan .Universi ty of IvIadras

It has been well ~st~blishedl) that the

It is also found from the early experiments of ConTersi, Pancini

d p' • i2) th +-. 1; ht 1 t t' / .an ~lCClonl au ln 19 e emen S a nega lVe.{A. -meson lD

the study of muon capture by the experimentalists but the theoreti-

cal study is rendered difficult by the complexity of the struct-T8

i:;ive in the weak processes such as ~-0ecay, )L -decay, .;(.'- -Cr}D-

ture, only the .£J_ -decay is free from the effects of strong

interactions~ /A- -capture is affected by the presence of strong

interaction currents3) which alter considerably the structure of
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.
such as (1) partial transition rates in muon capture (towards

of neutrons (after capture of polarized muons), (3) polarizati:)n
of neutrons emitted and (4) radiative muon capture.

nucleffidepends on (a) the precise magnitude and form of the muon
capture interaction and (b) the details of nuclear structure.

their structure e.g., nuclei with closed shells for either protor
or neutron or both. Double magic nuclei such as 160 and 4'('Ct4_

are most convenient for this purpose. Alternatively, muon capture
may be used as a tool to obtain the informatlon concerning nuclear

·t Z ..,..~..' +, v

f and
A

t are the unrenormalized coupling constants,
'V
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22 is the nucleon wave function renormalisation constant ( a
corresponding consta.nt for the lepton is set equal to unity, since
we will treat the weak interaction to lowest order and also neglect

ment is given by

S :::: i (2 )4
6 ( n + ~ .~-P - P ) M (2),IT

"'c', .'C"-

where n, p , p and D are, respectively, the four-momenta, 1: ;U_

of the neutro~, neutrino, proton and muon. The matrix element M
includes the effect of strong interactions and it can "l)evTrittenae:

p ::::
>. L_ ( ! .. j( .,(/') ! ')TA '1/ ;(. Ll/-;l- .....-~. " ),.

L .2- fv 'If 0- if' (4)"n. .A p
7V ::::

A

The general structure of thr) matrix elements of P A and 'viA

may be deduced, following Berman. The matrix element must be a
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The matrix element < n I v~ 1 p > can be written as

- ~ "!~~~ -r:) 1'4 1'1 o~-~.~\J 1.-<•• ( f?)
(6 )

using the relations
(l-t1) 1A.·(r» =- 0

I"" (r-.-) (t- - /\-1) = {)
/(0', =- y ,)5' -+'::.:. ~.. /' A 1').

term, may be included in thep
>-.
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--:'.and so the ::~~'\p If) term can be absorbed into the
term, leaving us with only three independent terms. We thus
-obtain the general structure

I'

7A- ( ~) ,.{ C
l

""if f'"I1, "lI").-"- U 0-. r f
/\ -.<\ t'.•, . (8)

-+ ·l F' (LI)... ,j r,,~( p)
element (which inclu0es the

I

Vi r<,
L-

- .(~J)

2...
C{/ and they are nearly

.2-(,,(;doe5 not vary too much.
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Weinberg4) distinguishes between interactions of the
first class (the terms with coefficients A,B,C,D,t) and those of
the second class (the terms with coefficients E, F). Goldberger
and Treiman3); FUjii and primakoff5~ assume explicitly that there

A,B,C,D,E,F may be considered as a kind of apparent
coupling constants. The follo"ring notation is introduceci such that
all coupling constants have the usual dimension of the four-fe~mion
coupling constant.

C::: ,~:~ , Vector apparent coupling constant.°v
~A ' Axial vector apparent coupling constant.

,-'.m B::: 'tf , Onduced) yseudoscalar conplingconstant.
"t.. . t"

at , wea~ magnetism coupling constant.
M

m F:::
j,A,

q (induced) sc alar c01J.Pling constant.Or.'~

r-'2 ME::: t ' (induced) tensor coupling constant.
I'

Yr~ is the mass of the muon and M, the nucleon mass .
.#-

q.. '-'o ::::
V

.)-- (d <.... (having the same value for ~-deca.Y,
A

muon capture). The strong interactions of the

additional terms appear and also alter the values of A and C. (In
o "

the absence of strong interaction, A ::::::B~-1>' C -= ~v' B:::D:::E:::F:::O:)
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p '- n
\ ,,\

".
LA. i./-.,

,A'J.) F)) ,,-- ;(-J.. and the free Dirac equations for
A . A-

LJ.. -,'A..- vi z. ,

t) I~', .>..' ),

In the above, we have neglected the terms involving E and F.

The transition matrix element M calculated in a non-

relativistic approximation for the ~uons and nucleons corres~onrts

to a suitably chosen non-relativistic effective Hamiltonian )1t:jf'

The"'Y( , generalized to a many nucleon problem, is !'ela~ed
if "eft
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to the corresponding matrix element by

//final state
M ::: < of

". A,'. nuc.leons\

"-
linitial state\I of )
I A 'nucleons. /

"'1-L. , in a configuration s1)ace repre sent ation
,I. i2f-l.

, ~

'i~'C

::u

..-.~; / .•..

:'.j.. J•• .i

'""/,_.

('-' /\ \ ( -~/ ....,..:...;.,; 1 •...,..;-
L" . -'-./ '" .f P .J..-

c_.(J v.
/'vlC

\J )'j

C-i-'" -{:, ) (;;- ,~~. )
/' .......:../'\ ...) /,..: , 'J! ')I lA...
\ " . '1, \... .,.. /"",' J _.r,' , 11-' . ~.-. - .~. /~ ~

-?

b

h .f~ C~ ,
L- i I .-t-v

.( (
.•.•

-
A

" ._-~~ •.....

~.

I-. ,~,/ ; '-1.~- ", /1 {.

,- ':;;: ,

r'av-'-1'1 c

-;> 1
J.:J It'

r.J. J

(- .'

'r'
i..

/'-

oper ator s, ~u
-'?'
:Dunit vector in the direction of the neutrino momentum

( -t')

and ,'C' are the operators decreasing and increasing the charge
(') /~ and (;-..-.-. v:) U I A ' {-'
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In (12), only 11M terms are included and terms of higher or~e~s
are neglected.

which the .~ -capture coupling constants differ from the ~-~eca
coupling constants .. If "ie assume the Universal Fermi InteractiJf];

the four-momentum transfer. Arguing thms, Fujii and Primakoff
have obtained the following relations:

".-<.-C-

7J ::: 0.97
V

c /b
etA

value 0 f the weak magneti sm coupling constant.
Cj..- ~ 1(.(. r: -/.'A .::-. ',~:' 3. 7 a. V (1 7 )
() 1'1 (d' 0

1,1 V
where .~ p and /",>l.,lr'~ are the proton and neutron anomalous
magnetic moments in nuclear magnetons.
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Theoretic al consi derations 0 f 1'[01fenstein, and 0 f Go Id-·
berger and Treiman provide a plausible value for the induced
pseudo scalar coupling constant •

.~ ca-·
/-\

In neglecting the t8rms involving
explicitely assumed

i) ..J., . ::::.:~ -_..
(
I

The relations (16)-(19) are to be tested experimentally
and they may provide a test of the hypothesis of the Universal

r-' _
I

/

l~
,_.,.:.J /

-n" l':·; \ -J"- _ I I II
/-"- . I

Yh_p is the meson mass and L Q.. , the

')M~ = A A* + B B*



-+-+
B B* -=

C'G7A ~ v
----_.

IV) c
/\

.C .lJ
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(~:;,!_.~~\I[I f I ) ( ~ . }1;) -r- c . c:.l
t"l L .\. _J

( G
j
~1-_ ~ (;,p C~A J (~ . j <r )fl ~l-
f' ~'

rUco-) /' (H) ~-t cc J

f~- - (t I L
~

J p ~ <f \ ;-
J-ro:- = (t I ~

If we omit the velocity dependent terms (which can be
neglected at the first instance), then we get for the partial
capture from the given initial to the specified final state

1\p c.( <- -'7 +) -.:: :L>'- f ci g rct \f 1 \ 2-+ c,: \f~) 2-

£! rr ; (&'1; _ ;;vc, P(,~A) I {j.J") Jc24)
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For nuclei with closed proton and closed neutron shells, we haTe
the following relation

I
.2.

,.-
. ' )....

~ I J'~ J

G'," I ,', ..,-
01 f

i IG".L _, - (:, G- )
'2 / 'I'D,,) ...;/ 'f ' If~~, I .

jd. /.~ . I 2-A

)
"l e( I.> \ J~J ,,- .2..-: : I.....,. '.-\" - .~") " - )t.- _. -- 2-

j17Tif ff ,-.f T

the total capture rate for doubly closed shell nuclei e.g.,
16 ,1.10

C) Id-" () C:. become s
.:.. ... r ;to G- 2-] )....

/\ lJ I "p I
.•...•

f'1- I (~- 3-- '- ""l,,(. I .'/F + .rJt::i
7 (?9)"A. L Q 7T L

"

"s.:- ;":' " p (- (' .2J ' 't,. ) J,.) I (.~"
(30)

we can determine the combination of the coupling constants
(., p2' -+ '3 G,c~,~. For the s'Jpa~ate determination of the Fermi and

Gamow-Teller coupling constants the partial rates have to be
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The matrix elements (30) and (22) can be evaluated~)7)8)
using either statistical or shell model of the nucleus. Primakoff,

Tolhoek and Duck have evaluated these matrix elements and the de-

for each specified final st~te of the nucleus.
;;.<-. 9)Recently, Coen et al have observed experimentally, t~~

l'~separate ./~_.-:::apturetrar"sitions between discrete states of 0 ()
anP N1e with a view to obtain information about the basic inter-
action involved. The partial capturr rates to the four relevant

l~states oJ N on are given below:-
~J!""'Y\rt~ JJ: d?/ 1;- f\I it,

o
2_
2;

TC+c ..i..
The partial ./c -capture rate for
gible.

16o to

+The rate for the transit~on from the 0 ground state of
a 0 state of N16 is Jarticularly sensitive to the

assumed magnitude of the i.:l.ducedpseudoscalar constant ( 'J' p ).

The experimental value, cota'et ~19) point out, se8ms to suggest

, , 5" ,"
"1' ',':,- I "0'11 ~ . - I '., l' A
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THE THEORY OF A GEN~RAL QUL~TUM SYSTEM INT:RACTING

WITH A LINEAR DISSIPATION SYSTEM.
Dr.R.Vasudevan.

NATSCI EN~E. Mad ras.
In this short talk, we try to sketch a formalism

deve10ped in a paper by Feynman and Vernon Jr(l) using Feynman's

to other external quantum systems, may be calculated in terms
of its own variables only. The effect of the external systems
can be included in a clas9"::Jffunctionals (called influence func-
tionals of the coordinates of the system itself.

(2)The origins of the present paper lie in the clasQic
paper of Feynman in 1948, where the Schrodinger equation was
derived using the path intergal formalism. Of course, this
formulation cont ains the concept 0 f pro babi lity amplitude, a sso-
ciated with a completely specified motion as a function of time.
To understand this \ve have to bear in mind the following ideas
of superposition of probabilities. If three events At Bt C occur,
and i f F:~A.b is the
B gives the result b

probability that if A gives the result a,
and if Pbc: is the probability that if

Q.Ylc\

b, C gives c,/..if the two are inde,endentB gives the result
evt-nts
..,{then 2:

b
exist

'/) \ 2 'P
.1-0.6 ~ l~b \ and be

no attempt is made to measure B

complex numbers
!CPbcl:L

Cf o...b such that
•. However, if
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Suppose a partic Ie s occu Jie s di fferent po'fnts }l. \ X 11

at times -t t --- -t I' the probability of such a path X (f::':

is say P (X, X
L

- -. Xn ') and if a 9arttcle takes any onn

such path in a given region R is accord ng to quantum mech~rj_'~sl

concepts given by a ?robability amplitude ~(R)

Lp (Rj :::
')(.)( --) --d X, d )('L ,,+ \ \. L+ I

(3)

from each path and a path is a sequence of configurations for

successive times -t~L tCot- t etc. , where.J

l:i+-\-= -t t ,i.
" and the limit e -+ 0 should be takp r:l ... ,

The second 90stulate tells how to compute the import8~t

4> for each path.

The paths contribute equally in magnitude but the phas8

of their contribution is the classical action (in units of -r )
i. e. the time integral of the Lagrangian taken along the path,

1.e, 4> [X (-t)] is a functional of the path, )( (c) anr',
,"

proportional td ~

4> [r(+)l vC ~p
l, s r x (+)]-h (4)

where S [ X (k)] - S L (X (+)) Y Ct)) dt-
the time integral of the Lagrangian taken along the path considcT-
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-t l + \

M lh 5 L (7:(+),7(+)) &t
-t.,

s L S l (X ( , X ~---I )
l

This is equivalent to saying that liVe take the Lagrangian, corr\'.s-

ponding to the clas sic al path and L is a function only of /(

and X l-t)

RI (say) it may said to be defined by a wave function* (A ,*) determined only by its past, and containing all

that is needed to det2rmine its future. The above formulation

U( is found in state

principles evolved here

( J )G'i- ( X, +-) ,jl (Y, +) J >::

~ is given by, according to first

)Jtlwave funct ion at ."...

J-rr
~ can be obtained from the

tt by

XI' and



where )(.~::-·X /
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It is easy to see that the paths only very close to the classical
path ~ ntribute strongly to the integral, since ~ ~ 0 and

e.v fV\,

the phase oscillates very rapidly , forineighbouring paths.

for a particle of mass m, moving in one dimension under a pot8n-
tial V (x) then

v _ T.
A_L + I \

(
__ :( _ \2-

~~._~-,----~ ) -.. E- V ( X l-H )

~

~M?~()'" .'2J<}:x\ hd
A /1J()f-~1+j since only for small ~ the

For making both side s agree in zero order
1-\::- (2 n +i E L )V2. and we

, '- (Y1
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obtain the Schrodinger equation,

Matrix elements%-
The chance that a system found in state ~

t' will be found afterwards in a state -x II
..L.IIand ~

y . ::--XII
J

If F is any function of the coordinates, Ao -- lci. --P

for t t < t < t' t , we define the matrix element of F between
states ~ at t t and rx at t " for action S as

<Xe' \ F l 'Vtl)~

- ~yy\ (--- ( "X~t (X'I,)tll) F-(Y~--Yi) ,
&- ~ 0 ~ J _I d

\' ,,)-\ , )-/, I~( I ,)()\,.]{"_~ Yj-I Chf-
C<2/)(P~2.S(X(-t-))(i.J'-t'.X}i A A ,)

L:- D
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To illustrate this, let us think of the interaction
of two particles. This interaction can be represented by a field,

of the oscillators can be s~lved, and the oscillators eliminated .
.As a simple case sup-pose a particle of coordinates X and

L(i X)
( (

. 2- ")... '-)nates 1; (*') , Lagrangian 1/2) Y; - (",) 9J
1r(If. )-\:-) C{; (tJ Let the initial state of

be 1\ I, at t I and cP "v\ be the oscillator't'i..'

the particle
Yl '{.h energy

and the final state be r--v for the/'v t"
and Cfm for the oscillator lev~l

S +- is the action
I

S p for
(;:(.0'1-- a 7,-/
.2 f;t~1 1

(14)
is

and the oscillator. The normalising constant a for the oscill-
ator is ( '2.. IT l E- / ~ ) 1/.... Here all the integpations

J
Cf <;""

U L ) 0< i.. < j
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1;:: -f:~1/ - {; I

\ (co~(,)1) ( 7)t +~ ~) - 2 "ij j CY.L ~/I

+ ')C(; LJ (' yet) s i h VJ (-4: _ft) JJ-
(,--) )

l-" I

v t"
lq (. (II) It"-+ __"JJ "c (t) ~ t.h {~, t - ~ (A

t...) )

t'
C' :('1

- ~ •.. ~ ) oCt) ~(s) sih-l-t"_iJ
t.' f " s i h~ t -e) d.s: c1{-

--J

/ . \ G•..•••• ~ OS" Yy<,,",\ f .....I J(

" "\

which now contains the ooordinates of the particle only.

(' -= ( 2 ;1 ( f\.s \h (~ T )\~ fyr 0 ¥- ( \ ()~, (J L Q. ( q/. a ))
\s- In_ YJ '--r, . COi )~ )<..Ir~ II l -I,D

••..• Co"> vy) r'.j."
n

(Ph (q}o) d(~J d~()
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In deriving the exprp.ssion (15) , we can take tho o:,ci,l-

lator Lagrangian as L = (1/2)( CGL
- (0',. ~2 ) ano rlivid2

CV into two parts % -::: '\) ( -C) + Y (~) where V<, (-t.)
\ J~

is the solution of the classical equation
5IAeh

To satisfy th0 initial conditionsjthat
an d 11 (-t i I) - 9J II

\ l~C{/ $' IYJ 0)(-t _ ..t'I) -'r CV II ~ In W (t 1- tJ1
~ih coT

(L elf:-=
c.

deviation from the classical path and
'X can be eX9ancied as ')(::::2. 0, V) ~h )1; (--t-*,)

anQ the path integration really means integrating oVer CJ (J{ v! ~

from - 00 to +00 and doing this one finds that for a free 2~3

i>!8l1as a harmonic o "ci llator the K 0. (CiJ I 1;'1 e t'f
) is the

same as that for the classical case;• The re sult (IF) is that

I.'y ::::.

In the present paper the quantum behaviour of a system
is to be investigated when it is coupled to one or more system~
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-)

+ \J ( (~ )Y) ~ ~ ((~) x) ==

which contain the effects of the interacting system (X)

test system in terms of the coordinates of the test tYstem only.
~(1) General properties of these function ~and their relation to

statistical mechanics are considered. (2) The inflU~m;H:jfunc-

(a) definite classic2.1 forces; (b) random classical forcss;
(c) linear tmt~racttn~-~,st.m~lt~~~ro~aridThlgher temueratures;
Cd) linear systems driven by classical forces; (e) weakly
compled systems and maser noise.~pin is not considered in these

Q i: at time -t The arnplitude for the system to from ,-~go J:--J-

at t to (~)T at 'T' is given as eX"?lained earlier by..•.. ,

K ((J/I T; () t- i-t-) S~p ~-k~(Q)]JJ Q (-t-) (; ",
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\ .

~ L (Q i C)j *= ') d f
+

classical Lagrangian for the path Q (t)
expression as given in equation ( <1 ) •

Q yy\ eve- -t:= Tis given by

A m~ c= r ({>",-'f ( Q T) Ie( Q T Q,,) 4>" ( Q ~ d q -r d Q I:

I A j2is given by l rY'.'" \

v (Q, X). Let the initial states of the systems Q and X
be cf>V1 ( () 1:,) and ')c p ( X G) and the f1nal state s be cPh ( Q T )

and )< p ( X
T

) In this case
r .

A 01-(1'1 '( = f 4>((\* ( (~r ') ')+¥ (X,') C0xp \ ~ s (C~) X)~ C~( 0,'

~lJ Xl:- ') fJ ()(t') ;lJ)< (0 d (x-r:,d Xcd U, (I /-.

(2 ~)
S (Q, X) represents the classical action of the entire system.of
both Q and X .If the integral over the variables Y are d00~
first, 1.•rhat is left is the AmYl for Q \"ith Q variables
wi th the effect 0 f X !include d. .
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For a system Q acted on by external systems, the
transition probability that it makes a transition from a state
rt~ ((~,) to ~)m (l{T)

'\) '" n co r'\lJ", +( Qr) '\Vw, (Q;) 0)(10 t~[Sol Q) - SJQI)l~ F(u ,0')

'\~ n ¥ ( Q ~ ) ~/y> (C) -c ) vfJ 0 (t) fJ C/ (t) dQ ~ cJ Q Ie
~ (

d e-J T r( (~T

(24)
where F (Q Q') contains all the effects of external influen0p0

on Q and So (Q):::: S;L (QQT~) dt which is action of
Q without external disturbances. Let the externa1 system )(
be in 'X i ()( +.) ini ti ally and later at ~ in
and let V (Q, X, t) be the couplin~ Dotential and

):-t= (7<,')
S ex) 'Je

Q' are performed out, I

F ( Q Q I') ~ f X ./~..(x;) IX + Co< 'T) ~X P i~L~(X) - ~ (xf
) tSI ( Q 1<) - SJ (q(

X i- ~ (J( LJ) X l ( X i:') £) X (-n 12J )<1 (i )

d X 1..~ X I -c d X T r{;
(.2. b')
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F ((UYl = r!ct (x.,- ') k{. (x~) i< c< (X., )( l:;!

k «' ( x_/ xc') 1:~-0<n'Xc (;<,) "
ol x\: ~- (Jt >I l( )

4'1
F is a functional 1'Thoseform depends on the system .X its

\--A (\Y\ Q -= \-8 '.fYI (~ then A ano B have the same effect ()'1

Q The same form of F is ap~ropriate when interaction systsm
Co N\~osd

is/' _ ! ".' of a linear system or a comhination of linear systp~~.

state of the interactingo,ystem is not knm,rn preciselY, but if
the probabili ty for the p -t"h s.~tu··ation is C0 r- and Fp Ci.~Q I)

is the influence functional for that situation the effective
~ CU p V=-p ~ < F)

4- 0) i.. Phj {. h i..
l

(2) If a number of
pendent partial systems act on,Iis the influence 0 f the h Y\ system alone then the total inf~l~-
ence of all systems is given by the product of the indivirlual F(~

statistically and dynamically inr',·.?··
F

/;.
Q at the same time and if

F -
NIT FR

f-< = r

(3) It is convenient to "'<!riteF in tf'?rmsof ~
1,• ,.:;.called the influence phase defined by F ~ exp ~

independent disturbing systoms the phases just add.
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n
If the final state +:

?-f
Q I (t) for all t

is arbitrary, we have to

{FL

of the interaction sy~tem

all +' IS 1. e. ,

(C2 ljl) -=
then Fi (Q

F,(UQ) =0 S2, I-.t (XrJ X{(/<;) 0Xtol~Ls!«)-"V')
.t- + S :r (Q /\ ') - ~.I (("L>t)'1 Y-~:>(-(Y -r! ')

.....J

)( ~ (?< ~ ') J. x, --- !J (x t (-{-,)

(28)
S! , Q is thE'

the coordinate of a quantum system and may be just a number (i.e.)

5j I ( G.<, X) may be interpreted~ driving potential which

takes the system X in aLl initial state i, to any final

state. Fi (Q Q) is the total probability of jumping altvay frotJl

F , ((J ~ ') :c: { andin d'"-

pendent of Q. If however q:= Q I only for t > 'f' then

F \.( Q ~') is independent of q only for t '/>1"'

The significance of the influence functionals is felt in

calculating the density matrix ~ (Q r ~~) at time T from

PC Q Q () at time
"t 1-
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the interaction systems. Taking the coordinate reDresentati')n 0 p

the density matrix for the test ~ystem and the interaction sy~tem

where

A (()I C)} :c

p((\ v.I . /) ( I'),r. G/xl;,i~[S'/)((.))-~t.;(()/) +_~(x\ -~-f;.('
~ -r I\"lf J (...x I >< ) J"-

+- S I (Q X) - <; J ( ~I ~' ) 1}
J{J Q (-k) [) Q(
JO -r;aXr; (3

c1 &({ dX1

This is obtained by just taking the propagation of the ",rave fuy~c-

'.) ( ( \ v . I)' ,\
\ Y-c"tJL>(r ")<-c)

FJ X (f-) YJ X (n

tions from (' to Q.1(v \
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The quantity inside the CV~· 1'-1

If the potential energy term in the Lagrangian is onl~
V (Q, t) , no )( is involved, and so
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FCe< Q/\= ~p l --t~[v( 6I,-ti

f'L\Y"'(h.:.o~
Or the influence ' '. T

~ (~q i) ~ __ I f [V (Q ;<i - V () I,-t.)1ett
y 1:'\ -t.. ( 3> \- )

If there are several Dotentials L V k (Q-t) then the influence
k

I (GQI)~ 7TFr.z((JQI)
~,

<t="):: Z- {J -t ~- where

potential. V--r-- Q~

Fy- f- &p 1- ~1i

"r (V y (Q t-) - VT ( Q l-rJ) d~-S
(; (~ 6 )

G
. "'J' C 1" h e pot Q YI. t ~cJ. ~M, Y b~ t cJq;> n 0- S

VI. aUSSlaD l\OlSe~ - V Qt):: eel') v ((~) ~.e'le C (t) \n YOY'olO\'YI~

_ If C (t) is a gaussian noise with a pOI•.rGr spect~tiV\

pC,,)and hence a correlation functionK' (r) 0 ~ f 4'( y) '<>5: l>1:" d j)

1: L>

(F) =0 ~P f ~ ~ cc-t) [V(()) -vCQI)ld-t+)
,-.

". (37)

where
r
LYy(Q')-
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F (Q Q') for 9 simple harmonic oscillator:-

harmonic osc ill ator 0 f mas s m, cha.racteri stic fre quency 6-J and

L total (

' ) j '2. I 2 'z
== L Q Qot + - rn x- - ~ W>< .i,- Q;<022.

1"'::
So (Q) ( ( I ' ').. \ '2- Z. ) J -t1-) '2,.yy)iA- - Z-)'Y1w;< + Q;< q

1:'

H~ are the hermite 001ynomials of degree n.
, hi 1 (I~ ~) \'Y. (X) ~ 2 ~(h~)- 2- i~) '"Qxr('i~'<-iHn(~~)')

f'\ (4 oj
If the simple harmonic oscillator origi~ally in grounrl state at

~I r ()(--, __ n. - r'rI ~ ::lzero temperature )\ ~ I l£.

~
/..(.

and hence

KQ

F" (Q Q') - r S ("T- Xi) J<Q (:XT Xl; ') I!.ct' (X; Xi)
exp ( -~) (x ~ + x;) d;x-c df ~dX,d,l~ (~ !)

41/

( X ~ X - \ is already known as being the clas-=;iC':::1.1
I v )

exp [~ ['S ()() - :; I ( Q ' ><)J ~ cJQ <;;; , (e(

(42 )



T
_ L t<- X - -t- 2_:x 3" (q I <)'1 h (0 (-tJ -'C') dt

I l" (j_" J -C

\ 'C
+1- x~1 S Q-t S\Y\ (A) (T-"'t) olt

fW 'L:

_ ~ ( T ( -t ex (. Q s s'\ \1 0) (T- t:1 s; h W (s ---t) d s- d t J
GO -}- ) 't ) '\;' (a >J

N is the normalising constant. The integrals are gaussian int2f,-

ed ,t....
'---t" 0

lcPO(Q~I)~ ( __0 f) (. - ( W (-t-.s")
Q-{- ~ Q ~ <?

_ Q~' elL0(·V5.'»)Jt d ::

(44)
o.<J -tt ~~Q<:- QJ(Q,Fx(t~<) -Q: F({-~j)dsd'-

.~'1 1:.- > $

B({-s) -::-' sin wc.:t--S) "-
m uJ (4-5.-

We shall transform this ex~ression accorring to the following:-
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t = - 00 and T = ~ 00 •

'( t Q+ Os F~(-t-'i) dtc!s
J )_ oc __. (;Q

o\.-t
_I

2rr

. -vi:" 4-1.{! l' (. C ? Q ( s) f .,.(t -5) ch

0'5 d. v
-(;0

F ,)(..(+ -d Q(s) d ,<i
(4-7)

M off(L.»)(~(~

~r F (A)} G (,--'J)
-V4

cP . ._,
( -l(»)l'

j '3 (X) e dy' d:AJ_ ca' ....1

+ (-t - j()

ofjf {) F ~.(t -S) Q (;;) H ( t .s) ; e" ~'(~di-

- oC' _ '\ ,\ F ):. ( ~)Q_v
( vT 1H (-\.) e d ,. (

cy.) • -(. 2
( (P\C{')H({-) -;.( ) f3(+}~I(+)Ql1 dt)
L -\0 -GO (4~)
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The response of a system

of the system Y()))

~~~hC{J

is the mate of the~

(

'1. iT

or ~Yj;) - 2).J the impedence of the sYstem. FlIIT

the uni t ste-p function thG trans form is f ;( W thr

H ({-) ~WI pet)
d) t-

[

£)tl>...J.1!
. 13 (+) '<- u

I-
o. t

f. . ) 0<2( - L (C-0 -).J - \. (') - -~...l-
I .1 e\('-V + )}+ l ~ -+ Ki. _ ( ) . ~ 0 Lmw 'J..... (l (\'2..)

are introduced to make the integrals convergent
( IL :C~0-~-V-+--~e' ')

I
~
()J -+ i. (¥) - W

- L to (t- ~)
Q

denominator I-I...Yn
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c9b rtu. tf" ":'\ I

:Since all the q~nti ties are!..... Qv G,(~v ,~tc., th(~ int.'?grf'lnn

( 2 ~S J ,\is eVen and 1 d y is H;placed by v
_~ 0 ~

(
t I (. ..,... - ~~t J

Hence the l V -:t.. v ') - corre sponds to ~ J()o ~ ( " tt)~ e c Y

ponse for the oscillator, to an jm-oulse function. 'Tal<:ingthe

clas~ical oscillator

,
If (0) -= o. raking fourier transform on both sides for

I-2Tf-K

O'~)[
o

7',/ is the classical '''illDedence to an applied imnUlse

s{t) for quiescent
(/if • _,-.~f (t)-e-t.).> '- d"t
o

inittal conditions
c~,

, X~-=- r ;x(-{;) e-~vtd-t"
~

I! -ry-

I

C )) z ,.
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2
Tf

Let us think of a n interaction syst8ffi which is a

distribution of linea.r oscillators. Let G (..n)d..n.. bf'th'"

weight of the oscillators vrhosE~natural frequency is in the ranr-s

SL -h, S2..-t- d4. Eaeh Oscillator is ini tia1.ly in the ground

state and finally in an arQitrary state.r r )[1-;<:" .1 ~ '1.1).<- f ~,;<J d.f'~ ch'-
S ( (~/x en )')::: So ( Q) 1- j ) ()(fl.. ~ ':4

L: 0 (59)

We know that if individual disturbances act on Q, the total

functional is a 'Jroduct of the individual ones or the total inf' '1-

the sum of the individual phases.
00

=: J G-( ...Q) f D.0 (Q, Qj) cJn
~ / -

~

?o :::(Lnt- ')-/ { G{n) et J1-
()

(' ,-I
l V 'ZiJ ) -::

the impedence of the system.

{' ~ (~lJ [(1/- r'e)L __ 0'-1-1

••
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Suppose we replace in the Lagrangian, coupling potential

~Ct) jSCJL) X (-.flit) c\JL by

- {C(:) l'(1 C~'L")X C'L) t) ~JL : a classical potential

the total Lagrangian of the system is

,

The equations of motion of the infinite setx"+ JL2 X~ -f; foy >«0)",0 );;.(0) - 0 at"; (<:)
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total coordinate Xv the r3tio
Xy

obtainerl.For the ?: 1s i's:

c/J
"l- '-; -L d-Sl. -IX-v

S G-(~ ) [, (-v-,~) -...sL ~ C(~ ).J 2 lJ)- --
-(v (£3)0

which is the same eypre.s sian for (( 1) "20)

impedence function in the influenc':; functional. SU')Dose t!1er·~
o I)~,e rdo-Y S.-

exist a system Q cou9led to an assemblage oft _ which

are also int0rconnected with each other. But such a linear

;Plj> is a quad:catic functional of ()

of the osci llator is doing a path int,.,g:cal
Co 1'YVp &,t ( -;1

,.vhich is a gaussian integral and _ ['uhe square yields a
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~inear~tems at finite t2m~eratures~-
Let us take a system q) acted on by a simple oscillqto

We set up the problem in exactly the same fashion as in the zero

So it has to be summed over all states weighted by the
C2-~~~

A
h

I
cf 6being the energy eigenfunctions.

but the kernel = exp [V 1) S c€] for the harmonic asci llc1.to:r'.
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Using this, we find the influence functional as
(.4 ~ ~1 ~ \. be ((~ Q.l) CrTh'-)-I rn~ [?.mw (~ Jb-t\,~ I)

6 (v: L<)) I ~ v - Qv I ( 1-.- d-yJ (b 7)
The first term is the effect at zero ~emperature. For a gaussian
potential we found

where 4>v is the power spectrum of the gaussian potential.

influencf' Dhase
<"'J

l ( cP) (Q 6? I) 6- (n-) d JL
pi!:, '( --I

D +(TIi,t.-) - \ I rli G ('J ') 1>-v (€ v, ) )
I Q _ Q ,\1- 01'-.)

v -v(£9)
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Therefore the power spectrum can be written as
r-A [ Ph 1). - (r ()))7 t- Ke (2))) )) Ceo - I)J

temperature T which is our interaction system. Let us associate
V (t) the voltage across R

"
(V) as the coordinate of the

interaction system and Q (t) the charge flowing through the
sYstem as the coordinate for the test system. The interaction
part of the Lagrangian is - Q (t) V (t). The quantfty C. ')) Z)j

appearing in the influence functional is

- qvCt;vv (t) -=- - (1.-)) K"Y\ (Jf2",.

I\e C7- V } 1= ))?- RIJ. Accordingly

the random classical voltage across the resistor has a rower
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The mean value of this voltage
00<V-- (k:) 2 > "'":LIn J ¢ cv) 0\ ))
o

For high temperature ~« 1 and so p ~ /) «1 ' a.,nd for

a given frequenc~ range ¢(v) -= f:<.-\ 12.1) and if K)) ~r.onstant

over a given frequency range (F
2

_ ~ \) then<V L( t)> ::.:4 k~~1 R C ~2- - t, ) (75)

(1) R.P.Feynman and F.L.Vernon Jr. Annals of Phys. Vol.24,
118, (1963).
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b Y
Dr. Hu~h DeWitt,

Lawrence Radiation T,aboratorv, Livermore, Cali-
fornia, U.S.A.

the quantum mechanic al many body problem to the st ati stic al mech."-
O\'"Id i~ mO&f e~~I\y dts,c.';\>ec\ v-'I:h -t\-~\~ ~(j'G \lc...

nic~ of plasmas. The approach is entirely microscopicAmethods,

in contrast to the macrosco9ic approach of magnetohydrodvn8ffi.ics,

P/ f 4- (T) f )
particle number density,
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(3) Plasma oscillations, i.e. charge density fluctuations
which propagate through the plasma.

(4) Bremsstrahlung and inverse bremsstrahlung.
(5) Relaxation towards thermal equilibrium.
(6) Transport coefficients.

At the present time there are two general methods of
attack an these problems, quantum mechanical perturbation theory
and Green's function techniques. In this talk, I will describe

_ B-PV
I

l/RT T = absolute temperature

~3J~ l~ :: chemical potential
is the "'urnof kinetic energies of the plasma particles

H-
i

is the sum of interaction energies among the particles~
primarily the sum of pairwise coulomb interactions.

A basie unifying idea helps in the treatment of all
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neutral two component plasma of paint electrons and point ions.
Charge neutrality requires:

.1.. -,z-. \~ .
I - l •L

nt as a sum of two parts:
2-et S { 1, ~ .J t I - r ) ::.Z:: ,7:1.e 0 ( t j - r;lJ

'12.. + U. pC ~2- 11.; ,-'t JJ
where the first part is thedireet eoulom~

interaction, and the second is the polarization interaction ~hic~
contains retardation effects. Fourier analysis of Us gi,ves:

( \. 1 ( 1Q."1 - w t), _.J J cf!jclt C Us ('f/ (:) - U'~ (k) w)

UcJ r<) -\- Uy (R-,W)
_ 2.

with LAc..:::' 411 C/R.2- for the coulomb potential. The
Fourier transform of Us may be deseri bed diagrammaticallY ir
the following manner:

0\c.( \~) /
t:(~./lJ))

Us is the sum of first the direct coulom~
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E( R) w} is the longitudinal dielectric function 0

between two charges. I~Je may write E: ( l~ J C0) as:

( (R/W) - 1 -+ LAcCR.) ,Ac \1-<. ) W ~
--

\-Jhere A ( k j w) represents the Fourier analysis of a charge

\.A., I,') C Y<) LV) ~ U i; ( It<) Us ( r< / w) j\ C ~ J w}

It should be pointed out that E: (~'Z) w) describes the response

of the plasma to an external field. Thus suppose a fast charged

particle is shot into an equi l.ibrium plasma. If the electric
- ...:> / ')

field around this particle in a vacuum is E c>(y) t - , then

the electric fie Id S(;t up in the plasma at a spa(e-time point
-4

(r t) is:} - - t
--.J r I r 3-1(-(~ ->-/

E (Y);) =:: t:t J die y- Y )

for which the Fourier analysis is:

~

C
4-_1.--') r::- (...!J, ( L' \

'- J.:=-o Y)L J

((~)l0) £O(~/W)

(( 1< I W) is the response
J
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Us C \Q.J W)

A ( ~ I \.-0)may itself be describec

o
'A (~/W) 'AI + ~y\)+ I (~ I w) + "- -- 1\ l

n = 0 and 1. The forst term, n = 0 , corresponds exactly tc
the well known random nhase approximation (RPA) introducerl by

: , ~0'P1.
f) -0<:. f J -V ,2.)"1

\t\~ J) i' Y LA L 'i lA It. :~-(\\ \ - r j
t:--7'O )<±i-=- X

Fe'lYvv -J)\v:~(:-

B 0512. - S,'0sTe In

r'-o { X)
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!{0 ) /\ l()} _ -"\l0) _ ( --p (0) _ fl (v} "
/\ -=, f\ ~ J:. 1 1\l. - N 10:> olR ( ::z:) 11)± ,,(J''''<I (~) It ))

'\ ( D~:- an". ."\._~0). rnh r- s r_"and obtain ey~licit functions for /\ t~ l:/\r ,r 'c

look like:
!~O)

1\
t \

~"
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In general it is Dot ~ossible to wr'te down

l).~(Y)1: ~-t,) so that statisticalmechaoics calculations are ·,,,,t

best done in momentum space with the use of LAs( R/c.,V)
'\ (o) )

approximation. Note from the graph of /\ \'2. ( ~, vJ that

This equation defines the Dlasma oscillation frequency (,C'p( 'r.;:)

for which a charge density fluctuation will 9ropagate through the

plasma. This dispersion relation is easily solved for <.0 p( ~~)

to give:

1
W,e

( - ).

W c= 4 II e J1'-' / yn

The imaginary part at W p ( R) ,i.e. E- T (k j W pC R) ) -t-hen

gives the time required for the ~lasma oscillation to be damnen
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~

1- )_ 5' \'\ +£ S;Y\ Ie ~ L i)(\,'~U
'1'\-.2. h~1 J

quantum ideal gas pres sure,.

The third line in the above equation relJresents all orders of

perturbation theory suitably rearranged so as to remove all

=L

too high ·,e.ensi ty are:
I'<.

[Jij

In general the quantity S n

dynamic potential from a cJuster of n charges inteT'acting via

the general effective interaction any number of times, lJut subip('t;

to the restriction that at least three screened interactions end

c.. is the next signi fi ~ant contri bu-J.+-
tion beyond the R PA. Clearly S2. represpnts the sum of ladder

di agrams but '>Iith screened interactions, L\ > ( I'< I W Jreplacing the

direct coulomb interacti~n for the rungs of the ladders.
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-t
---.',

( c?( rn \'< T J )

Because the thermal de Broglie wave length1

than the distance of closest ap~roach, 1?
'-'

~ is greater

mic functions even as T --+.-:xJ. 'rhus for finite h

e 3 /~3/~ f 1"/2

\ - II

et /~f ~yY\; 2--0 :::
As

At high temY)erat ure and lO1tldens i ty the se par ameter s are ordere (1

I\>Y>'\
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High temperature means,
A < '(

From the final r4iagrammatic form of Sring ane

J'ecognises that Jnly the oolarization potential) -1A-f ( ~ 1\,0)

is involved. lAJith hindst -ht one couln almost guess how to 'uite

(?yT <.0 ~,g)'il, ,: 0
,

) (r. J Q Il ll)

integers, i. e. pure imaginary frequencies at W y -=,.2/t iY/(~~-(:
is a mathematic al converience. 'rhe function A ( jQ J w) i s re a!_

1JCY)
0V cP

where reo) I (2)', , 2h-1

1+ 0\1) bY\ 0--- -L
Y\ ::: 'I h ::.1

62 <
2.-

6"<: -:::.:J... 04-2

1-
Cil '7/0( 2..
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The above result f8r P (() gives ~L

The appearance of 02-/ (2 Sf\) in 'J (6)

..e cr .

sian of self-energy dnd exchange effects

c() +CP +&
These are als8 known as local field effects.

descrlbed 0iagrammati-
''\ (\) ( ~) w).,i.e., 1\

particles of arbitrarily large spin.
The t",ro body cluster term, S2. Y require a logari thmic

cutoff for large '( , it ap:Jears automatically as ~ S· from
the form of the effective interaction. Similarly there is a
logari thmic cut off f - small 0- at either :x or £(,
whichever one is larger .. Evaluation of £:.2- yields:

S 2.. C A, c ) ~
~ L ( (03 ~c J)1) ~y '1 z (-

<-. "-C- +-
1\ oS

( D2 is not yet known).

~p V-=:( Nt-\-J\li )iI - ~ 17 (0 - \~2 [1 ~b;(I\)3 ~ ~ + ])2)

-t 2 9:e"Z-/ b ebi L (Pg?\ ti -t- ])A-) + Z ,b b~( loa
. 1\ s
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With quantum statistics required for accurate calcula-
tion, it is no longer possible to simply write down the equation

e -,'~l- (J, E: ± 1
off regions in the temperature density

contours of constantf = 13e'
('1
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t- ~..d"''(o)1 \CI H,'(Q
ru3~-on

For high temperature and low density one sees that /\ 5 rerluces

to /\ , whi le in the high densi ty 10\111" teml)erature region 1\ <.'

becomes IS;' where Is I - \ / f '/3 Cl13 , the conventional

parameter liseo in solid state ~hYsics.

Everywhere outside the c )ntour for A." =: O· \ (Fermi,
~

statistics) the ring sum is sufficient to give the interaction

corrections tJ the ideal gas 1ilith high accuracy. As one appror,-

che s the origin from any direction the addi tional terms C" s----"d- ./ ..,

etc, become increasingly important. In the three regions shown

above we hr;.ve:
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Region III (very degenerate).
The He 1m hu1 Fz free energv, F = E - 'T' S , may be

_IW
- \ 'is'"

~I

ideal gas

0,,'-14

1$
. '\1

exchange

"C> ci' 3~(03 "&.
~

correlation
(C,ell-Manft and

Brueckner)TiL, ClYc;(0j":

( G~'ll-Mann

+ -,- )
•

In the region around the origin enclosed by say
J\ > 10 , the interaction energy is far greater than the kinetic.$
energy and the plasma goes into a lattise. This density-temper~-

the interior of Juuiter and some proto-stars the density and
temperature may be such that the protons form a lattice
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B. Zlimino
Head of the Department of

Physic s, New '1!ork'-'Un1versi~y "
New York, U. S. A.

lii. Flux quantization: If a multiply connected super-
conouctor, say a ring, is in a magnetic field ano later cooled
below the transition temperature, the expelled flux trappe~
inside the hole does not have arbitrary values but assumes a

non throws lot of light on the microscop~c theory of suuer-
conductivity. Flux quantization has been anticipated by

. ,

London and Onsager.

a) London's theory
b) Lan0au-Ginzburg theory.

a. London's theory:-
London assumed th8t the current iE. a superconduf'+o:r is
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and J s

In :::: 0 E (1.2)

\ AlA
(1.3)and J :::: -S C/\

~ is the conductivity of the metal and A. is a consb:.nt
to be identified below. It is to be noted that (1.3) is true only
in a special gauge defined by div I\\A. ::::o. This is neceSS~-1ry

Curl Js

_4 ~
C A'Z-

Consider an infinite half suace (see\

(1.6)

ii~"
i--tions, there will be two solutions for

(1.6) one exponentially increasing
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J
t-- 11 e::
\ 4 Tr

10-6 Cvv"",. 11 10.•..5 oru lS USU8. .. Y ~

to a determination of J\
The relation between the current and the field given by

(1.3) is a local one. PiJpard suggested a non-local relatiJn
~~ b-,,- ~L1: V1- Itu... -h fu Y\.o~ nil lo ~ Y OJ --S VI /2L-v C<m oiu.dv v!i •

\1lhiChL ")' ~'·r .. ~ ~ Frommiscoscopic 'SO:-Sl-

derations we will be able to derive Pippard's relation of the ~~T~

J(X) :: 5 k ( ~ - n ') A t;: he') et n.' (1. 9)

j;
If we assume that A . (?C) varie.c very SlOllTlywilth ~ , we

If KcOV) has a finite limit as 9J ~ 0 ~~ehave a suuer-
conCluctor. However if 1-< Cf))
normal met a1.

-+ 0 as 01/ -+ O. TtJehave a

super confuctor which is the flux quantizat\on.
~~

connee ted superconductor the fl.uxoic'~, /..by

~ eYe Ij t~/' J) dt ~
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In this th80ry the state of the sunerconductor is 08S-

cribed by means of the Wla:~efunction 'f which is also a;~-;<;:lC-

tion of temperature I If (?l) T) /2. is taken to renresen-;:;

the den s1 ty 0 f super,,!hase. vie as sume for the current someho\,v t,118

J:: :!eti (y",rr-1jJl1y'k)- ~~ 'r*VAC1.l2l
~ 1v'v CVv:J (.,l 71\ Jl.

In the pre sence of field weL' for the free energy densi ty T-i'

2- ~;

F"" F'h 0( (7)ILVI:- !f{7)! fl -+-fl (\7 - tr A) l!J)i- 0T
We vary Y
obt ain an equation for ~7.f
~-!:(11- l ItA )2.-_ 0( C-O -+- geT) /1V! 2- (. lLJ1~~ fT c r 7) T

7...

1. e., 1,.vhen A = 0, we have) \fI/':':'

1.e., a constant inde-pendent of )(

/SUJ.
)' lthat 'f

for weak perturbations of

is rigid i. e., '-VJ 'does not change -rcY'\7'

t\: ' ~V)...A to ~<.6l!. (tlith t his a s sumpt 1.:) I'. - T'

find that the current is given by
I

J _e'L..
~j}1 y A .fJ:

- (1. 15 )
~~
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-= 0 as 'f is constant because of the above
Putting for ~i' 1.fJ ::: 01:.5 ' we obtain)

J ~- 01:5 e?- A!A
'/vtC

Hence we n01fT identify () as
h.j

le'"LtVT5

or eqUa~lY 0<;p
{

,~C-- /~ ) Y'l-
4rre\x .

the critical field and the transition temperature, it l~

easy to calculate c< ano ~ separate ly from the ex-pression

4 ~ 411 0(2-

C ? (1.19)

In this theory the fl_uxoid quantization follows immediately sine,".;

= difference in phases at the end of a closed
path

~~ [3J
C-

be a multiple of
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As 'f in Landau-Ginzburg theory is an effective iNave functi:Jfl,
e and m need not refer to' mass and charge of single e10~-
tron. In fact we know from experiment& that e and m reallYb:- y~ L
refer to 2e and 2m. Onsager seems to have suggestedl
the occurrence of 2e in the quantization of flux. Yang h~9

2. Generalized Canonical Transformation:
In a recent paperl) we have attempted a systematic deri-

where J := (p) u')
In (2.1)

,2m=t =C-=l

< fJ(p- eA t- rll, >,

attractior.s caused by exchange of nhonohs with the lattice.
I~ R3 C.S '~'" 4./ ~~. use~the canonical trans-
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rXp /0)

tion is sufficient if there is translattonal invariance in the
I

However when we have a magnetic field, we no longer r~ve
0'(

f d .j., "d aorce uO conSl er~

L
fl

that
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wi th ~ hi -::./. The free energy is -< H "> - TS and we mtnt-

mize with respect to variations of u.)1;- and·r •

<.() /; P,: Q3 e;y~ > '"CG ~ 'J ) ((1 -+ ) - ( C;+J (G-+,). l' G: Fj-4
14- 2-3 -., /3 '~ Ll (2. 10)

~?1) = 1-Tv llEik) (C+:c)t r+D 3
E ::- 1< + Q . ((, + -,:)

J);::Fr

where ~ p?
l1 f f I I ::: /'5 -42 - /23 4

-t IdL~3{~
itIe find it convenient to define the follo1ving super matric;~s:

if; .. [f=)E P/
) -..0+ E )

r variations Ii.?; r
r·.:::-L ~~ ~ ~d

~ I~

-I

~J (2.14)
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'ld",e,nS /l,e ,,"~~~"J.r~OJ ~ ,1::= r1 IE (f- +

Cl = /; * :y I
We now note that variations u and v are not arbitrary as they

~ ~~ -h-v a.. . T~ rtv:, ~ ~Cc:M Nt ,
have to satisfy/canonical transformation. LVariations of ti and
v lead to

As surning that (2.19) po sse sse s a non-'trivi al solution, t,r8 obtai r;

£p = J Ep""-+]) p2-

When A4 0 , to first order in A we have after linearizationr ' ) ~
~! (P- 0) !r,{P1 -~~d ip~ -+~Gf) L( X)to p+ -+ \JPf-rt~d 2Jr~- t~~J Y

3 kf

-4 k'
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with CU..::- f:-p
and Ill'-

lj? -±p:±: If+1; "

"--p - .-
rp -+ Ip-+lJ

starting from this expression for curr:.-:nt we can study the

various electrodynamic pro ?erties 0 f the su 9,srconductor. W he VI (2. 19)
posse SSrts ~ nOn-h~v\..cJ. !::'olulloh :V;3 :f0/G·2.t;) (j.,'u-v.5 Y0.t ~ LCMdonl,..,D-tN ~o... fpY q..., 0 . U -v -

Ik- h;~y ~ m.a...j(Ovy fW- ltv. ~v.~ G-"s-)~ G ,r7) ~ ~ ~ to h~J
/ tuo.Y'fL) aA'~ D ~y a~ ~D to ~ Q ~VYc1>C<,>t(c ~o.,...G:.,O'N eJj fL.!l
L.o"yI.cto)o.~ ~lY'\b buy 9 TI,~ .. '

-- ><.-

1. D. UHLEN:3ROCK and
B. ZUMINO

Meissner effect and flux quantization
i.n quasi ,?artic Ie picture _ r1.,..l,

, ", ~'--~~---i r--' Ph~.~,(i...- R~~s)'
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INTRODUCTION TO QU:1NTUM ST!iTISTICS Ot<' DEGENER,1TE

BOSE SYSTEM.
Franz Mohling

University of Colorado,
Boulder, Colorado, U.S. 1.

Free Bose Gas
Historically, the first known examDle of a Bose system

was the photon gas. In 1924, S.N. Bose1) first showed that one
could understand Planck's equation for the energy-density of
black-body radiation from a "quantuJl statistical" point.of view.

'·)i··. ;:His basic assumpton WGS that many light quanta could occuPy the
same quantum mechanical element ~ D: '~'~a~e(~;~~g~:;,"C)'Ti~:i~··L'i~·d".

J

him, with the aid of a simple statistical mechanical argument,
to the important result for the avera~e nu~ber of quanta in a
single state,

(J). - ~v·where v - L.

momentum state and
meant an element of

Q.-pWL, (1)

.Hvis the energy corresponding to the L

~ ~ U<T)-I By a simple state was
Dhase space -0- ~3 p~ which equals ~o

( .Jl.::, volume of system). This simple for'TIulacould then be
used to derive the thermodynamical properties of black-body radia-
tion by elementary means.

------
I;"rVThe importAnt assumDtion which has entered into the~ .

Bose derivation of equation (1) is that more than one light
(.1,:-, ) ltv) It"'.,;, {t,-,,;'·" t f?1'\.~'J\ .,t~ N(f !'''''')'If\ "'~''''.J ....•.~l ,,"~4..Q

quantum can occupy a single quantum stat~~ The anplicability of
th~ assumption can be generalized to include the quantum statis~.
tical analysis of any system of Bose quanta, or particles. Thus;
a Bose particle is defined to be any particle which can occupy
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is already in that state. ODe refers
(~C{-....</) . \1/:1 I' I , !: {'.'. !,fn

mentary particles by saying that they obey either B~se-Ei5steir
\

~ is the chamical potential, 8~

The ideal 3~se gDs.exhibi~s &0 u~usal (thec~9tic~:'
phenomen~n, called E8se··Ein:::teinC()!~(:c.lsc"~:'Qn2), 'N'hicl1c&~~ ':,,~

/ . "-
N' \....•.... ' •.. /

---t>o
J2. T-~OO

)
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where the ther'Ilalwave length AT is given by

A,::: 0T1~)-t (4)
. Mk I

3Since Y\ ).:T L- < 1. at high temperatures one sees from
eq uati::m (3) that ~ is quite nega tive in that regi:Jn. More-
over, it increa~es toeards zer:J.as the temperature is decreased.

when the chemical p:Jtential ~ approaches zero, ie., when
'Y\. \.~ ~ 1- In this case, ::memust use the full expressLm

(2) to comnute the density. One finds that

Clearly, the exprossion (5) becomes 'Ileaninglesswhen
YL)C~·~I~) ~~ • In fact, tho number (2.612) is the upper

lead to negative average values for the lowest momentum states,
accordin~ to (2). It is obvious that hi~her densities ( or lower

'\ -3
Y\.)(a. .bl ~) 'AT

should be nossible for the ideal Bose gas. Therefore, equation
(5) presents an inconsistency. (This inconsistency does not

\occur for the photon gas, because the nhoton density is not an
indenendent variable).

The resolution to the above inconsistency is achieved
by observing that one ~ay isolate a single term in the sum (3)',
before going to the limit -Q~.OO and converting the sum to
an integral. The sin~le term is~ oft course, the number
of Bosons in the lowest quantum state. One then obtains instead
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7-

n :: Yl 0 -i- (~ . <; Ic) \~ TLT. C

the ideal Bose gas, is defined by

(
an -R :l..J?JI~

"n- -- - ~G\2,.M 1-<.Tc.. -

The density It 0 of zero momentum particles bolow tho ·critical
temperature is found, by solving equations (6) and (7) together,

Bosons into the zero momentum state below a crigical temperature
determined by (7). There is, the~efore, a mocroscopic occupation
of the zero momentum state, so that one can speak of the separa-
tion of two phases in eqUilibrium with each other, not in posi-
tion momentum space. This phgnomeuon is called Bose-Einstein

It is not im~ortant for the present exposition to go
into the full thermodynamic discussiJn of the ideal Bose gas in
the region of the critical temperature4). However, it is im-
uortant to observe that the ~omentum ~ac~2!iQ!ing which occurs
in a Bose gas below the critical temperature is a comuletely
quantum mechanical phenomenon. It occurs in a temperature-den-

AI of the
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Bosons is greater than their interparticle spac ing
Thus, when A '> £T""" )

A > eT r-I ,

is degenerate 8r stron~ly degenerate. Degenerate systems can
8nly be underst88d on a micr8scotie bans by using tho laws 8f
quantum mechanics. They are quantum mechanical!. (Note that the
ter~ degenerate, as used here, has little to do with enersy level
degeneracy -- it is phase space degeneracy).

~enerate Bose system in nature. This is liquid Helium. If one
cOffi0utesthe critical temperature with equation (7), usin~ the
kn8wn densi ty of He lium (n:: O. I 4..6 5\M/ e..'MtJ ) , then 8ne
finds a critical temperature Tc -::.3,130 k • Thus is reason-
ably dIose t8 the 8bservco value 8f the ~. p8int in liqUid

-,- ')\.= a· t S 0 k , be l8w which the liquid exhibi ts
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~here still d8es n8t Gxist a microsc8nic theor,y 8f
Helium II, which explains its basic nroDerties quantitatively,
including the transi ti:m temperature TA The theory of ?eyn··
manS) has had a partial success by q'lalitatively yielding the
observed excitation curve 8f Helium II, which was first p~stulat8d
by Landau6). Beyond this there are m8del calculations and various
hydrodynamical calculati8ns which have :)nly shed limited light 8n
the microscopic behavior 8f Helium II. Of course, there is also
the extensive w8rk of Lond8n, Landau, and others towards the
develop~mat of a microscoDic, or thermodynamic, understanding
of liauid Helium. To a lar~e extent, the role of a mi~roscopic
theory is merely to Drovide a ri~orous basis for the models
of the macroscopic theories. Thus, one of the most imDortant
features of the macroscopic theories of Helium II is the two-
fluid model, first introduced by Tisza7). The microscopic inter-
pretation of this model, for a system at rest, is that the "supcr-
fluid" is cDmDosed of those Bosons which occuPy the zero momentum
state (macroscouically)"whereas the "normal fluid II is composcH"l
of all the remaining Bosons in non-zero momentum states. This

~1JU theory of liquid Helium II,. it is useful to consider 'simpler,
model systems of ihteracti~g Bosons. A particularly popular mortel
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Helium atoms must play an essential role in any correct micrascoDic
theory of Heliu~ 11(8). Recently, Loe and Yang9) have explicitly

provide one imnortant check an tho validi.ty of any ."ew theory.
Prom the nrece0in~ naragraph one can see that there is

considerable interest in the theory of a general de~enerate Bose fluir
and not only in the theory of liquid Halium II. Consider now,
how the development of a microsconic theory of a general degenerate.
Bose system can proceed. One first writes down the many~body
Hamil t::mian, which in second quantized form is:

t
Q~ <A ~ W R +

..••..... ....,...",.. ~

of the elementary two-particle interaction. The quantities Qht· ~
and ~~ are the annihilation and creation operators, respectively

...,." .

of the free Bosons, and these satisfy the usual commutation relations.
One next observes that each of the momentum state sums includes
a contribution from the zero momentum state, which when considered
from the point of vfuw of deviations from the free particle condi-
tion may be macroscopically occupied. In order to investigato~
the ~rand stato (T ~ 0) of the Bose system, it is therefore nece-
ssary to troat the zero ffio~entumstate specially.
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turbati~n theory in a straightf~rward manner.

first approximation that the ~Derat~rs eta and

One assumes in

at
oy.

be replaced by the nU':'1ber ,( No'> ~ , and one then separatos

from the interacti~n pact ~f the Hamiltonian9) the resulting nia-

~onal terms. Finally, a detailed studylO) ~f the nerturbation

treatment of the off-diag~nal interaction t erms sh~ws that the

limi t L. N '>

the dominant contribution to the g~ound state energy are those for
0.0which both of the annihilation (or creati~n) operators are

(o~ a:) These "leading't offt-diac;onal torms, which involve

(
"'" L~o _~~ cL.:.(<..aonoi ~l: 0 t5 Ii \

the momentum st8te nairs k - R J , can be l.ncorporate~'"t ' a.. ) . '-'"'" v-- ,

Yt1.an'sformation first int roducod by BOgoliUbov11). This transfor-

mation consists of intro~ucing tw~ new annihilation and creation
1t"'. ,t

and s~
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mangitude of k and is netermined by the condition of diagonali-

(Eo\
I ~~)i C~fr) [ f \~~y~::r t.r-rr Y\, as --- \ - - rL us) I

(N') 1..1'1 /5 rr (11)

v T 0 C", (Q's)~H ,
"l1here

I (4~iL}1~ ~~y V(~)as -....•
Ifor a local Dotential such that as> 0

pulsive core and such an interaction produces an infinite number
A'for ~~ The obvious solution to this difficulty is to re-

Iplace QS in (j-i) by the two-particle scattering lengthQS
a sUf;gestion due to Landaull). Actually, the first explicit cal-
culation of the result (11) was porforme0 by the Lee and Yang12)

~for the dilute ha:d sphere Bose sas (chractermzed by ",a. <.z ~ )
in which case the scattering length is simply the diameter
a of the ha:d spheres. Lee, Huang~ and YanglO), 13) have shown
hww to obtain the rosult (11) and (12) with the an of the pseudo-

t

to a bound system) yields (11) with 0'5 replaced by
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QUANTUM S~ ..1TISr"f'IC ilL THEORY OF THE DEGENER:1GE BOSE----------_._-------------------,---
SYS'rEM.!..

Perhaps the m~t nromisin~ starting point for the develop-
ment of a ~icroscopic theory of Helium II is the use of the grand
position functi~n I~ of quantum statistical mechanics. This
quantity can be written as

0()

L
where the symbol T'Y" N indicates that the trace of exp (_ (~\-\)
is to be taken over a complete set of N-particle state vectors.
The many-body Hamiltonian H is ~iven in the Fock, Jr number,
representation by equation (9), 1m which V is the Helium two-
particle interAtomic potential. The quantity a t is ~alled
the grand potential, and it is an intemsive quantity ~.e., the
limit of j- dS .1l.-4oo exists.

In the apnlication of equation (13) to a general degenerate.
Bose system, one finds that the ordinary Ursell method of analysis

potential~ That is, the grand potential, whi~h equals the pressure
divided by (kT) , seems not to bd an intensive quantity as it

15)should be Lee an0 Yang have shown that the reason for this
failure is the macrosconic occupation of the zero momentum state
(in a system at rest). They observe that if L is the number of
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exchange terms c~rresD~nding t~ this given term gives an identical
l'c~ntributi')n.. It is the Dr~ersti ')nof identic a1 exc hange terms

L l '> rv ( N> »"1 that causes the break ..d~wn ~f the

T~ be sure, it is this same Dr~riferation of exchange terms
which causes Bosu-Einstein condensati')n, as indicated bel~w equA-
tiJn (8). There is, theref~re~ n~t necessarily anything wr~ng
with equation (13) for +'he grand partition function. Rathor,
attenti~n is f~cusse0 on oners inability to apply equation (13)

to the microsconic understanding of a ocgenerate Bose system.
Lee and Yang1S) have als') shown how to ~verco~e the diffi-

culty pre sented by equation (13) with th.,drx-en::lembleformala-
ti~n of the ~rand oartiti')n function. In this rormulati~n, the
use of the ~rand canonical ensemble includes the introducti:m ~f
a parameter X which is the density of zero m~mentum particles
in the degenerate Bose system L- I...~):;no ') of equatiJn (8).i

Thus, in the "x-ensemble" formulatiJn, the ~rand partition fum-

~ N L )
e.Jl. X L (e \'>ty.J L. (1JL') T" l. N (e.-- ~ 11

N::;Q L::o L~ J

instead of by equation (13). In this new e~pression ~~ N ..•L
means that tho trace is t~ b~ taken over th~se N-pqrticle state
v2ct~rs in which L (and only 1_ ) particl\.Jshave zero momentum.
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dtx. 0
d;(

~ Sthen S~ ..•.

/L'\.
-- / )0")
-0_

n::>t satisfieri, then ~.~:=. -t at

( 5- :: 0) is all::>wed f::>r fr:>m the

(~'> '>0

The use ::>f eq. (14) f::>r the grand partiti:>n functi:)n is s:>rne-

what analag::>us t::> the reolacement :>f the :>oerat::>rs CLo and

by I No'" y~~ )/ ~ in the many-b::>dy perturbatiJn the:>ry discussed

It is easy tJ shJW hJw the x-ensemblQ expressiJn (14) is

8btained frJm oq. (13), alth:)lJ.gh tho f:)ll:)win,s discussiJn dJes

n:>t c:)nsitute a formal pr:::nf Jf eqs. (14) and (15). The m:>tivatin?; xx
step is t') eliminate the tr:)lJ.blos~)mo factJr (L ~) frJm the Ty N;L

(in eq. (13) ! ). One next :)bservos that \\7hen the average nU':1ber

"v Z N,,> then the d ~yni-

nant terms in the grand partiti:>n functiJn must be those with

L r"-v I... L '> One can see this by making an a DJsteriJr1 ar~ulTIcnt

t'J sh:>w that the fluctuatiJn (l6l )~'> in the number Jf zerJ

ffiJrnentum oarticles, calculated by !lsing equatiJn (14), is !... L') .
lthen ZL)"'\ i.C~L')l..) '/'1...::. LL ')- ~k <'<L \ for L..l) >'>'> \
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One next 'nultinlies the T"Y in the grand partition
N)L 1

func tion (13) by the rati 0' (L L')\~ C Lt. ') - , whidh is
essentially unity for imDortant L values, ann this eliminates
the troublesome lL~) factor. To arrive at eq. (14), one has
finally to use Stirling's annroximation for L..L) \, a steD
which is valid because (,L> ») \ and then to replace

I.... LI '7: LJ'>Jl. by ";..-il :::L In this final step the
density 'A. is treated as a v-1riable whose average value can be

cussion to ~o through the details of this subsequent analysis; it
has been carrien through in a straightforward manner by Lee and
Yang15) and, more recently, by Mohling16). For the free Bose
gas it is fbirly easy to derive fr:J'Tleq. (14) the eXDression

.. \.......A

T <:. Tc..

then ~:::b (see eq. (5) an0 subsequent discussi"n).
In order to clafify h')w eq. (14) is t:Jbe used in an actual

calculati:Jn, it is useful to exhibit the relation between the
~rand potential and vari:Jus thermodynamics quantities. Treatin~
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o ) 't and X as independent variables :)ne can derive fr8m

eq. (}?) th'1 f')118win~ expressi8ns

Pressure, (p ~ ~- \ 2.- (-D...J)\ oA
Particle density, In :::...n..- z. N) -::.

narticle,
( E)

LN)

5 ~ ~()r

_ ~ _ ..•.: \ oj-
. o~
( ~~ \.J). !-') ,
(16) int8 eq.

of the;r:e ::: ~s [e H%-wS) l-j- X e.~(j-

... ~.oL\ Q~C~-WE)j

This agrees with eqs. (6) and (7), because when ~')()? 0

then eq. (15) yields f8r the free B8se sas.

'0 C", n..
1" r- ::;: 0 :=. _ ) 1- e \J ~

OX
which implies that ~ ~o as DJinted But be18w eq. (16). It is im-

DJrtant tJ 8bserve that the determinati8n Jf /..;A; when .('1-.1 '> 0

has required in this case the use Jf b8th eqs. (15) and (18), and

n8t merely eq. (15) alJne; this is true quite generally, :)ther

thermodynamic expressi8ns fJr the free BJse gas can readily be
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~s a concluding remark, it is of interest tJ Jbserve that
.. - Jl X ( '\ L( I \ - \EquatiJn ~13) by arguing that the factor.Q.. i-SL) .. L I,)

is just the PoissJn distribution Jf L abJut the average value
( ,,--fl.) . Since < 'I-).J1.. ). ') \ , and the fluctuatiJn s in L

are small, ~quation (13) will be essentially unchanged if each
term T'V N.> ~ ( ') in the sum :::>Vorall Nand L is multt-
ulied by this Poisson distribution functiin. This observatiio
is due to Professor L.Rosenfeld, Chairman of the SymDosium.
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" TEMPERATURE " CUT-)FF IN QU_l\NTUl'1FIC;;LD 'T'H~ORYAND

MASS RE~ORMALIZATION.

S. D. Misra,
Mathematics Department, Regional Engineering

College, Rourkela-2, Orissa.

\Ne. note that in quantum field theory we quite often
need a cut-off. This becomes specifically imperative if we want
to consider mass differences of highly symmetric mUltiplets, i.vhero
we cannot throwaway an infinite constant by saying that it is an
"unobservable effect' '. }urther we notice that intpractions of
such diverse strength and structure such as strong, electromagne-
tic and weak interactions, all need a cut-off of the same order
of magnitude. Again,· it is not quantitatively the same when VIe
consider different effects with the same interaction. Hence the
cut-off is not likely to be of a mathe~atical origin, if field
theory is taken as a good approxim~tion giving Us quantities at
least of the right order of magnitude.

Thus we search for a cut-off at high momenta with some
physical principle outside the realm of present assumptions. We
notice that statistical mechanics has this cut-off and further
that it is universal for an assembly of particles at a fixed
temparature independent of the nature of the individual particles.
Further, quantum mechanics has a probabilistic or statistical
interpretation. I want to examine whe ther this irrelevant analogy

Firstly I note that if we :1B.venormalisation of states
9articlesper unit volume, then the state
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2.: ~~ (J;;) to> ,} F&:;:) really describes an assembly of' particles
r;;

with vreight s for the individual states proportional to F ( Gi R ).

Thus '1{ehave a superposition of states as very similar to an '::. '1-

Further, all processes of quantum mechanics involve th~

matrix multiplication rule where we put

I

wi th 71 ~

~~ .• We replace this operator, instead, by
!'(, '0

,I, .~

~ -= I 0> <.0 I -I- ZI YO' (~,~ ') d' ( k ' ) \ 0'> ( 0 j 0. ( ~, ')--ll ' (; - ~ / '0
if

where CJ (bZ'") is the stati stical ,{eight for the state
X \i '0

Ct (tv') 10> We assume that our "temperature " is so

high that the distribution is Maxwellian, and later on, find thet

~

I --:'> I -~

I-:: In, ~'>(Yl'I?11d "1 " ~ "?
~t)~ ~

d F: ~

giving the eigenvalues of the number

it is possible to make this concept fUlly relativistic. Actually,
-/

( 1--)f:> -=- ,~-, \

4
arbitrary frame of referenc6, and take that ~ (R~) =
exp (/t>1J'v kt,f.A- + (6 -nv ), where the quanti tie s are defined later

on (-k; -:.._IY".) This inherently is the procedure for

p.f-N -Ji tI~ correspon\l ng 0

mass renormalization. For scattering problems, it seems diffic-J J'b

to make use of equilibrium, but drawing an analogy from thermo--

dynamics and considering fluctuations gives amusing and use~ul

results.

While solving the problems, we only consider electromag-·

netic effects and adopt some derivation from the standard pertur"':J.s>.--
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models (1) we find that real particle states and bare ,artic18
states are orthogonal. Further, our iht~rmediate states lie ur

ce~ and electron-nucleon scattering, for the same I'temperatur?';

\i /.\,(y.) -=
_, 0\'0'
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In (3)t F(n) is the weight factor of the state !n

order to anticipate isotropy of all s.?ace directions, we have
taken one electron state of Z8ro momentum. Using translatioD~~
invariance, we thus obtcin in perturbation analysis,

. ~// _w'l- ~
( - 'YVI/+ 'VYv )(.2- Ti) AA iC- ( 0 )

= - \.~-0'1--'-j[(0 I '/J (0) Q ~<( k) ! 0) fC-e-(Eo~},(O\cr"~~J

A •.Jo) 0\." (6) :c~~
1-· r"

+ (01"j!(o) Q: (0) C\: ( ~) IG) f~(I,,) <01 cC(!i.),\.J 0) I~ dh, ',~'
I. •..

I ~' rexp I. --.' \ \:-.
L ;(.

and Fn ( ~) -:: exp (_r:.. Ie ) are +' weights of tte interrr,eci ate\. ,.; \,..!12...
Iklstate electroi!s and photons, 11ith .. Ie SummatiGn uv:~·~
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- i Q a {'A-<0 1 .r\{ ( 0) QIJ~k(!:Z) I 0> ( 0 j Q /J ( ~ ) A. ,(0) Q* (~)I Q '>
I" II. . /

6 r-- rVG/.l (r) U<J (r) .!t!- Un. (0)

2 (/'(,(th-YY\')
,<.

Q'2....

(2 Ti)~h...('2 TI)3

-:-:>
In (5) we have omitted an odd t'3rm in ~ in the numerator ~",hich

will not make any contribution in subsequent symmetric integration.

Again, equation (1) sives us, after some algebraic

Hence we get,

~ie 'Of--\- Z 0 I '\V (0) 0, ~ (d) 0.: ~JZ) Io>.(o! c/' (~) A fA (0) \ 0>
-~! ~. ( ,,' ~ j? ._ I ')( U ( I) ) ( -»_ (2 IT) .2... ~ - L. '(" '0, R. -+ L ~ 0 .Ie -t- "rh / - i•.."fY\, 1-1./Iv 0

(1_)2:> r) ,- ({ 2- ) .
. I, L..!C' '2... 'YYl /<.. +. 'Y'Y1.' _ 'rr-t 1...

- )12 . / ~
- - ('1 IT) e2 (Ie + Yn, ,.. 'l.. "\-) i~\"h ( 0 )

(2 i1)6 1<... (1_ ~ k= +- n',' '2._ rrt '2- )
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2whe re 0( = e / 4 TI •

either the physical mass or the bare mass as in usual theory,
which would give rise only to the remaining logarithmic divergenc~

justification if there did exist a power series expansion of the
interacting field operators in PQsitive powers of the coupling
constant. But, according to the analysis for the elimination of
ghosts (4). this seom8 unlikely,
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B »m'•
(8) gives us, retaining the leading terms
rvt.-' - rVl.,..

00 1- 1-' .

-= 0( f rf~c..+ W'~I- 4- 'fY1~, +Yi1--')e-f~~ (t _fu') <i~(c.. - rYl.1~ et Ie
TIYh- ) \... :L 'Y'1'"l. ,.

Jt.-
o

When the bare mass is t~ken as zero, 9utting me ~ m', we get,
'1'Y'L .::. 0( fl....- I

e., -:=. I'"
21\

-1 060B = v~

because of the linear divergence term, ~,ich is always omitted.
However, the faith itlet'"Laveput 'In second order purturbation cal-

the possibility of the mass arising inspite of the or~ - invari-
ance 0 f the original La.grangian, taking that all the solutions
need not maintain the symffietri0sof this Lagrangian, but for the
present not going deep into this inter~~sting9roblem (5).

For subsequent :::nR.lysis,-'Ieshall rather take

B-1 = 410 Mev•
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o-'~ MAss DIFFERENCE.

J:, =- - ~ (O/" t\ V) (u""'-A") - Cdr -he AI"-) ep*( ?/'"- 1(i AlA-)Cp
- f·'l. ep*' cp (11)

( D-~'L)<P -
i

t' *, L-(() cp+;;.e 1 '

For mass renormalisation we consider the equation

f ) * -'\.0 _~1- (.clcpCX)!)J ct;)/O)

2 -Le (c 1 /~ P.(x) ( -0 t', cP (:~'I) u.~\( p) I 0)

(

(! --)( -> \
( 0 \ \ rl.enotc- tJ1e creati In OP,erat.or/~' iJ/)

partic'.e (Ci!1t~-particle) of mass /A-1• 'T'rans~8.-
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( (1 '1.) / I 1--- I 31fv - /'-t " 0 2fl(2 IT) :l)
- 2 ~e «(j i A ~ (0) ( () r'- cP (0)) aX ( (5) I0)

-+ e '2-~ (J I A f'-' ( 0) A ~,d0) co ( ()) (A* (p) I 0> '

-+We shall take as before p = 0 •
The second term on the right hand side of equati~n (14)

such that
-[Cp-kf-rt'}]<u:01ti')<fr- K:t( f?) ") "_2",e 1bA&tp [i(/,-,,-j)(]

(2 rr),) -"( 1+ f~() P 0 ./I;~--
oand k =

~:::I . I. This give s uswhere p = 0, po =
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I~ deducing (16) we have omitted an ~nfra-red divergence when~' > fA- and have substi tuted ~/.::;f''-'" since here the mass re'iTr-

malisation is small in comparison with the individual masses, ~~~
there is no ch;;nge in the order of divergence as a result of tJli::;

substitution.
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- ?J/;... - 1;2- f 2
= ('2 IT) (2. fJ-1) X (:- ~ fl I

",' I )

-1where, with ~ = 410 Mev,
I = ~2.1~(0J~-t 1)2 R.4? [---?J~.~~±~)Jq r:

{J. 0 0...1 I<..

Til':l-

= 8 ~ f:Ov-n-Lr~kc?J Q;~p (-2fr--' 1~r/l'2~ ') dJi ~ 7· 02-

Hence, by (14), (15), (16) and (13) we obtain,

IfA' -fA-

= 9.7 me

However, the method must be re1a:3d to Feynman diagrams for compa-
rison and convenience of calculations.
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Ii sation term in ~eynman theory i s (~)

.J \..

m t _ m' t e 2- j 'tl-'- [i ([(p - k) - 1'(1, Jo' i=- d.4 k
(2. n')4- - [( ~ _ h) ).-r 'rYlJ- J ( k7-)

On first making kO integration, we can write the above contri-

2/ 3::: e (21T) J d3k L-sum of the residues in the unper half

21'0 (p. r~/)-t- 41'Yl/ ,plane of ,-- __ , -.~
Cq';) - 1<-)).+ Y(I, :l-) ( rl)

3 r 1d k r Ie+ WI -'1- ",n) _ f I<. -:- ?- 'Yn If J
-(2 "r)'.l Ie. T YVl' 2_ YrJ:.\ Ie.. ~ 'rr\' t t<. ( f- b.- ifl)J

where, as explained later, the first term contains m' from '0

and we are to substitute m'::: m , but have written down the two

terIT's according to a rule +:0 be subsequent ly deftned. The contri.-

have to distinguish the dO;lble role of the propagators mixed toge-

t.her in Feynman diagrams as ;".dy bA clear from calculations of

equation (8). One origina~~s from t~e ~ield eouations corresDond-

ing to the bare ;'Gass, and the other originates from the non-l inea-

rity of the field equation in evaluating some contributions wi.th
-I ')..-1

intermediate partie Ie st c.te s. Thus, in CVi( f -b".)+ 'fYl] lh..)
when we consider the polE: Of['i-"6(P-·k)t-M]-1 J k')... is not

zero, and this factor arises in the denominator from the photon
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as using the field equations is allowed. Similarly when we consi-

der the pole of ( ~2... )-1 , [i o(/?-kJ+Yh-] -I has its

origin from the electron field equation. .The approximation we have

used corre sponds to taking the bare mass in the pronagator 1,rhen

the contribution does not arise from a pole of the dpnominator

and where we intend to calculate the effect ·of a large cut-off'

factor in a subsequent integration. The terms on the right hand

side of (22) are wri tten do.tJnon this basis. In both the t8rms

of course n is the 4-momentum of the physical particle.

equation (6)'

( )'0 Ty>v/') <01'-( ()() q~ ( ~) 0,r (t1) I u>
=- (m'- Yh.)(DI '\f(X) Q ~ ( P)('I; (f~JI0> - i e () r-L(o I'f(x) A~(x) 0.~c,t{)

CAt)/Tt) 10> .
and rejects the c:Jntrl.bu"Cion from the first term on the right h'1r:d

side above as negligible or of 'higher order'. In the above

effect in the denomina:or m&ybe quite signi fic at. Also, if' we

take the Fourier trans:orm of the above equation, it becomes

obviously unc:Jmfortable to neglE~t this term from any ph,ysical
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consideration whatsoever until equation (7), and at that stage the
approximation is no longer sensible.

The present analysis thus brings out fresh difficulties
in perturbation method - to be distinguished from power series
expansion - an0~ as is usual in physics, we can only seek ~
posteriori justification for any truth in such calculations. The
fact that it is no worse than conventional perturbation analysis
(we merely retain a term that is considered negligible) from the
mathematical standpoint, is rather a doubtful consolation.

~he above analogy wttn Feynman diagrams enables us to
calculate the mass renormalisation terms easily with the appro-
priate cut-off introduced at t!-::.e90le8. l!Jhenthe physical and

Let th.:::~:JinoI'field o"?erator \(/'(x) describe the proton.
Then the interaction t0rm

jJ\, p
gives mass renormalisati0n from Feynmp~ diagrams as.b J 4 -I -I M,' LA_ ~ '\- 1...e _)4- C{ I<~'L-( P - rGS:2.-i- (Vii] (1-;/) [ a t,,-- 1.-_'_- -p { COkro I=-O' (tf\ i~

'2 1\ . LL M ". , ?'

,,(i.(p-R)- M)~I"+i-l~((rtdr~ ~'f,(OR))J
(2~)
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'" L eh. ff~1r S d if R [( p- ,,) '-+ M'-f ul)l (- 21. 'if (p- t<) -It-M)

'2

- 3 ~"P (k(I~-R)- ("1 l'O R) +~ (2bJp-~) (1-~1<) -t M R2-)~
M " . .-;? t../, 'l-

'-0 II ?'4)

Equation (23) may be com~ared with the expression of Feynman and
Spei sman (6) on substi ':ution f; = - i 'Y p.

We take the rest frame of the proton in (24) and perform
the kO integration. -+

Thus, with P = 0 , we use

lfCRO)dkO _
[~~-r<.S:tM1J(f{)
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bracket arise from purely the charge, combination of charge and
anomalous magnetic ~oment, and magnetic moment alone, respectively.

Same calculations in the absence of charge for the

,0/7-
In" - 3 r-JNJr - '1 t~ e) f.c.vY'?-e 0<f (-7-~ Mt0.," ').9}1Je-( :, e d 6 ·

o (~81)

-1
~ == 410 Mev, /--e-p-= 1. 793 fN == L 913, a numeri c~3l

Mn - M
P

'" ~~ [(M~)~U')pf'\~ (f~- f-tp J(MrS} +D/l.-TrJ
=: 0( M ( 0.274 + 0.886) ==2.53 Mev. (30)

71
The expression ob"tained is about t'>licet~'lC; ~xperimental value.
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from the statistical cut-off hypothesis, whereas there is lilrelv
to be further contribution of a dynamical nature from the pion
resonances. I ord~r to know the possible total effect of such
terms, we next investigate the form factors for scattering

I

vacuum to consist of weakly interacting virtual particles in
statistical equilibrium. We shall try to generalise these ideas

the probability of the change of particle states given by fluctua-
tions of energy and momentum of the states •

.We shall here ':::tartfrom the intera.ction Hamiltonian
whose matrix elements give us the scattering amplitude. For

clarity) taking discrete momentum space, the term

~ b f'-<ol~((i)q~~(~) 10><0/ a~(k) Ar/o) J~. (6) 10) Fe.(Ek)
-;.
~

of equation (6) corresponds to the interaction Hamiltonian term

L; <O(qh(6)'f(())I~o}.\.<()!(\r('))(A::(I~) 10) x
-:-7 v

1:<.- \

<O! G\ ~ ( R~) /J., t._' (t)) 0\ ;_< (0) \0> Fe_(ft<..)_

,f/ ~In the above the 'inter:::1ediqttstates' o.~'( k-) /eXo I O~ ci1)
are referred to the electron 0.; '~d)lo) at rest. Scattering
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amplitudes of two charged particle~ in the second order will be
given by expressions of the type (31), where of course 1,1earp to
adapt to ar"IJitraryframe s of referpnce by a Lorentz trans format lon.

NO\<T let,us consider the scattering ampli tude originating
from the interac.tion term

e ,(,,\Ir 0- [-;\..'\JF -- '\ Ir '0 f"L ",V "'\ A
,? rp Ie Ie) 'r--

where ytp and ~~ are the proton and electron field operators
respectively. With Pi ' Pf and Pi ' Pf as the initial and
final four-momenta of the electron and proton respectively, we
obtain an axplicit contribution to the matrix element

~ < I~j i} I~ I to!> '0 t-'- < [} IIVp ITi 1')?) l<-

a- I ( ~ f-j- 'Pi I ''{Ie- /1-=;;.> '--{fA (T;. ~~,t~1'P{ Pl.»)
where the la~t part is written down from the ~hoton field equation.
The similarity ~f the expressions (31) and (3~) is obvious.

We may now carryover the factors for mass renormalisa-
tiOD by saying that the cut-off of \Pf) should be referred tc
the rest frame of IPv
or twice, corresponding th the Dumber of times IPf
term

/-r£\)J) <1'Jf{ I "fe i 'P,,) l r' ( r,J "re I 'Pi P,)
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the state Iryf > is merely superimposed. It seems reasonable to
take the cut-off when the intermediate state implies a change and
do not take it when it occurs throughout. This is eqUivalent to

where F denotes the cut-off operator to be determined for the
corresponding physical situ2tion and states. With this choice for
taking the cut-off, the matrix elements of the type (32) will have
the extra factor

= eXD(~ t/2me))

-) ( - - )x 0 \ (t, Fj: I\~'·~\/b.)Y <' Ilr
) i'ill I D, /p ), I,· ,1./ I '1 U/Vt'" I r 1', I J.: -,

••• t•••. ' ! .~' ,""" "'1,"'r '1~ 'l,..
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fers, the only contribution will be from (34) with the facto~
(35i, and the matrix element (32) will be completely destroyed

moment terms. Hen~e "\ife get a contribution to the nucleon form
factors as (f lO-13cms)

2 1/2-
<r) = 0.55 f.

Since the above conclusions are unacceptable, let us con-
sider an alternative descri~tion for cut-off arising out of
statistical fluctuations of energy-momentum of the particles
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this purpose we first note that for electron mass renorrnalisation,
~ may be replaced by the time-like 4-vector /6 f-Av-:.. (?J If.) fA" / f"vV

in an arbitrary frame of reference, with positive time component
and exp(-~(EbJ-nv)). '/"'1.-
e xp ( ;3 LJ A> , ) =

r(-'"

has zero space component when

of t~e/rest fraae~~tll be replacen Dy
Iex)(~( pr 1m,., m)). ;AJ~ also note that

see this as a general result, let us take OJ to represent
the covariant probability of the state \ti ) Th8n, in ::to

arbitrary frame of reference we consider the equation

nj gives us

,- Iwhere c~ Lr 'Vi . {. J and, . a "0

gether with the equations

1-"-
oJ' = A exp (B ?.-\-/).) (39)

. ~ j-(

The above result is a trivial, but it clear~y demonstrates tha0
we maY regard (kT)-1 = ~ as replaced by pt-:. B p~
and the covariant product taken in (39)
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Thus for the case of electron-proton scattering it se0ms reason-
./

0~~ /\ ( P. ~\_-+ TJ· ~ ) (40)

/ \ i. I L.

fi i\ (h)
2

where - may degend on energy, with s ::: -C-~L+~)') ) .
'2 z

if we take )L as a constant, we obtain,

0-
since, if the particles were at rest, we must have f ~(J (1,0,0,0)

Let us now c8nsider matrix element (32), where 14e have

also of the proton.

\'olume of the states

f-'t.
exp ( (:) (p fA •. Pr ) ) (42 ')

.-t -n c:?( 1:>-r .6 e J -P) _
GJ C1:>, (-,)

where, with -1</ :::. I
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2
- . -(p - p)J ~

= -,6, bf'A-b P we obtain the probability of the above
,- I t-A.

energy-momentum fluctuation as

exp ( 1/2 ?l.t l _ (1/4) d.. A

~

The same calculations with the same (b (J'L- as be fore gives
identical probability for the fluctuation of the Droton state.
Hence the total fluctuation for both the particles gives the
extra factor in the matrix element (32) as

F(t) == exp ( At - 1/2 d.. /\ t2) (46)
dJ:.

If A is a constant,

F(t) = exp( 0- t) (47 )
M.
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which gives the mean square radius as 6~/M, such that

\ (2.-
(n2

) -=.0.,79£ (48)

ing c8nsequenc8s. For high energy (inelastic) nucleon-nucleLn
scattering, ,,,enotice that, with r,..,f-'v;:. (-::, ('P IN -p fvl)

/.... 2M I + '2-

the fluctuation of the nucleon with initial 4-momentum p
I

to a final 4-momentwn -p I ,,,,i11 have a factor
J

r () ( / )'1.-1
exp -- '---p -: f:

- 41"1 I • _

But
- ('P _1"':)/)'1 - " M'2... / 1""* -? I

I - .L- I - ') E I E\ -+ 2- i Y, I I 'P. \ c.. erS e. .

~ M 2-_ 2 f. I ( E : - . I Ff' J ) -)_ f pI J (E - I P J ") _ ( 50 )
I ',1/ ---)

21~ \l ~') (l-~&)

From EQ. (50) it is obvious that if El» M, Ei/El must
remain fini te and non-zero as El -+ 00, and further case must
approach unity fast enough, in oroer that the fqctor (49)
gives a non-vanishing contribution. This means that for higl-'
energy collisi8ns, INhere t is at rest, the !!ncoming oar:-:,''--.-:
will lose a constant fraction of its 3nnrgy and will proceef
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Further, in the centre of mass frRme of reference, the
temperature is ~ Ec.m/(2 M») such that the particles that are
prorl.uced must be at rest in this frame of reference. This le30s
to the belief that only 'fesonances I are nroduced at rest in t10
c.m. frame of reference at high energy, INhich neces-:::~:lrilydec'-"- ~;.;

into mesons having only moderate energies. Also, since 2. Ch;1,1';('
of quantum numbnrs of the incoming high energy particlelwoul~
for the purpose of statistics mean the creation of a fresh n8rt~-
cle, this high erergy particle, besides reuaining proportional
fraction of energy, will retain its quantum numbers. Of courSE)
all these conclusions follow on the basis of the factor (50)

without any reference to dynamics, which may be too simplified
a picture.

Besides the amusing agreements listed above, we prefer the
model with Jl as a constant since here crossing relation for
Mandelstarn representation will still be valid for two channels
(not all th8 three channels) for a limited class of Feynman
diagrams, INhich may dominate some processes, exnlaining nartial
sUCcess of dispersion relations.

We feel that of all the models for the scattering probler-,;
that of Eq. (47) is most satisfying, because it leaves no problem
why the r.m.s. radii of the different form factors should be tn2
same. A130) ',feh01]e that this cuttoff could perhaps be helpful
in obtaining other results in strong interactions with methods
similar to that of Chew and Low (8).
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'Ne note that thp rapid decrease 0 f the magnetic moment fOl'Jl
factor as compared to the Gaussian distribution, could be re~-
ponsible for a smaller value instead of (30). But the incre2se

f2.ctors wi th their conventional form Wl th pion reson8nce dp;.:c
o 2 .~minators, since, in Eq. (29), -t = 4 MU tan e = 90.6 f

tan2e, and thus contribution to the intc,gral I is qui te S:...r:,lj.·

~·2ficant beyond momentum transfers 20 f , where we do not have
adequate experimental information and hm·p to be modest about
theoretic2l statements even without the pre30nt hypothesis.

y~ -invariance for electron mass renorma-
lisation. It would also be interesting to kr.01.v "Thether the cut··
off gives rise to any parity violating weak interactions (2).
For the nresent hOW<3ver, ",e have concentrated on finding out
whether there is reqsonable experimental evidence for such ~
hYT,)othesisann have considered only those Effects wherp we may

have some reliance on the method of calculation up to high
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Besides the impressive experimental agreements, the
following broad features regarding mass renormalis2tion and
scattering processes may be noted. ~~ see in S~ction 3 and
4 that the mass renormalisation tsrm breaks up into the diff€
rence of t1,olJterms, which may be recognised as one of the for\fjard.
scattering c~~litudes for two differ'nt physical proces'es.
Thus, .for neu~T0n-'Proton mass difference ('.!lherethe trick of
separately taking bare 8nd physic;:llmass does not arise): the
mass renorma~isation term breaks UD into the differpnce of
Compton scattering for nucleons and, electromagnetic scatterin"
of two identical nueleons. Wh8n the above hypl')thesis is not
t~re, but Fcyr.m~n diagram& describe truth in some way (e.g.)
leading to dispersion relations), the above observation leads
to a clear cut se,aration of feeding in exoerimental results
for scattering into mass renormal.isation. \tJC-J can feed in the
size of the nucleons from Hofstadter exp~riments only to thp
term of mass renormalisation which corresponds to electroma~
netic scattering of two nucleons, and t11e form. factors for
Compton scatter~ng should 0e fed iQto the other ter~. ~his
means that in conventional langunge 1rJe are to introduce sepa-
rately the form factors for time-lite and ~r space-like momo~-

turn transfe:Bs at a nucleon vertex. When these form factors (;[',,!:

be indi vi dual ~-Y knoHn. H01vGVer, if the particu laF for1Nard
scattering amulitudes dcmira~e the processes, then each of the
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cOl1tributios will diverge. In this case, howevjr, in or'der
that the differ0nce converges to give finite mass renormalisa-
tion, we can obtain as a necessary condition some relationships
between the corresponding total scattering cross-sections at
high energies, by using the o~tical theorem. When in partic111nr
we correlate nucleon mass renormalisation with n-n, n -71- ,

n-.w, and n- \? forward scattering amplitudes, we shall obtain
a relationship between the corresponding total cross-sectio~s.
\vi th the pre sent hypothe si s, hOll/ever,the quanti tati ve re lation-
ship between mass renormalis~tion and some forward scattering
af'lplitude s, is 10 st, except when we consi der scattering e.omp1,--tc l.y

by anA.logy.•

Rc~arding why it was possible to obtain simultA.neously 'r

nucleon n.lectromagnetic form factors and neutron-proton mRSS
differpnce, we note that her8 the cut-off is ouerative twice in
scatt~ring amDlitudes nnd J0ce in mass renormalisation, corres-
ponding to the fluctuation Jf two particles in scattering and
of one ?artic Ie in '1.8S s renormali sRtion. In conventional ap'Jro3,;";;:1

the cut-off is operative once in scattering and twice in mass
renormalisation, corresponding to number of nucleon vertic(:;s ~_n

the FGynman diagrams. Hcince there is no wonder that the cut··
off is too small for maSs renormalisation even to give the
correct sign.
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SUPPtEMENTARY LECTURES



+
SOME CURRENT TRENDS IN MATH3MATICAL RESEARCH.* 301

**Pro f. M. H. stone,
First Rarn'anujan Visitfng Professor ':i:1i

'MATSCIENCE, 1 9 6 3.

W~rkers in one area are apt to be totally ignorant of many other
areas (and sometimes even proud of this fact). It is indeed

disciplines such as phssics and economics -- where workers are
interested not in mathematics per ~ but only in its aP91icati~ns

help everyone, but I also have my own concerns' '. In this lectur~,
an attempt will be made to suggest what those concerns are and

WhGn compared to other sciences, mathematics appears to
progress in less erratic fashion, on more fronts at once, and in

ever been worked on is still being worked on now, and none tends
to predominate -:,markedly over any other. On the 0 the r hand, in
phYsics, for example, this may not be so: we note that in suc~es-
sive periods of time, relativity theory, the theory of spectra,
quantum theory ~ Quantum field theorY, en d the theory of elementary
particles were th~ over-whelmingly predominant fields of interest
among research-physicists. One reason for this would appear to be
* Lecture Delivered at the 2nd .A~;.:.iversarySymposium, H~,rr3CIENC'S,

Madras, January 3-9, 1964.¥* Permanent Address: Andrew Mac Leish Distinguished ~ervice
Professor~ Department of Mathematics, University of Chicago, USA.

+ Based on the notes taken by Dr. B. Ramachandra1" and revised b7
the lecturer.
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of huge sums of money, forced con"entration on one particular Rrea
of the subject at a time. Further, the study of physics has a
quite definite obj:ctive, namely, the understanding of ~ature,
which justifies concentration on the most challenging problems
of a particular decade. Mathematics, on the other hand, is not
channeled in the same way into a 9reoccupation with crucial or

We may now single out a few major branches of mathematics
and attempt to survey some of the research-trends which may he

sibility and prime numbers, proved by fairly simple methods. At
a later stage came the ~rime number theor~m (answering approximatply

rously. The German mathematician, B.Riemann, introduced aD an~lv-
tical ap?roach to number-theoretic )roblems through his Zeta-fuDC-
tion. This approach had many important side-effects in analysi~,
but it fell short of its goal in respect to number theory, becaus3

ary functions, esp'.JciallYthe exponential and the logari thmic func-
tions, and depending on more elementary but extreme11·~sharn
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arguments. It may be said that comparatively few prominent mathe-
maticians a~e currently engaged in this area. This fact is in
marked contrast to what was true between 1920 and 1940.

2. Conformal ma~Ding theorl. Since its inception at the
hands of Riemann, the theory of conformal map?ing has develoDed in
many tnchnLcal ways. One deve10pment has taken the form of the D~e-
paration of an atlas of conformal ffia)S,and another COnCerns itself
with conformal maDS between Riemann-surfaces, and the classiflc~tion
of these surfaces. The to?ological characterization of con~ormRl
ma)s, due to stoilow, gave rise to a s?ecial branch of topology
known as "analytical t090~ogy".

In extending the one-variable the8ry to the theory of
functions of several complex vari ables, serious di fficulties wer:3
encountered. Only from the 1930's 8nwards has substantial DrOgress
been achieVed. ~he most fruitful work now involves the topologi~al
and differential-geom8tric properties of complex manifolds (SU~f~C0S

which locally behave like the product of com-')leyplanes ann have
the necessary differential characteristics). The theory for one
complex variable, as is well known, gives rise to certain partial
differential equations -- the Cauchy-Riemann and the Laplace equa-
tions -- in two real variables. One ,retty theory, due to L.Bers
and L.Ahlfors, inVolves the geometrical generalization 0 f the
Cauchy-Riemann equations to si~~lar ~quations ~ith non-constant
coefficients.

3. Differential Eauations. 'T'hestudy of 0.ifferenti..;:llennCl-
tions is as old as mechanic s. There is a natural, and no," cla '"stcal
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from practical problems eSgecially in the case of non-linear
I

ordinarY d.e. 'so In partial d.e. theory, therp is renewed interes~
thanks in part to the problems posed by studies in plasticity,

But, ")nthe 1AThole,ons is left 1."iththe feeling that our
1<nowledge of d. e. 's is highly inadequate. Even quite elementary

the three classical types (the elliptic, Darabolic and hyperbolic)
do not have physical significance, and the problem of asking the

likely that physical problems will give us clues here; nerhaps
geometry will provide better guides.

4. GrOUD Theory. Groups were studied evpn before the

technical term 'grouD' was invented. Two major branches of the
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.
Lie groups and Lic e.lgebr as. Ws sti 11 do not have anything 1i.ke a

spaces is still essentially incomplete, in spite of i~rortant
progress 0uring the last two or three decades.

origin with Riemann and Gauss. To some extent, they were Antici-
pated by Euler and others in their work, but they introduced the
fundamen~al notions which have dominated the subject until very

the last century and the beginning 0 f the pre sent. In parti.culRr,
we may mention the development of the tensor calculus. Up till

Then, a new point of vi'.:"N\';2S introduced, c, stablishing a connection
between ~eneral t~~ological spaces and differentiable manifol~s

increasing know18dge of the topology of hyper-surfaces. This led
to a re-examin2tion of the foundations of differential geometry
and of the questions to be asked in the field. In the last twelve
years or therGabouts~ extra-ordinary ?rogress has been made. We
may cite one of the most remarkable results in this arpa, riue to
Milnor: on certRin toryological hyuGrspheres, it is Dossi~12 to
introduce two non-equivalent differentiable structures. ~h~ whole
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history, the present century has aeen the birth of quite a few new
branches of mathGmatics. We discuss three of them below.

could be set up for this ~urpose. We ffi2y trace the origin of th2
subject itself to G.Boole's "La,,\rsof Thought" published A.round

logic, we maY say thRt, just as ,in forming '>lords.i?-ndsentence s in
of certain objects (symbols) and prescrlbe a rule for comblnln5 such sequences
or dinary speech :::md\lJriting, 1>leconsi der fini te sequence sl ( , 'con-
catenation' ')>> thus obtaining a monoid with the above soquences as
elements. By m8nipulating this monoid, we can construct all algGb-
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avoid: the difficulty n01,{is that there is no objective rUle for
deciding this question.

of the 'cJnsistency' of mathematics. One of D.Hilbert's famous
problems, posed in 1900, formulated this question in precise terms.
For t1.lentyyears after this, the Drobleml8;Y dormant, and then.
Hilbert himself took it up. In 1931, Ggdel's "incompleteness

2. Topology. The study of this branch of mathematics had
its beginnings in Droblems such ~s the structure of the Mobius strip
and the Konigsberg Seven-Bridges problem. It did not have an exist-
-ence of its own until ?oincare made it into a separate mathematical

,.
away' in the direction pointed out by Poincare, and made it into
a tremendouslY active field ...On the !Jractical side, topolo!!,yhas
contributed to the study of ordinarY and partial differenti~l equa-
tions and of the calculus of variations, but is so far not very
intimately connected to other aSDects of applied mathematics. '
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Since the time when linear algebras were linked to to~o-
logy by Poincare, topology has come to have a strong algeb~aic
aspect. At the same time? continuity considerati:)ns imparted to
it an analytical aspect as well. A recent development, having its
origins in topolozical techniques, led to the foundation of horr.o-
logical algebra.

3. Modern Algebra. In the same 'Jeriod as that of the
development of to~ology, algebra itself independently made tremen-
dous strnes. About 1921, Dickson and others introduced essentiallY
new approaches. In ~urope, Emmy Noether and her disciples) esneci-
ally B.Vander ~aerden and E.Artin, made important contributions
to the new algebra. These developments had their impact on ~lgeb-
raic geometry (the study of ~ystems of polynomials) which was
transmuted into a purely algebraic discussion. ~his develonment
was unsuccessfully resisted by the Italian school of geometers,
who sought to restrict attention to algebraic geometries over the
real and complex fields alone.

We now turn to a summing U) of the broad aspects of
these developments. As already stated, after 19~O algebra beca~c
highly influenti al in algebraic geometry and in topo logy. Func-
tional analysis ~rovides yet another example of a subject which
is highlY algebraic in character. It is a natural field of study
for the physicist, eS'JeciRlly one interested in quantum theory or
crystallography. The methods used there are a combination of
algebraic, geometric and to,ological ones. It is striking to
observe hOlA[algebra and to~o:ogy have served in this way to ;~ive a
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significant unity to m'dern mathematics. A very curious phenompnon,
pro bably temporary, is that at the pre sent time ','1edeal illi th on 13 a
small number of basic mathematical systems, the rest being essen-
tially combinations thereof. On the one hand, we have the algeb-
raic systems (monoids, diploids, groups, rings, modules, fields,
etc. »and, on the other, the ordered systems (involving a relatiJ~
of order, magnitude or preference, which may be a partial order).
Topology is at bottom the stUdy of ordered systems, (Incidentally
we maY note that almost all the imDortant to~ological spaces are
derived from the real number system; exceptions, h:)'.vever,rio ext st,
and are alwaYS d~ cussed in general topology.)

At the present time, the tendency is to pass from one
level of ahstraction to a higher one, going away from specific,
individual problems towards problems concerned with general systems.
In other words, increasing imnortance is ~iven to comparativg stu-
dies of structures. For example, in 1938-39, the concept of 'ccte-
gory' was introduced by Eilenberg and Maclane. It is essentially
an abstract theory of comparison which is just n01,T receiving the
attention it merits. The result is that the difference between
the 'abstract' and the ~oncrete' tends to di sappear, the 'abstract'
of todaY becoming the 'concrete' of tomorrow. Certainly the
mathematician who deals with the most abstract concepts and nrob-
lems of the day comes to treat them as quite concrete. It may
very well be mentioned here that the entities to which the physictst
attributes the greatest importance, regarding them indeed as the
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ultimate realities -- namelYj the elr;mentary particles -- are
also abstractions in the sense that our Knovladgeof th~mis
largely indirect anrltheoretical. The elementarv particles
may be intelligible, but most of them are quite intangible
In this respect, they resemble the basic systems of modern
mathematics.
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S.K. Srinivasan,
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The cascade theory of cosmic ray showers originall.y -:,u"t

forward by Bhabha and Heitler and Carlson and O?~enheimerl) has
been developed to a considerable degree of sophistication2). - llS

is often the case, as the degree of sophistication reaches m.or€
or less a com~aratively saturated state, the physical situation
either becomes eminently satisfactory or remains in such an un-
satisfactory state that a solution of the problem becomes
iminent. The contents of the present talk tend to make us
believe that Cascade Theory is indeed an example of the latter.
In thi s talk, I shall confine myse If to a deve lopment 0 f an
electromagnetic cascade.

1) H.J.Bhabha and W.Hei.tler, 'Jroc.Roy.Soc. ill (1937) 432.
J.F.Carlson and J.R.O~penheimer1 ?hys.Rev.51 (1937) 2~0.

2) For an extensive review of the methods, see Ramakrishnan
and Mathews, Prog. Theor. PhYs. 11, (1954) 95.
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At a time when the problem was almost considered pathological
two different methods of approach have been put forward in this
connection. One of the method consists in defining certain
correlation functions (named as product device s by Bhabha3) and
R k· h 4) 5)ama rlS nan , CUJl'lUlantfunctions by Kendal and c'Jensity
functions by Janossy6) which in turn relate them to the moments
of the number distribution. The other method which is really
more useful, has been proposed by Janossy7) and it consists in

(11/ E) t:. 01 t)
electrons are found at

gies greater than
, t[".

~. correspond to an elecfron aDG
11~ ('Y) IE, Eo, ,t)

(o I b» of t, Janossy proved that
tions

() TT' .(n £ ED t)
(. I I I--------_.~---,.__._---

0<:'
EoJ~l(f', G)

o

3) H.J.Bhabha, Proc. Roy. Sor~. A 202 (1950) 301.
4) A.Rrunakrishnan, Proc. Cab. Phil. Soc. 46 (1950) 595.
5) D. G.K~ndal, Proc. Roy. Stat.Soc. 11 BJ 1949) 231.
6) L.Janossy, Proc. Roy. Irish Acad. Sci. 53 B (1950) 181.
7) L.Janossy, Proc. Phys. Soc. 63 A (1950) 241.
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*work on cascades were confined only to the mean behavirnlr or

HeanvThile ~)ased on :;\1.einvesti;:ations ')f anomalous eJ.8c~:ron

showers followin;,; the report of SCh)in et al (1954). FaV* at

GottingPIl p0inte:1 out that it would be more convenient, es:;:ec~al-

ly for sh-wers involvin '; small thicknesses) to count electrDns
~r!-, t"h(} eY)fY5l''(~

specific reference to at t~e time ')f their pro~uc-

cion. Thus we can define iI:.. (lr\ I E, Go, -t) as the

~robability that l'\ electro~ls are ~'roduce(l. between 0 and t

the primitive ener;:y of each of tbe electrons beint~reater

order nroduct density of electrons and photons at t" Mel:~-j::
8) A.~~;,k~142n(~9gg9 ~4K.Srini yasan, Proc.. Ind. Acad. -
9) S.K.'Srinivas::m ?nd N.R.R,qngrmathan, Droc. Ind. Acad.

ScL ..A45 (1957) 6.9,268.
~O) S.K.Srinivasan, J.C.Butchur, ~B.P.Ch8rthes and H.Mesel,

Nuovo Cimento .2, (1958) 77 (
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transform solution of these product densities have been expli-
11)citly obtained by Bhabha Rnd Ramakrishnan . However the

large and the numerical evaluation of the Mellin integral is
quit a difficult task. In fact the me~n square number of elec-

trons and photons based on the results of reference 8 have been
( 't.. II )

calculated only fof fairly large thickne ss ""where a number of
terms which differe by an order magnitude can be neglected so
that evaluation for small thickness is still a problem in spite
of fast modern com-p,ut1f:lg'ldeVices.We wi sh to show in this n,q-'w r
that the difficulty could be overcome by dealing with

E radiates a Quant l~

-0 (~. I t) ...1 E IE' + dE' is 1\ t C ""

11) Ramakrishnan.il. and S.K.Srinivasan) ?rog. Theo. Phys.13
95 (1955).

12) Bethe, H.A. and W.Heitler: Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond. A 146
83 (1934)
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When screening is complege, Rl and R2 are given by12)

We shall take onlr these two processes into account and neglect
collision loss. In view of the homogeneous nature of the cross
sections (1) aDd (2). IT ~ (n,"G-.; E"U;-t;J is a function only E/Eo
and denoting it by Ti l. ( (). ~: -t) ( ~:: G:!f::,,) we obtain

} Tt. (Yl I f 5 -t )
-iT, (n, ~',-{~) ~Rf((I)df'::

~'t
0

00 ,
+ r ~ 'R \ ( <i ') IT\ (l'n, ~!tll"t)

In: n
()

if (l\ -I)" .5- >-rJ d ~I
2. J 1_ ~ t

oTlz(n/ ~J-t)

o"'t"

l

~ -Tit ('YJ, t:t) j '1<, (t ,)d f.':

rO (~.) I( (Y1 - (, i- ,'t)J ~I
f-'l- ).. , {- E'

\- t

f f?~(~,) iT, (m I %' )'1:)

~ U'L (",-m-2) -!...- I -{)oIt t

I - f( I

I

+ S 'R '2.. (~\) fi I (\1 - I J

1- ~

I -t ) d <C'
t,'

00

-I-L

12 )Bethe, H. A. and vI. Hei tler;P:'oc. Roy. Soc. Lond. A.14. 83 (1934
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TI (Y\, '<-) 0) ~
I

We observe that (3) holds good for the entire range 0 ~ t·S I

while (4) is vali d only for the range 0 < f ~ ~,- "' z.
<: > /.c: 7l.. I TT4 satisfies the equation

\

-:: - iT?~(Y1, t}~) S \t"" (t f) d E f

C>

~ h

~

+ ( 1<2 (£.) d~'
0 J

I ~ t
1- ~

~+ f R~ (t:')TT, (t\-\l )-t)dt'
(- t'

()

~

+ ~
R (t t) iT (t\ -I}

c It) at tlc::
1- I

(I
{

Comparing equation (2.3) and (2.4) with (1.1), we find (~.3)
is identical with the equation of JANOSSY. The differeEce ts

ration point one or t,,,,oelectrons with energy above ~ are
~ I

G:l ! (cc:)l-~)produced. If - t:,..•falls in the interval-
then both the electrons produced have an energy above £ and
the second term on the right and side of (2.4a) corresponds to
this situation. If however 'i' falls out side the interval
(€ I- E ) only one of the electrons have an energy above ("',,-

1 v

and this is taken care of by the last two terms in (2.4a).
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\\. (n F E -t)\.. .) C> )

~ /{-) ( <t -= r;/ E-c)

~Yh lT~ (n, 1: .+):: TIt. (n, t)
+~C'P

equation (3)? (4) and (41) become in the I1m1t as t tends tn

infinity

- fi \ (Yl J ~) S 1< \ (~I) d ~I

o ~ I (3.2)

-+ ~ ) R \ (~l) iT, (m I ~4,) ITl (n -In, V )d ~I -= ()
h'I'O i) t-t'l

7l :l. (", ,t) r R J.- (E ') d ~t

o ~I 1<"2.. eE') ii, (n-1, EI,_~I) d. <;.'

o 1- t.
+ .; ~ 1(1- (t: I) It Jm, tiE I) Ti, (n - YI'J-L J

m::;o f

~_(')Jf(
(3.3a)
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Introducing the generating function 9~ (u) 6)

J- (U,~) ~ l1T~ (n. ~ ) &\r\

L rt

I

':l( (u., 'i: ) f 'R, (fo') d, (t "-

'0 -= LA,> - \ f :r . (u) ~I,_~ I ) R~·(E t) of t I
.> - L

C>
1- [

f 3, (u, :Jj (u, !:-f' )R( (d ,H'
£ 3-L

I

+ lAt-( { <J
3

_
L

(u I ~,) R;. (<t:') ds.'
I-'€.

(2.5) is valid for the entire range of ~ for i =

9~ (u1 £) .~ ~•..([') d <£'
o E l-~

f Kl. (f I) d £ I + U. {R2- (E')g (u I £ )d£1 (3.0'
1_ L b «(-f.',

+ 1). ) I?'}- (L'J:3 (u J !, J d £'
£ I £

(2.5) and (2.6) are not ca~able of explicit solution.
However, if '!Ie restrict ourselves to the factorial moments, t1i'-

problem becomes tractable. Definigg the factorial moments ~s
)"'" 3,---dU~
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~z (£) J R, Cd dE' ::
o

I

f N~ ( E{, ) R, (£ I) d c;; I

~
1- ~+ (~ (-L) R ([')dE'J I \ 2. I-~ I ,

(:>

1- £

-+ 2. [ 1- I-d (- '1-,.)] JN I no M I (.t (I) 'P,(d dr'
[

,- ~

- ~ N?r ( ~ ~ / ) 7<~ (~,) cl f I

<:)

\ /- f.

+ (Nl (£;E') 1?1. (( ') J ~ I +2. ) NI ( ~ £ I ) R.•.(e) (' ; I

C

~ 1-£
I

+ ~ )N
l

(%') '1?~Cdd£I+':<[I-1-d\-~.)J J {\'J, (5(>
e ~

+M, (-~,) + I -+ N, (-~ ) M, C:%-.) } 1<, (d d ~ I

(3.9)

The first factorial moments are just the rnpan numbers ~nd are
••,

\

),Tll

example reference 2)
cr -+-;. if'

f
;)(5) cCS)

(S -I) [f.!,,(5) .!)-I3(so) C (5)]
\J _:_ (yi)

Y(S-I)
o J i'••..... ..)
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M (c) -

where i,j (reo/E)
'j -

(4;3 t ~) f cr (£") + ()- Q
(3.12)

4. 1. - -A (s) = I <- s(n-l)

2 [ I -(~ +«) (H ,)'( .s -t 2..)15 ($) -- S

+ (~ r~) IC (SJ ::.
S(S_I)$1'-\ ('"' - ~'0.J..vj

7 0<- -
C{ b

o0'\ is a constan t equal to 00",246and Q
Macheroni const~Rt.

To solve (2.8) and (2.9) we use the Mellin transform tech-
nique. Defining l\l (s) and IV, (s) by

~ 2
\

M7, (s;) r N >-
s - ( df. (3.14)-- ( f.) ~

C>

,
S-lM:l (~') - )' M•. ( E) ( d~ (3.15~-

c
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17- 1- ~where
( S t-')

( .s-l ~ e;) M (9,: ) 'R ([ I) dE'L( - 7 ) € d.~- \\I( ~, I 1-f.1 I (3.18;
0 ~

l

L1. ($ +1)
~~

s--( .-j 5 N, (~,) T<2. (z:') cJ 'f. I-;:: t:, 0~ .:..

(:)
£-

M').. (£ ) can be exp1i citly solved one e

N ( (f) M ! ( £.)

by (3.10) and (3.11). The integrand has no singularities to the
:'r. i.-/1'!' tompl •. ;<- <;-/?loY1\?,. A~ ~; 1.,

right of the line s = 2~Athere is a simple pole due to the zero
of 4> ( s).!: A ( $) D - 13 (.s) C ( s:') An examination of
eQuations (2.13) shows that there are possible poles at s = 1,

b (S) C (s)

addi tion there are poles a.rising frcm the possible zeros of ~ (S.l.
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Let us first evaluate the integral on the right hand side
of (2.10). Since A(s) is a linear combination of Y (s) the
diagamma function+ and ~ S ~\) , A(s) has a series of
poles at all negative integral values of s. Hence it is easy to

c (s) !
~ (S)

and -2. Thus the integrand has a simple pole at s : 1 due m

the factor (s - 1) in the denominator and another simple pole :;t

13 (S) C( s)

t .(s). By considerations c

and A(s) it is easy to prove
4 (s)

~( s)

in the interval (-n-l, -n) (n being an integer), this being due
to A/J ( s) taking all values from - 00 to + 00

in the interval C-n-l, 'Tin). Apart from this, there may be zeros
of c} ($) off the real axis. However, it is shown in the

Mellin integraL Let us consider a typical pole at ~:::+') y,n

on the nega tive real axis. ( - t'Yl - I <. ';.\ I'Y\ <.. - Yn )

The residue. I\n from An--, is given by

i'(s)
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$- Am-
(

,

4C t) ...ep ( ~ m ~

$- ~ .....•

(13 (s") C (~) ( is uniformly bounded in the

<:. $ <:.. - 2 and hene e we obtain

'j ( ~\.)')- t)< e M
\1\I ( :\-n1+ 6 /
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where r,1'1 and ~ are some posi tiV'enUt'TIbersless than uni ty.
We next invoke the following useful property of the digamma
function (see for example Jahnke and Emde13)

and hence
[0" -j

~, I < e(L 10(1- e-:t)t
(4.6)

l.. ::. \

the residues from the poles at s = 1 and 2, provided we can
~ LX

neglect the contribution from the 'lzeros of <} (oS) lying
off the real axis. We have not been able to establish mathema-

13)Jahnke, E and F. Erode. Tables of Functions p.19, Dover-
New York (1945)
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Nt (f:) and N'1.. (s) are given by

'j ~AN \ (~) =- ~ Q --.. (- ~/£- (

o ~ 0, l:l ~ 3

In an exactly similar way, M I (l")
we find

M ,(~) - ~h·
In Table I, we have presented the value of Nl and Ml as given
by (4.7) and (4.8) as well as those ccmputed earliar:_humeri-'
cally+.' ~he .agreement with the numerically computed values
shows the dominant nature of the pole at s = 2.

We shall examine the zeros of ~ (,.6) lying off the ro,)

We recall that
I ~f » 1

1.1J ( ...3) has t!.'

CA~~ Sf ±ilasymptotic expression for
for

(see/example, reference 13)

+These values were evaluated in 1957 by one of us (S.K.S.) with
the help of SILLIACj the elecronic digital computer at the
School of Physics, lJniversity of Sydney.
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'1'( :h) is well represented by (A-I) for
Thus we rewn te epC,.s,)

epe 9,) =( 1+ae)] 'YP) -

:::3C~) + h C 51)

~(J.) =-(t +CI')D'!'C~)
with the help of (A-I), it is easy to see that

\ ~\ »1

\ 0( ?» I
I ~ j »1 and arg s t

Let us consider the contour shown in Figure 3. A
tLe point whose s value is - f\\ + 8' where $
small posi tive number. We shall choose N arbitrarily largoI',
E is point (3, 0) in the Argand s-plane. Under these conC:i··
tions, it is easy to verify that

on the contour ABC D E D' C' B' A. (see fig,l)
Since g(s) and he b) are meromorphic functions of s:;;p
it follows by Roche's theorem (see for example, Hinar Hille14)
that the difference between the number of zeros and poles of
g (s) included in the region enclosed by the contour of
fi. gure 3 is the same as that of P (s), From the properties
of the digamma function, it is clear that the difference is one.
14) Hille, E: Analytic function theory Vol.I. p.25~, Ginnand Co., New York ~59)
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However, on the portion of the real axi s included in the contci I'

there are poles at nega tive integral values of s as well as J. t

o and 1. All these poles are simple except at s = 0
-1 which are second order poles for dJ (s). In addition
(s) has simple zeros in each of the idterval (-m,-m + 1)f

m bei~ > 3, there being no further zeros i~ the interval
(-3, 2) except a.t the point 2 where t (5) has a simple ~ero.
Thus the difference between the number of zeros and poles of

Icp (8) is -5. Since the difference is +1 for g(s); 4 (s)
has six zeros off the rea.laxis. From the asymptotic properties
of '0/ (s), it can be shown that the zeros should lie in a region
limi ted by the circle \f() I -::n J 1(, ... , . being of the order '..1
unity. However, the agreement of the mean numbers obtained by
neglecting the contri bition from these zeros wi th those obtained
by saddle point method as well as numerical contour integra tiN;'
shows that the zeros should lie sufficiently left to the line
'1<e s :::1

The location of these six zeros of ~ (s) appears to be
difficult and is being attempted at by numerical methods. By
Schwarz RefleiCttD-Y'principle, there should be three zeros wi th

part. One zero of
and 1 +;.. o. a

Cf ( h)
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Once we have explicit expressions, it is not difficult
to obtain explicit expressions for the higher moments of the
distribution. We shall summarise in this section the main
resul ts that can be derived. Denoting by N1 (E) and M A(E)

the 2--- \h factorial moments of the number of electrons
produced by an electron and photon primary respectively, we

+obtain

N2 (€:) :: e.2102 e2Y + .2134 eY + 2.2534 (6.1)

M2 (£) :: 0.2420 e2Y + 0.2134 eY (6.2)

N3 (~) = 0.2802 e3Y + 0.2178 e2Y _ 0.6430 eY (6.3)

M3 (f) 0.1921 e3Y + 0.8659 2Y 0.6430 et (6.4):: WI

In casdade theory it is customary to compare the mean
square deviation with the deviation corresponding to Poisson and
Furry distributions (see for example Ramakrishnan15). Figures C

2- . :l-

and 3 demonstrate thev•.ri4tion . of c-; I cr-; ~
cr;; ~ / 1. c:;-;- '2./ ~ ,_ and ():;J./..:.. wi th Y

;l. 0-;. Y7 I I 'J I 1'= 6;..F

+ For the details of the calculation, see S.K.Srinivasan,
K.S.S. I'f{(.)- and N.V.Koteswara Rao,

Zeit Phys. 177 (1964) 164.
15)l.R&mak?~Shnan. Theory of Elementary Particles 3( Cosmic

Rays~ Pergamon Press ~ p.450 (1962).
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The pos si bili ty of explicit solu ti ons of the mOUlents for

the special case of infinite thickness gives us hope that it

may be possible to obtainexplicit solution for cascades of

finite thicknesses. In any case, it is ~~r hope that for small

t~i cknesses, expansion of the exponential functions of t ;\(~)
andt lAC 5)) (see equation (19) of reference 1) may

yield some fruitful results. The occurrence of branch cuts for

/\c f2:y) a nd ~ C~) should not/te a serious handicap ano it

is our conjecture that a rearrangement of the innnit e series

may completely eliminate the terms having branch cuts. If tlr";-j

were to be the case, the fluctuations are determined by a very

simple law capable of being us ed in conjunction with experir.J.E:r;T -l

data. Besides, a lmowledge of the fluctuations would enable we:

to predict the role of the multiple processes like tridents aI"-'

multiple production of photons in highly energetic electromEl):-
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4 23.18 23.15
5 64.71 64.71
6 177.6 177.6
7 484.6 484.6
B 1319 1319
9 3587 3587

10 9752 9752
11 2651 x 10 2651 x 10
12 7206 x 10 7206 x 10
13 1959 x 102 1959 x 102

14 x 102 25325 5325 x 10
15 1447 x 103 1447 x 103

+obtained by numerical evaluation of the inversion integral.
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Cotrlt;ur chosen for the determination of the zeros off (~)
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Professor A.T.Bharucha~~9id sUTTeyed the recent
growing applications of semigroup methods in mathematical
physics. Since a more detailed and complete Tersion of
this talk is a chapter in a forthcoming Matscience Report,
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